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NEWS BRIEFS 

Man arrested 
for spying  
for ISI
HOSHIARPUR (PUNJAB): 
A man from Punjab’s Ho-
shiarpur district was ar-
rested for allegedly spying 
for Pakistan’s Inter-Servic-
es Intelligence and helping 
the agency in organising 
anti-India activities, police 
said on Friday.
The man is accused of 
aiding anti-India activities 
by providing sensitive in-
formation about Indian 
Army deployments, and 
transmitting documents 
and photos from his mo-
bile phone, they said.
Acting on a tip-off, police 
apprehended Harpreet 
Singh near a railroad 
crossing on Phagwara 
road in Hoshiarpur on 
Thursday night. The man, 
who hails from Tarn Taran 
district, was currently re-
siding in Vijay Nagar area 
here.

 20 killed in bus 
accident in 
Pakistan
PESHAWAR/ISLAMA-
BAD: At least 20 passen-
gers were killed and 21 
others injured when a bus 
skidded off the strategic 
Karakoram Highway in 
Pakistan and plunged into 
a ravine on Friday, police 
said.
The incident occurred in 
the mountainous terrain 
around 5:30 am in 
Gilgit-Baltistan’s Diamer 
district when the bus was 
on its way from Rawalpin-
di to Gilgit, a police official 
said.
The driver lost control of 
the vehicle which then 
overturned and landed 
near the banks of the In-
dus River which runs 
along the highway, the offi-
cial said.

Top court will hear Kejriwal’s 
interim bail plea on May 7

AGENCY 
NEW DELHI, MAY 3 

The Supreme Court will look into the possibil-
ity of granting interim bail to Delhi Chief Min-
ister Arvind Kejriwal so that he can campaign 
for the ongoing Lok Sabha polls. A bench of 
Justice Sanjiv Khanna and Justice Dipankar 
Datta today said it will look at the interim bail 
plea on Tuesday (May 7) and asked Enforce-
ment Directorate (ED) and Mr Kejriwal’s 
counsel to be prepared.

The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) 
leader was arrested by ED offi-
cials on March 21 in connection 
with alleged irregularities in the 
now-scrapped Delhi liquor policy. 
He has approached the Supreme 
Court after he did not get relief 
from lower courts. He is the third 
top AAP leader to be arrested in 
the corruption case, after Manish 
Sisodia and Sanjay Singh. Mr 
Singh, a Rajya Sabha MP, is out 
on bail.

Appearing for Mr Kejriwal, 
Senior Advocate Abhishek Singh-
vi today said there is no evidence against the 
Delhi Chief Minister and his arrest is legal. Mr 
Kejriwal, he said, had responded to nine sum-
monses from the ED. He added that failure to 
appear cannot be a basis for arrest.

“All evidence on which I am arrested is pre-
2023 end. Every material is as in July 2023. Same 
evidence relied on in Manish Sisodia’s case. 
Money trail chart was the same,” Mr Singhvi 
said. When the court asked if any action had 
been taken against AAP, Mr Singhvi replied in 
the negative. Referring to Section 70 of the 
PMLA, which deals with offences by companies, 
he said, “Anything or everything done by a po-

litical party cannot be attributed to its convenor 
or president. Merely mentioning a company can-
not lead to arrest of the MD unless you show 
something, same thing with AAP.” To this, Jus-
tice Khanna replied, “Any person in overall 
charge of the company, then you are vicarious-
ly liable with the company and then you have 
to show that it was done without your knowl-
edge.” Mr Singhvi responded, “They say he is 
the brain behind AAP... he is involved in de-
mand of kickbacks. There is no direct evi-

dence.” Appearing for the central agency, Ad-
ditional Solicitor General SV Raju said the 
decision to arrest Mr Kejriwal was not just 
taken by the investigating officer, but also for-
tified by a special judge. “Before he was arrest-
ed, they moved a division bench of Delhi High 
Court, saying that he should not be arrested, 
but the court perused the documents and said 
no interference. So application of judicial 
mind in three stages,” he said. The court even-
tually noted that this case and examination of 
its various aspects may take time. “But if the 
case takes time, we may consider interim bail 
due to elections,” the bench said. 

AGENCY 
RAE BARELI/NEW DELHI, 
MAY 3

Congress leader Rahul Gandhi 
filed his papers from Uttar 
Pradesh’s Rae Bareli constituen-
cy on Friday, barely an hour be-
fore nominations closed for the 
Lok Sabha seat.

Earlier, in the morning, the 
Congress ended the suspense 
over Amethi and Rae Bareli, an-
nouncing his candidature from 
the seat held by his mother Sonia 
Gandhi for the last two decades. 
She recently moved to the Rajya 
Sabha.

Gandhi had lost from the adjoining 
Amethi constituency to BJP’s Smriti Ira-
ni in 2019, but won from Wayanad in Ker-
ala – a seat he is contesting this time as 
well.

The former Congress president was 
accompanied by party leaders Mallikar-
jun Kharge, Sonia Gandhi and Priyanka 
Gandhi Vadra as he handed over his pa-
pers to district election officer Harshita 
Mathur around 2 pm on the last day for 
filing nominations.

Gandhi’s brother-in-law Robert 
Vadra too was with him. Former Rajas-

than chief minister Ashok Gehlot 
accompanied the family.

Also on Friday, Kishori Lal 
Sharma, a close aide of the Gandhi 
family, filed his papers from the 
Amethi Lok Sabha constituency.

Polling in both parliamentary 
constituencies is on May 20.

The party leaders arrived at 
the Fursatganj airport in Amethi, 
and then headed for Rae Bareli. A 
large number of Congress work-
ers, and those from INDIA bloc 
partner Samajwadi Party, turned 
up at the district collectorate to 
cheer Gandhi. The SP workers, 
carrying flags and banners, in-
cluded the party’s district chief 

Virendra Yadav.
After filing his nomination, Rahul 

Gandhi and other family members went 
to the district Congress office where fam-
ily priest Radhe Shyam Dixit performed 
a puja. Rae Bareli Congress spokesper-
son Vinay Dwivedi said people in the 
party and local residents were demand-
ing that only the Gandhi family should 
contest from the constituency, and the 
top leadership has lived up to their trust.

The BJP mocked the Congress deci-
sion to field Gandhi from Rae Bareli rath-
er than Amethi.

AGENCY 
TORONTO, MAY 3

An Indian couple visiting 
Canada and their three-
month-old grandchild were 
among four people killed on 
the spot in a multi-vehicle 
collision when Ontario po-
lice pursued a liquor store 
robbery suspect driving the 
wrong way. All four 
people were pro-
nounced dead at the 
scene on Highway 
401 in Whitby, about 
50 kilometres east of 
Toronto, police said 
on Thursday.

Ontario’s Special 
Investigations Unit 
(SIU) said that two of 
the victims, a 60-year-
old man and a 
55-year-old woman, 
were visiting from 
India. However, the SIU did 
not release the names of the 
victims.

The couple’s three-
month-old grandson also 
died in the multi-vehicle col-
lision. Highway 401 was 
closed for several hours after 
the incident on Monday, it 
said.

The agency said that the 
parents of the infant, his 
33-year-old father and 

27-year-old mother, were 
travelling in the same vehi-
cle and were taken to hospi-
tal.

The mother’s injuries 
are serious, the SIU said.

The 21-year-old robbery 
suspect was also killed in the 
collision, which involved at 
least six vehicles, CBC News 
reported. Officials have said 

the deadly car chase started 
with a liquor store robbery 
in Bowmanville and ended 
around 20 minutes later af-
ter the suspect in a cargo van 
led Durham police on a high-
speed chase against oppos-
ing traffic on Highway 401.

A 38-year-old male pas-
senger from the cargo van 
was also taken to the hospi-
tal to be treated for serious 
injuries.

AGENCY 
NEW DELHI, MAY 3 

The Supreme Court has inter-
vened to halt the opening of a 
road outside Punjab Chief 
Minister Bhagwant Mann’s 
residence in Chandigarh. The 
decision, made today, comes 
as a response to concerns 
raised by both the Centre and 
the Punjab government re-
garding security threats asso-
ciated with the road’s open-
ing.

A bench of Justices Sanjiv 
Khanna and Dipankar Datta 
noted that both the Centre 
and Punjab government 
have opposed the opening of 
the road, which has been 
closed since the 1980s, owing 
to a threat perception. The 
road had been closed due to 
security reasons during 
height of terrorism in Pun-

jab, and was set to be reopened 
on a trial basis. The Punjab 
and Haryana High Court had 
on April 22 ordered opening of 
the 500-metre road, connect-
ing Sukhna Lake to Nayaga-
on in Chandigarh, on a trial 
basis from May 1. The High 
Court’s order had included 
provisions for the Chandi-
garh Police to engage traffic 
experts in formulating a com-
prehensive traffic manage-
ment plan for the road, which 
was intended to be open from 
7 am to 7 pm on working days.

SC stays opening of road 
outside Punjab CM’s 

residence in Chandigarh

 

Rahul files nomination 
from Rae Bareli

Indian couple, 3-month-
old killed in crash during 
police chase in Canada

ED attaches 
properties worth 
Rs 205.49 crore in 
Chhattisgarh 
liquor scam
RAIPUR: The Enforce-
ment Directorate has pro-
visionally attached 18 
movable and 161 immova-
ble properties worth ap-
proximately Rs 205.49 
crore in a money launder-
ing case linked to the al-
leged Rs 2000 crore liquor 
scam in the state, the 
agency said on Friday.
The central probe agency 
has recorded a fresh En-
forcement Case Informa-
tion Report (ECIR) in the 
liquor scam based on an 
FIR registered by the state 
police under various sec-
tions of the Indian Penal 
Code (IPC) and the Pre-
vention of Corruption Act, 
1988.

BJP mocks him for fleeing from Amethi

Congress loyalist K L  
Sharma files papers  
from Amethi
AMETHI (UP): Congress loyalist K L 
Sharma filed his nomination from 
Amethi Lok Sabha seat here on Fri-
day. Sharma filed his papers at the 
collectorate, accompanied by local 
Congress leaders.
Congress leader Priyanka Gandhi 
Vadra earlier in the day urged the the 
public in Amethi to vote for Sharma.

AGENCY 
MYSURU, KARNATAKA, 
MAY 3

Former Karnataka minister 
HD Revanna and his son Pra-
jwal Revanna face fresh trou-
bles as a case has 
been lodged based 
on a youth’s com-
plaint alleging 
that his mother 
was kidnapped af-
ter a video of her 
being allegedly 
tied and raped by 
Prajwal emerged.

The case was 
registered on 
Thursday night, 
the police in Mysuru said.

HD Revanna, who is a 
JD(S) MLA from Holenarasi-
pura constituency in Hassan 
district, is the son of former 
Prime Minister and JD(S) 
patriarch HD Deve Gowda 
and elder brother of former 
Chief Minister HD Kumaras-
wamy.

Prajwal Revanna, the 
sitting JD(S) MP from Has-
san, is facing allegations of 
sexually abusing women. 
The state government has 
constituted a Special Investi-
gation Team (SIT) to probe 

the case after scores of ex-
plicit video clips allegedly 
involving the 33-year-old MP 
started making the rounds 
in recent days. He was the 
NDA candidate from the 
Hassan Lok Sabha constitu-
ency where polling was held 
on April 26. JD(S) joined the 
NDA in September last year.

AGENCY 
MUMBAI, MAY 3

Equity benchmark Sensex 
plummeted over 700 points to 
sink below the 74,000 level 
and Nifty retreated from a re-
cord high on Friday as 
investors pared expo-
sure to telecom, capital 
goods and tech stocks.

Heavy selling pres-
sure in Reliance Indus-
tries, L&T and HDFC 
bank counters also 
pulled indices down, 
traders said.

The 30-share BSE 
Sensex dropped 732.96 
points or 0.98 per cent 
to settle at 73,878.15 af-
ter soaring 484.07 
points earlier in the 
day. From its intra-day high 
of 75,095.18, the benchmark 
tanked 1,627.45 points to the 
day’s low of 73,467.73.

The NSE Nifty also de-
clined 172.35 points or 0.76 per 
cent to 22,475.85. The bench-

mark hit a record 22,794.70 in 
the early trade, up 146.5 
points or 0.64 per cent.

From the Sensex basket, 
Larsen & Toubro, Maruti, Re-
liance Industries, Nestle, 
Bharti Airtel, UltraTech Ce-

ment, Kotak Mahindra Bank 
and JSW Steel were among 
the major laggards. Bajaj Fi-
nance climbed nearly 1 per 
cent higher. The Reserve Bank 
of India (RBI) has lifted restric-
tions on Bajaj Finance on sanc-

tioning and disbursal of loans 
through eCOM and Insta EMI 
Card, the company said in a 
regulatory filing on Thursday. 
In November last year, the cen-
tral bank directed Bajaj Fi-
nance to stop sanction and 

disbursal of loans under 
its two lending products 
-- eCOM and Insta EMI 
Card -- due to the compa-
ny’s non-adherence to 
the extant provisions of 
digital lending guide-
lines. Bajaj Finserv, Ma-
hindra & Mahindra, 
State Bank of India, ICI-
CI Bank and Infosys 
were among the other 
gainers. “Profit-booking 
and a degree of caution 
ahead of the release of 
the US non-farm payroll 

resulted in selling pressure in 
the market. However, the ab-
sence of significant negative 
surprises in Q4 earnings thus 
far, along with a decline in oil 
prices, might help to mitigate 
the downside.

Kidnapping case registered 
against HD Revanna  

and son Prajwal: Police

Sensex tumbles 700 points 
amid broad-based selloff
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I, Mehkdeep Dass son of I, Ashok Sukhija son of Raghunath I No 15627239W NK Sudeep Minz I, Sunny  S/o Devi Singh  Kumar, resident of Ward No. 15 I Meenu Rani Bharatwaj Menon I Puneet D/o Sukhjit Singh R/o Vpo I Paramjit Singh Kehal S/O 
Ba lw inde r  Dass ,  v i l l age  Rai Sukhija r/o House No. 828/2 S/o Dilip Minz R/o Village Juria R/o.Village Nangla, Dadri Toe Khatik Mohalla Mandi Dabwali W/o Anmol Bansal R/o Piara Tel Ladhewali, Jalandhar. Pb 144007, Sukhwinder Singh R/o Sandaur 
Sanghera Tehsil and District (304/4), Mahadev Colony, Near Sobran Toli, District Lohardaga (275), Jhajjar, Haryana -124103  District Sirsa, have changed my Street W.No.14 Mansa have have changed my name to Puneet Tehsil. Ahmedgarh Dist. Malerkotla 
Barnala, have changed my name Gulati Shop Factory Kaithal, District ( J H A R K H A N D )  P i n - declare that in my Policy my name name from Nishant to Nishant changed my Meenu. Kaur. Have Changed My Name Paramjit 
f r o m  M e h k d e e p  D a s  t o  Kaithal (Haryana), have changed 835302.Declare that in My Army is mentioned as Sunny Devi Singh Kumar. 63372 63372 Singh.
M e h k d e e p  D a s s  K h a r a .  my name from Ashok Sukhija to Service Record My Mother Name which is incorrect. My correct name 50008 I, Sukhpreet Kaur Gill D/O I, Paramjeet Kaur W/o Sukha Singh 63372
concerned note , Ashok Kumar Sukhija. Concerned Mentioned ANNA which is incorrect is  Sunny I, Army No. 15508691F rank LD  Palwinder Singh R/o Vpo Akalgarh R/o Vill: Bahadar Wala (Moga) I, Parveen Kumar S/o Darshan 

90006 please note. Her Correct Name is ANNA 72737 n a m e  S h a n t a n u  M a n d a l   Kalan, Tehsil Raikot District have changed my name to Paramjit Lal R/o H.No.3192 Sector 32A 
84451 K A C H H A P. V i d e  A f f i d a v i t  I, Kewal Singh S/o Shankar Singh Presently  residing 46 Armed  Ludhiana Have Changed My Name Kaur. Chandigarh Road Focal Point 

I Pinki W/O Dharminder Mahey QE0001925211. R/o Village  Dhindsa , P.O. Bir Regt C/o 56 APO    declare that as To Sukhpreet Kaur. 63372 (Ludhiana) Punjab-141010 have 
Vill.& P.O.Khatkar Kalan Teh. Banga 9000A Bansian , Tehsil Phillaur,District per  army record my father name 63372 I Daljit Singh S/o Gurmej Singh R/o changed my name to Parveen 
Distt. SBS nagar ,have changed my I, Sarvjit Kaur w/o Harbhajan Singh Jalandhar , Punjab , India have is  wrongly mentioned as I, Simrit Singh S/o Nirajan Singh R/o Chaudhary Wala, (Bahadar Wala) Kumar Narang.
name Pinki to Pinky.Please note. r/o #40/15, Satya Nagar, Near changed my name from  Kewal Gurupada Mandal   but his  Near Baba Jivn Singh Gurdwara, (Moga) have Changed My Name 63372

900022 Jagd ish  Park ,  Shahabad  Singh to Singh Kewal  . All correct  name is  Gurupada  Rauke Road, Badhni Kalan, Distt. To Daljit Singh Khehra. I, Mukesh Kumari W/o Parveen 
I, Pardeep Gill Son Of Ram Lubhaya Markanda, Distt. Kurukshetra have concerned please note. Mondal   vide affidavit No. IN- Moga, Punjab–142037, have 63372 Kumar Narang D/o Madan Lal 
R/o Vpo Gohir Tehsil Nakodar changed my name from Sarvjit 42778 Pb12229294726692W   dated  changed my name to Simrat Singh. I Gurpreet Kaur W/o Tek Singh R/o H.No.3192 Sector 32A 
District Jalandhar, Punjab, India Kaur to Sarbjit Kaur. In future I I, Rajvinder Kaur W/o Kewal Singh 03-05-2024   best before Notary 63372 Malhi R/o Chugha Kalan (Moga) Chandigarh Road Focal Point 
Have Changed My Name From should be known as Sarbjit Kaur. R/o Village  Bhode Saprai  , Public Amritsar I, hitherto known as Monika Goyal have Changed My Name To (Ludhiana) Punjab-141010 have 
Pardeep Gill To Gill Is My Surname 52724 District Jalandhar , Punjab , India  72737 W/o Devinder Kumar Nauhria R/o Gurpreet Kaur Malhi. changed my name to Manisha 
And Pardeep Is My Given Name I, Manjit Kaur  W/o Shamsher  have changed my name from I, Army No. 15508691F rank LD  H.No. 1297 St.No. 07 Jawahar 63372 Narang.
Please Note. Singh  R/o.16/2114, Preet Nagar Rajwinder Kaur to  Kaur n a m e  S h a n t a n u  M a n d a l   Nagar Po. Moga, Distt. Moga I Sandhya kumari alies Sandhya 63372

777886 Verka Amritsar have Changed my Rajwinder . All concerned please Presently  residing 46 Armed  Punjab-142001 have changed my D/O Raju kumar, R/O 967, ward no. I, Beera Singh S/o Umar Singh 
I Sartaj Singh S/o Kewal Singh R/o. name to Kawaljit Kaur note. Regt C/o 56 APO    declare that as name and shall hereafter be known 43, islam ganj, kucha no. 16, R/o Vill Kheri Musalmani, Post 
Village Nanak Nangal, P.O. Ranger 72737 42778 per  army record my mother name as Monika Nauhria. ludhiana, punjab 141008 declare Barsat, Tehsil and Distt Patiala-
Nangal, Tehsil Batala, Distt I, Ranbir Kaushal S/o Krishan Lal I Jaspal S/o Amarjit R/o Sotran is  wrongly mentioned as Kajal  63372 that the sandhya kumari & 147001 have changed my name 
Gurdaspur. Have Changed my Kaushal   R/o.A-336, Ranjit Road Banga, Tehsil Banga, Distt. Mandal   but her  correct  name is  I, Amandeep Kaur Sidhu W/o sandhya is one and the same from Beera Singh to Mahavir 
name from Sartaj Singh to Avenue, Amritsar have changed S.b.s Nagar, Punjab, 144505, kajal  Mondal   vide affidavit No. Sukhwinder Singh Dhaliwal R/o person. Singh.
Rajanveer Singh. Concerned Note. my daughter name from Ruhi to India Want To Change My Name IN- Pb12229185970218W   dated  Vpo. Boude (Moga) have 63372 63372

10005 Ruhi Manchanda after marriage From  Jaspal To Jaspal Singh. All 03-05-2024   best before Notary c h a n g e d  m y  n a m e  a s  I, Vijay Kumar Suri S/o Sukhdev I Mala Sharma W/o Sanjeev 
I Mangat S/o  Kaka Ram House No.  72737 Note. Public Amritsar Amandeep Kaur Sidhu to Raj Suri R/o #162/3 Block No. 7 Sharma R/o Ward No 15, 
35 Bahlana Chandigarh have I,  Bhawna   D/o Amit Kalyani  R/o 461257 72737 Amandeep Singh Dhaliwal. W.No. 10 Near Mini Market Assandh Distt Karnal Have 
changed my name Mangat to H no. 2476 Gali Kucha Khair Don I Gursahibpreet Singh S/o. I Jagjeet singh s/o Amarjeet singh 63372 Shivjot Enclave Kharar Teh- Changed My Name From Mala To 
Mangat Khan S/o Kaka Ram to kaka Ram Bagh Chitta Gumat Amritsar Gurdial Singh, Village Kamoke, r/o village Bhokhra Tehsil Bathinda I, Navdeep Kaur D/o Gurdit Kharar (SAS Nagar, Mohali) have Mala Sharma. In Future I Shall Be 
please note have changed my name to Bhawna P.O. Butala, Tehsil Baba Bakala District Bathinda have changed Singh R/o Kothi No. 34-C Sunny changed my name from Vijay Known As Mala Sharma.

100014 Kalyani Sahib (Amritsar) have changed my name jagjeet singh Brar to Enclave Sector-125 Kharar Po Kumar to Vijay Kumar Suri. 63372
I , Sukhdev Dhot S/o Mukhtiar Dhot  72737 my name from GURSHABPREET jagjeet singh. Please note. Kharar (SAS Nagar, Mohali) 63372 I Sristi Sharma  D/o Sunil Dutt 
R/o Mahadev Paschim Vihar I, Tanu Malhotra  Wife Of Khera SINGH to GURSAHIBPREET 60018 have changed my name to I, Suman Bala Suri W/o Vijay Sharma R/o House No 7,ward No 
Colony, Kaithal (haryana) Have Gund   R/o.H.No.10-C, Green SINGH. Concerned Note. I Kulvinder kaur w/o jagjeet singh Navdeep Kaur Gill. Kumar Suri R/o #162/3 Block No. 2 6 ,  V i v e k a n a n d  C o l o n y  
Changed My Name Sukhdev Dhot Avenue, Amritsar Punjab Have 900026 r/o village Bhokhra Tehsil Bathinda 63372 7 W.No. 10 Near Mini Market Kurukshetr Have Changed My 
S/o Mukhtiar Dhot To Sukhdev Singh Changed my name Tanu Malhotra I Kiran Bala D/o Sh. Hind lal District Bathinda have changed I Kamaljeet S/o Dass Ram VPO Shivjot Enclave Kharar Teh- Name From Srishti To Sristi 
S/o Mukhtyar Singh. Concerned To Tanu Gund  after Marriage  Sardana ,W/o sh. Ankit Garg, R/o My name Kulvinder kaur Sidhu to Sandhwan Teh Banga Distt SBS Kharar (SAS Nagar, Mohali) have Sharma. In Future I Shall Be 
Please Note. Please Note Purani Sabzi Mandi, Burai Gate, Kulvinder kaur. Please note. Nagar have change my name changed my name from Suman Known As Sristi Sharma.

84451  72737 Near Sharma Tent, Ward no.8/7, 60018 Kamaljeet to Kamaljit. to Suman Bala Suri. 63372
I, No. 15331312H HAV Deepak I, Jaswinder Kaur alias Jaspal Kaur  Jagadhri Distt Yamunanagar that I I hitherto known as Happy Singh 63372 63372 I, Pritpal Singh Gill S/O Ranjit 
Narvekar of Unit 38 AER, C/o 56 W/o Avtar Singh  R/o.H.No.L- have changed my name from S/O Sukhwant, H.No 18, Village I Mohit S/o Karnail Chand, Vpo. I, Ankur Suri S/o Vijay Kumar Suri Singh R/O Vpo Kokri Kalan Tehsil 
APO, Pin-914038, R/o Vill & PO 4/1454, Gali No.3, Sultanwind Kiran Bala to Kiran Garg. pholriwal, Pholriwala, PO: Garha, Bakapur Guru, Garhshankar, R / o  # 2 3 3 6  S e c t o r - 2 8 C  Moga Distt Moga Punjab 142054 
Nittur, Taluk Khanapur, Distt Road Tej  Nagar Amritsar have 100060 DIST: Jalandhar, Punjab - 144022 Distt. Hoshiarpur Have Changed (Chandigarh) have changed my Have Changed My Name To 
Belagavi, State Karnataka, Pin- Changed my name to Jaswinder I Teena Sehgal W/o Sh. Karun have changed my name and shall My Name Mohit To Mohit Kumar. name from Ankur to Ankur Suri. Pritpal Singh.
591302 have changed my daughter Kaur Kumar Bhugra R/o House No  hereafter be known as Singh 63372 63372 63372
name from Ananya to Ananya  72737 759, Prem Nagar Gali no 6 Happy.It is certified that I have I, Parminder Kaur Bhupal W/O I, Sukhvinder Singh S/o Balihar I Hargopal S/O Fakir Chand R/O 
Deepak Narvekar Vide affidavit dt. I, Sarbjit  Kaur  W/o   Gurjant  Singh    Yamuna Nagar that I have complied with other legal Guriqbal Singh Vpo Middu Singh R/o VPO. Kang Jagir, Rampura Phul Distt Bathinda 
03.05.24 before Notary Public R/o Vill. Raowal,  Distt Moga,  Have changed  my name after marriage requirements in this connection Khera, Tehsil Malout (Shri Tehsil Phillaur, Distt. Jalandhar, Have Changed My Name To 
Bathinda Change My Name To Sarabjeet  from Teena Sahgal to Teena 90002 Muktsar Sahib) Have Changed Punjab (India)-144418, have Hargopal Bansal.

100078 Kaur Bhugra. I, Kashmir Singh S/o Vijay Kumar My Name To Parminder Kaur. changed the name of my minor 63372
I, No. 15331312H HAV Deepak  72737 100060 R/o H.No. 253 Shushil Basti 63372 daughter Prabhjot and she shall I, Sangeeta W/o Shri Vasu Dev 
Narvekar of Unit 38 AER, C/o 56 I hitherto known as VEERPAL  I Sandeep Kaur W/o Japinder Ahmedgarh (Malerkotla) Pin- I, Guriqbal Singh Bhupal S/O hereafter be known as Prabhjot R/o  village Dayal Majari, Ghillour 
APO, Pin-914038, R/o Vill & PO K AUR  SANDHU   D /o   Singh R/o Village Talwara Tehsil 148021 Pb, India, have changed Baltej Singh Vpo Middu Khera, Kaur. t e h s i l  R a d a u r  d i s t r i c t  
Nittur, Taluk Khanapur, Distt HARCHAND SINGH W/o PARTAP Amloh Distt Fatehgarh  Sahib my name from Kashmir Singh to Tehsil Malout (Shri Muktsar 63372 Yamunanagar, have  changed 
Belagavi, State Karnataka, Pin- SINGH GILL residing V.P.O. Have Changed My Name From Singh Kashmir. Sahib) Have Changed My Name I, Palwinder Singh Gill S/O my name from Sangeeta Rani to 
591302 have changed my daughter DARAPUR, TEHSIL & DISTRICT  Sandip Kaur To Sandeep Kaur 63372 To Guriqbal Singh. Jarnail Singh R/O Bhanglan Sangeeta.
name from Janhavi to Janhavi MOGA PIN-142054 PUNJAB 50008 I, Pawan Deep Kumar S/o 63372 (Ludhiana) Changed My Name 989666
Deepak Narvekar Vide affidavit dt. INDIA  have  changed  my name I Shamsher Singh S/o Joginder Harmesh Kumar R/o Vill: Majra I Charanjit Kaur W/O Harwinder Palwinder Singh. I, RUPALI is legally wife of 
03.05.24 before Notary Public and shall hereafter be known as Singh R/o Village Tapprian Amar Nidhewala Po. Mullanpur Kalan Singh Dhaliwal # Bilaspur, Moga 63372 Number 4088371F Rank Hav 
Bathinda VEERPAL KAUR. Singh Tehsil Chamkaur Sahib Teh-Fatehgarh Sahib (Fatehgarh Have Changed My Name To I Neelu Thukral W/o Sanjeev Name N imba lkar  Keshav  

100078 72737 Distt Ropar Declare That Sahib) have changed my name to Charanjit Kaur Dhaliwal. Kumar R/o H.No. 129/A, Ashok Trimbak Unit 21 Garh Rif C/O 56 
I, No. 15331312H HAV Deepak I, hitherto Known as  MEHANGA Shamsher Singh  Alias Kohana Pawandeep Kumar. 63372 Nagar, Jalandhar-144002,  have APO Ferozepur Cantt presently 
Narvekar of Unit 38 AER, C/o 56 SINGH   S/o  AVTAR SINGH   Singh Both Names Of One And 63372 I Sikander Singh S/o Mohan changed my name from Neelu residing at Village-Gitewadi, PO-
APO, Pin-914038, R/o Vill & PO R/O VILL. UCHOKE KHURD PO. Same Person. I, Sarbjit S/O Meet Ram R/O H. Singh R/o H.No. 11/37, Guru Thukral  to Neelu, after marriage. Dhangarjawalka, Distt.-Beed, 
Nittur, Taluk Khanapur, Distt UDHOKE - 143119  DISTT. 50008 No. B-4/170, Mohalla Aranhali, Ravidass Nagar, Near Railway 63372 (MH) Pin:414204 have changed 
Belagavi, State Karnataka, Pin- AMRITSAR Pun jab  have  I Kuldip Singh S/o Basant Singh Rahon, Teh. Nawanshahr, Distt. Line, Mandi Mullanpur Distt I Manish Singh S/o Narayan my name from RUPALI to 
591302 have changed my DOB changed my  name  and shall R/o Vpo Kahneke Teh Tapa Distt Sbs Nagar, (Punjab), Have Ludhiana change name to Singh Bungla R/o H, No. 662 NIMBALKAR RUPALI KESHAV 
from 06.08.1984 to 16.08.1984 Vide hereaf ter   be known as Barnala have changed my name Changed My Name From Sarbjit Sikander Singh Sekhon. Preet Nagar, Kapurthala,  have vide affidavit dated 02-05-2024 
affidavit dt. 03.05.24 before Notary MEHNGA SINGH. to Kuldeep Singh To Sarbjit Bains. 63372 changed my name from Manish before Executive Magistrate at 
Public Bathinda  72737 50008 63372 I, Baljinder Kaur W/o Sikandar Singh to Manish Singh Bungla. Ferozepur.

100078 I hitherto known as BALBIR I Kanwaljit Kaur Wife of Boota I Dawinder Kaur W/o Lakha Singh Singh R/o H.No. 11/37, Guru 63372 900023
I Sanjeev Kumar Sharma S/o KAUR  W/O BALWINDER Singh Village Boparai Tehsil Patti R/o Mand Jharaudi, Tehsil Ravidass Nagar, Near Railway I Guddo Devi  D/o Chamel Singh  I, PARVEENA DEVI is legally 
Chandi Ram Sharma R/o H No. SINGH  R/o VILLAGE  MALIA, Distt Tarn Taran Have Changed Samrala (Ludhiana) have Line, Mandi Mullanpur Distt is legally spouse of Joginder mother of Number 2501208K 
19922 C, St No. 28, Parinda Road, PO TARN TARAN, TEHSIL & My Name Of Kanwaljit Kaur to changed my name as Davinder Ludhiana change name to Singh residing at 9 Wing AFS Rank NK Name Mukesh Kumar 
Guru Teg Bahadar Nagar, Bathinda- DISTT TARN TARAN, PUNJAB Kuljit Kaur pl not it. Kaur. Baljinder Kaur Sekhon W/o Halwara (Ludhiana) have presently residing at VPO-Dhar, 
151001, Punjab have changed my have changed my name and 50008 63372 Sikander Singh Sekhon. changed my name from Guddo Tehsi l-Dehra,  Dhar(496), 
name from Sanjeev Kumar to shall hereafter be known as I Joni Singh S/o Birbhan Singh Vill I, Shimon S/o Parkash Chand R/o 63372 Devi  to Gudoo Devi  vide E- Kangra (Himachal Pradesh) 
Sanjeev Kumar Sharma. JASBIR KAUR.      Bangan Tehsil Moonak Distt. H.No. 875 Jamalpur Colony I Parmjit Singh S/o Pritam S t a m p . I N - P B 1 1 9 2 9  have changed my name from 

100078  72737 Sangrur Changed My Name Joni (Ludhiana) have changed my Singh R/o Village Panjwar 195248050W dated 3-May- 2024  P A R V E E N A  D E V I  t o  
I Sanjeev Kumar Sharma S/o I hitherto known as SURAJ   S/o  and Surname is Singh name to Shimon Masih. Khurd Tehsil & District Tarn before Raikot. PRAVEENA DEVI vide dated 03-
Chandi Ram Sharma R/o H No. NAVAL KISHORE  R/o  H.NO. 50008 63372 Taran have changed my name 63372 05-2024 before Notary Public at 
19922 C, St No. 28, Parinda Road, 139, GALI NO. 4,  F.G.C ROAD, I Daljeet kaur wife of Gursahib I, Gurdeep Singh Lohat S/o Teja from Parmjit Singh to Paramjit I Ravi S/O Sudesh Kumar R/O Ferozepur.
Guru Teg Bahadar Nagar, Bathinda- DAYA NAND NAGAR, NANGALI Singh Village Kalanjar Uttar Teh Singh R/o Vill: Gobindpura Teh- Singh. Civil Hospital Mohalla Cotton Mill 900023
151001, Punjab known by three BHATHA, TEHSIL & DISTT. Patti Distt Tarn Taran have Payal (Ludhiana) have changed 63372 Malerkotla Have Changed My 
different names i.e. Sanjeev Kumar, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB have changed my name Daljeet Kaur to my name to Malkit Singh. I, Gagan S/o Anil Kumar R/o Name To Ravi Kumar.
Sanjeev Kumar Sharma & Sanjeev changed my name and shall Daljit Kaur. 63372 Bakarkhana Road Gali No. 1 63372
Sharma. hereafter be known as SURAJ 50008 I, Gurpreet Kaur W/o Sukhvir Nawanshahr (SBS Nagar) have I Gurmit Singh Jattana S/O Sh. 

100078 SINHA. I, Mandeep Singh Ausht S/O Singh Gill R/o Kotla Bhari changed my name Gagan to Jaswant Singh , H.No. 265, Patti 
I Sanjeev Kumar Sharma S/o  72737 Bahal Singh  R/o Flat No-621, 6th (Ludhiana) have changed my Gagan Khosla. Aali Vpo Chauke Distt. Bathinda 
Chandi Ram Sharma R/o H No. I hitherto known as PARMATMA Floor, Acme Shivalik Heights, name to Gurpreet Kaur Gill. 63372 Have Changed My Name To 
19922 C, St No. 28, Parinda Road, S INGH S/O HARNARAIN Sector-127, VTC-Kharar, PO- 63372 I Palo W/O Hans Raj D/O Sohan Gurmeet Singh.
Guru Teg Bahadar Nagar, Bathinda- SINGH R/O VPO KACHA Kharar, Distt-SAS Nagar Mohali, I, Deepika Verma W/o Ravinder Lal  R/O Village Pali Uchi Tehsil 63372
151001, Punjab declare that my PACCA, TEHSIL PATTI, TARN Punjab - 140301, have changed  Verma R/o Baldev Studio Nawanshahr District Sbs Nagar I Khushdeep Singh Bhaker S/O 
father was expired and my father TARAN-143304, PUNJAB have my name from Mandeep Singh Ahmedgarh (Malerkotla) have 144512 Pb I Have Changed My Gurjant Singh R/O Talwandi 
known by two different name i.e. changed my name and shall Ausht to Mandeep Singh. changed my name to Deepika Name  From Pallo To Gurpal Sabo Bathinda Have Changed 
Chandi Ram & Chandi Ram Sharma. h e r e a f t e r  b e  k n o w n  a s  50008 Kumra. Kaur. My Name To Khushdeep Singh.

100078 PARMATMA SINGH BATTH. I Sukhvinder Kaur W/o Sucha 63372 63372 63372
72737 Singh R/o Vpo. Karimpur, Teh. I, Gurinder Singh S/o Baldev I Gagandeep Thind S/o Hoshair I Jasvir Kaur Bhaker W/O 

I  h i t h e r t o  k n o w n  a s  Nawanshahr, Distt. Shahid Singh R/o Near Nanak Darbar Singh R/o Vpo Sarhala Khurd Khushdeep Singh R/O Talwandi 
KANWARVISHVJEET SINGH  Bhagat Singh Nagar, Have Gurudwara Sangowal Po. Te h - G a r h s h a n k a r  D i s t t  Sabo (Bathinda) Have Changed 
S/o GURPREETPAL SINGH R/o  Changed My Name Sukhvinder Sangowal (Ludhiana) have known Hoshiarpur I, have changed my My Name To Jasvir Kaur.
VILLAGE CHANCHAK, TEHSIL Kaur To Sukhwinder Kaur by both names Gurinder Singh Gill name to Gagandeep Thind to 63372
B H O L A T H ,  D I S T T .  Concerned Note Please, and Gurinder Singh one and the Gagandeep Singh. I Udayveer Singh Bhaker S/O 
KAPURTHALA, PUNJAB., have 50008 same person. 63372 Khushdeep Singh R/O Talwandi 
changed my name and shall I Mahinder Singh S/o Karnail 63372 I, Harpal Singh S/o Jaspal Singh Sabo (Bathinda) Have Changed 
hereafter be known as PAL Singh R/o Behbalpur Hoshiarpur I, Navneet Kaur W/o Gurinder R/o H.No. 97 Kothi Megh Singh My Name To Udayveer Singh.
KAUR KANWAR VISHIV JIT. Have Changed My Name From Singh R/o Near Nanak Darbar Gokul Road Trunk Wala Bazar 63372

72737 Mohinder Singh To Mahinder Gurudwara Sangowal Po. (Ludhiana) have known by both I, Simarjeet Kaur Sidhu W/o 
I hitherto known as RACHNA  Singh. Sangowal (Ludhiana) have known names Harpal Singh and Harpal Beant Singh R/o Takhtupura 
SHORI  D/o  ROSHAN LAL   50008 by both names Navneet Kaur Gill Singh Nandra one and the same (Moga) have changed my name 
R/o HL-64, PUNJAB HOUSING I Mahinder Singh S/o Karnail Singh and Navneet Kaur one and the person. to Simarjeet Kaur.
BOARD COLONY, GREEN R/o Behbalpur Hoshiarpur Declare same person. 63372 63372
AVENUE, DSTT AMRITSAR- That In My Passport No. F1114972 63372 I Seema Arora W/O Vikrant Vij,  I Ruldha Singh S/O Sh. Deva Singh 
1 4 3 0 0 1 ,  P U N J A B  h a v e  My Dob Is Wrongly Mentioned As I Baljit Singh Mundi S/O Darshan H No 1100 Phase 2 Urban R/O Village Jhambala, Po. Tarkheri, 
changed my name and shall 02.04.1971  My Correct Dob Is Singh Vill Shahpur Po Barmalipur E s t a t e  J a m a l p u r  C o l o n y  Distt. Fatehgarh Sahib Has 
hereafter be known as RACHNA 4.04.1972 Tehsil Payal (Ludhiana) Have Ludhiana Have Change My Changed My Name To Rulda 
SHOREY 50008 Changed My Name To Baljit Singh. Name To Seema Vij. Singh.

 72737 I, Nishant Kumar son of Shri Prem 63372 63372 63372

YUGMARG PUBLICATIONS does 
not take responsibility for the 

contents (Display/classified) carried 
in this  newspaper. The paper does 
not endorse the same readers are 
requested to verify the contents on 

their own before acting upon”

CONTACT

0172-5002721

LOST & FOUND
I , Indro wife of Sh. Bahadur, resident of village 
Roherian, declares that My previous 
Original Regd. Release Deed No. 2520/1 
Dated 24.7.2013 has been lost on 
20.3.2024 near New Bus Stand, Kaithal. A 
Complaint no. 132280082400952 dated 
2.5.2024 has been also registered in Police 
Station , Civil Line, Kaithal. If any body 
found please contact with Canara Bank, 
Chatrawas Road, Kaithal and Advocate 
Kabir Dhall, Chamber no. 84, Kaithal or Mob 
No. 9992456666 , within 7 days.

84451

LOST & FOUND
I, Rajiv Sethi S/o Ramesh Chander 
Sethi R/o 124, Lal Tapper, Nature Ville, 
Doiwala, Dehradun, Uttarakhand 
(248140) declare that my allotment 
letter in Luxury Floors, Flat No. 732 First 
Floor, Golf Links 1, Ansal Api, Sector-
114, Mohali has been lost in Main Bazar 
Kharar. (SAS Nagar) If anybody found 
then contact on my above address or 
Call me: 918826491037

63372



BUREAU  
CHANDIGARH, MAY 3

Haryana Chief Electoral Offi-
cer, Sh. Anurag Agarwal said 
that political parties and can-
didates contesting elections 
will not be given permission 
from the Election Commis-
sion to use playgrounds of 
schools and colleges for elec-
tion rallies.

He has clarified that ex-
cept Haryana and Punjab, in 
other states and union territo-
ries, playgrounds can be used 
with the permission of the 
school management. Punjab 
and Haryana High Court has 
imposed an express prohibi-
tion on this issue.

The Chief Electoral Offi-
cer said that the sentiments of 
voters will not be influenced 
on the basis of caste, religion, 
community during the elec-
tion campaign and high stan-
dards will have to be main-
tained during the election 
campaign. He said that the 

citizens of India have the 
right to freedom of expression 
under Article 19 (1) (a) of the 
Constitution, but the objec-
tive of the Model Code of Con-
duct is contained under its 
various provisions.

Sh. Agarwal said that 
during the election campaign, 
no temple, mosque, church, 
gurudwara or other religious 
place can be used for election 
campaign, nor can speeches, 
posters, music, election relat-
ed material be used during 
the campaign.

He said that photographs 
of defence personnel or pro-
grams of defence personnel 
will not be used in advertise-
ments during the election 
campaign. The Chief Elector-
al Officer said that in the case 
of violation of election code of 
conduct by star campaigners, 
the Election Commission has 
made it clear that instructions 
have been given to the Chief 
Electoral Officer, District Elec-
tion Officers, Returning Offi-
cers and Observers to take ap-
propriate action in this re-

gards. The Election Commis-
sion has made it mandatory for 
the Chief Election Officer and 
District Election Officers to 
maintain a register according 
to the parties for monitoring 
violations of the Election Code 
of Conduct. The register must 
include the names of candi-
dates, campaigners, and politi-
cal parties, along with a brief 
note on the date of violation, 
action taken, and brief com-
ments on orders passed by the 
Election Office or Election 
Commission.

 

Examination result of 
GD Senior Secondary 
School records100 
percent

MEGHRAJ LUTHRA
KACHHWA. There is an 
atmosphere of happi-
ness among the school, 
children and their par-
ents due to the 100% re-
sult of class 12th exami-
nation of GD Senior Sec-
ondary School of the vil-
lage. This year 32 chil-
dren of school took the 
examination. All students 
have achieved success 
by scoring more than 
70% marks. Principal BS 
Bhargava said that in 
non-medical, Atul Shar-
ma has topped with 88% 
marks, Kalampur’s Aast-
ha has 84% and in com-
merce, Ankush Verma 
has topped with 76% 
marks. Principal B S 
Bhargava and Vice Prin-
cipal Pooja Rathore con-
gratulated all the chil-
dren by feeding them 
sweets.
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 School and college grounds cannot 
be used for election rallies : CEO

SHIV KUMAR SHARMA
KARNAL, MAY 3

Haryana Chief Minister Naib 
Singh Saini’s wife Suman 
Saini participated in dozens of 
election campaign programs in 
Karnal on Friday and appealed 
to everyone to elect the Modi 
government for the third con-
secutive time to make the 
country developed. She said 
that Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi’s dream is to make the 
country developed by 2047. To 
make this dream come true, 
cooperation of every person of 
the country is necessary. Su-
man Saini was given a warm 
welcome in the program organ-
ised by Sikandar Salmani in 
Model Town. People of the 
Muslim community welcomed 
Suman Saini and promised to 
vote for her. Suman Saini said 
that Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs 

and Christians are all broth-
ers. Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi has set an example of 
brotherhood in the country. He 
has increased the respect of ev-
ery section. The Muslim com-
munity stands shoulder to 
shoulder with Modi. 

Apart from this, Suman 
Saini also reached the pro-
gramme organised by Dha-
rampal Saini in RK Puram 
Part-2 and Gaurav Goyal in 
Sector-13 and appealed to vote 

for BJP candidate from Karnal 
Lok Sabha, Manohar Lal, and 
BJP candidate in Karnal As-
sembly by-election, Nayab 
Singh Saini. Suman Saini told 
the people present at the pro-
gramme that she has come to 
invite them to vote for the BJP 
candidates. As an auspicious 
sign, they must vote on 25th 
May. Workers should consider 
themselves as PM and CM and 
go from door to door and ap-
peal for votes. 

Elect Modi govt again to make India 
developed: Suman Saini

AARTI
GHARAUNDA, MAY 3

Gharaunda Government Girls 
Senior Secondary School stu-
dent Muskan has secured sec-
ond position in the block by 
securing 96.2 percent marks in 
the 12th class examination re-
sults. At the same time, student 
Khushi secured second posi-
tion in the school with 92.2 per-
cent marks and another stu-
dent Muskan secured third 
position with 91.8 percent 
marks, all three students are 
from Art stream. Apart from 
this, out of 208 students, 63 
students secured merit. 
There is an atmosphere of 
happiness in the school due to 
the examination results of the 
students. The school manage-
ment honoured the students 
and wished them a bright fu-
ture.

School’s acting principal 
Sunita said that Tamanna, a 
student of commerce stream 
of the school, scored 88.6 per 
cent, Tannu scored 85.8 per-

cent and Mannat scored 81.2 
per cent marks and secured 
first, second and third posi-
tion respectively in their 
stream. In science stream, 
Jyoti scored 89.4 per cent, 
Sneha scored 84.4 percent and 
Vandana scored 83.6 percent 
marks and secured first, sec-
ond and third position in 
their stream. Students of sci-
ence stream have gone to give 
NEET exam. Such a good re-
sult is a great achievement 
for the school, the credit for 
which goes to all the teachers 
and we have always got guid-
ance from the school’s princi-
pal Paramjeeti.

Students Tamanna, Tan-
nu, Jyoti, Sneha, Vandana 
say that getting such good 
marks in the exams is the re-
sult of the hard work of all the 
teachers. Teachers were al-
ways available for us. Who 
made even the smallest diffi-
culties easy for us. Our fami-
ly’s financial condition is not 
such that we could take tui-
tions, but the teachers worked 
so hard that we never needed 
tuition. On this occasion, Ritu 
Maan, Anita, Anupam, 
Neelam, Ekta, Ramesh, Nitin, 
Sanjeev and all the staff mem-
bers and parents of the chil-
dren were present.

DR ASHOK KUMAR 
KARNAL, MAY 3

Deputy Commissioner and 
District Election Officer Ut-
tam Singh said that the ex-
penses of bulk SMS sent by 
the candidate during the cam-
paign in the Lok Sabha gener-
al election and the by-election 
of Karnal Assembly will also 
be added to the account of the 
concerned candidate. When 
the district administration 
and the concerned Assistant 
Returning Officer receive in-
formation about the bulk 
SMS sent for the campaign of 
alternative election during 
the election campaign period, 
he will estimate the expendi-
ture incurred on it from the 
service provider and add it to 
the candidate’s account.

He informed that the 
Election Commission of India 
has issued guidelines in this 
regard. According to the 
Commission, there will be a 
ban on sending bulk SMS of 
political nature during the 
period up to 48 hours before 

the expiry of the time fixed 
for the completion of voting. 
During the campaign in the 
district, instructions have 
been given to bring the infor-
mation of such bulk SMS to 
the notice of the monitoring 

team in the notice of all con-
cerned mobile service provid-
ers. The Commission has also 
issued instructions to con-
duct the election with a free, 
fair and peaceful process. The 
team will also keep a close 
watch on those who send ob-
jectionable SMS during the 
election campaign.

Expenses of bulk SMS will  
be added to the  

candidate’s account: DEO 

RAHUL KOHLI
JAGADHRI, MAY 3 

At DAV Public School, Pro-
fessor Colony Yamunanagar, 
the players who won in vari-
ous sports like football, ka-
baddi, netball, wrestling at 
various levels, cluster, state 
and national level in the an-
nual national level games of 
all DAV schools across coun-
try were honored with med-
als and trophies. In which 
children won 50 gold, 39 silver 
and 07 bronze medals in vari-
ous sports. Overall, the stu-
dents claimed 96 medals and 
the players who reached from 
Cluster Level, Ambala to Na-
tional Level, Sambhal Gha-

ziabad were honored with 
trophies. The winning play-
ers were full of enthusiasm, 
seeing enthusiasm of the stu-
dents and all other students 
present in the prayer meet-
ing. Principal Shri VK Kashiv 
inspired all the students to 
come forward in sports along 
with studies so that they re-
main healthy because he be-
lieves that a healthy mind re-
sides in a healthy body and 
good studies. It is very im-
portant to have a healthy 
mind, hence along with stud-
ies, importance should also 
be given to sports so that chil-
dren can pursue their studies 
while remaining healthy, fit 
and full of enthusiasm.

PREETI SAINI
SADHAURA, MAY 3

Dozens of youths supported the 
BJP party under the leadership 
of BJYM Mandal General Secre-
tary Gurvinder Chaudhary 
Asgarpur and under the chair-
manship of District President 
Nischal Chaudhary. During 
this, BJYM District President 
Nischal Chaudhary said that the 
BJP government is giving jobs 
to the youth without any expens-
es and without any slips. Hard-
working and educated youths 
have been recruited in govern-
ment jobs on big posts. He said 
that everyone will be given full 
respect in the BJP party. This 
programme was held at the resi-
dence of Gurvinder Mandal, 

General Secretary. In the pro-
gramme, a meeting was held 
under the chairmanship of Dis-
trict Council Chairman Ramesh 
Thaska, Mandal President 
Pawan Saini, Pankaj Chugh, 
Mandal Gurvinder General Sec-
retary, Yuva Morcha President. 
Dozens of youths joined the BJP 
Yuva Morcha and were given 
office bearers. Mandal General 
Secretary Gurvinder Chaud-
hary said that he is with the BJP 
party with all his heart and soul 
and will work day and night for 
the expansion and organisation 
of the party. He will work to 
spread the policies of BJP to the 
masses. Nischal Chaudhary 
congratulated them and wished 
them well and also made a strat-
egy for the future.

BJP giving jobs to youth without 
any expenses: BJYM

Nawab Jassa Singh Ahluwalia’s 
birth anniversary celebrated

NIRMAL SAINI 
RADAUR, MAY 3 

An awareness program re-
garding de-addiction was or-
ganized by the Health Depart-
ment in village Khurdi. The 
team of doctors who arrived 
from Yamunanagar Civil 
Hospital made the villagers 
aware about drug addiction 
and made them take an oath 
not to consume drugs. It was 
presided over by Community 
Health Officer Dr. Anu Baini-
wal.Dr. Lubhanshi said that 

today young generation is 
moving towards drug addic-
tion. To fulfill the need for 
drugs, promises of theft are 
being made. Parents need to 
pay attention to their chil-
dren. Explain to the children 
and show them the right path. 
He said that drug consump-
tion causes diseases like can-
cer, lung damage, asthma, 
impotence, TB, jaundice and 
kidney damage etc. To root 
out drug addiction, it is im-
portant for everyone to be 
aware.

Villagers made aware about 
drug addiction in Khurdi

Gharaunda Girls School  
student Muskan excels

Dalbir Malik
KURUKSHETRA, MAY 3

The 306th birth anniversary 
of the great Sikh warrior 
Nawab Jassa Singh Ahlu-
walia, the founder of the 
princely state of Kapurthala, 
was celebrated at the local 
Ahluwalia Chowk. On this 
occasion, Ahluwalia 
Sabha President Nar-
endra Walia, Deputy 
President Ashok Ro-
sha, Pradeep Rosha, 
KP Walia, Yashpal 
Walia, Praveen 
Walia, Randhir 
Walia, Pradeep 
Walia, Mahipal 
Walia, Surendra 
Walia, Anil Walia, 
Virendra Walia, De-
vendra Walia, Tarun Walia, 
Anirudh Walia, Ashwin 
Walia, Saurabh Walia, Anuj 
Walia, Hitesh Walia, Madhav 
Walia, Radhav Walia garland-
ed his statue at Ahluwalia 
Chowk. Ahluwalia Sabha 
President Narendra Walia 
told that Nawab Jassa Singh, 
supreme commander of Sikh 
Federation, was born on 3 
May 1718 in Ahlu village in 
Lahore, Pakistan. In the year 

1753, he freed 2200 young Hin-
du girls from the clutches of 
Ahmed Shah Abdali. By this 
action he won a special place 
in the hearts of Indians and 
was also given the name of 
liberator. He conquered La-
hore in the year 1761 and also 
suffered two dozen wounds on 
his body while fighting fierce-

ly in the Great Holocaust 
(Waddah Ghallughara) in 
the war against Afghan forc-
es in 1762. Khalsa conquered 
Sirhind in 1764. In this way 
Chhote Sahibzada S. Fateh 
Singh and Guru Gobind 
Singh ji took revenge of the 
martyrdom of Zorawar 
Singh. Under him,  
Dal Khalsa freed Punjab 
from 800 years of rule of the 
Mughals. 

R K KASHYAP
CHHACHHRAULI, MAY 3

Two students who went to 
bathe with classmates in the 
Western Yamuna Canal to cel-
ebrate passing the 12th stan-
dard examination results de-
clared recently, died by drown-
ing. Police have recovered the 
bodies of both the students 
with the help of divers. At pres-
ent, the matter is being investi-
gated. According to the infor-
mation, Krish (18), resident of 
village Bhangera and Mayank 
(18), resident of village Kadko-
li, used to study in Plus Two 
in Government Senior Sec-
ondary School Pratap Nagar. 
Recently, the result of 12th 
standard was declared in 
which both the students 
Krish and Mayank passed. It 
is being said that in the joy of 
passing the examination, he 
along with about half a dozen 
of his classmates went to 
bathe in the Western Yamuna 
Canal near village Kadipur 

on Friday afternoon at 
around 2 o’clock. During this 
time, some of his friends sat 
on the banks of the canal and 
started partying and Krish 
and Mayank got into the ca-
nal to bathe. 

During this time, while 
bathing, both the students 
Krish and Mayank suddenly 
drowned in the deep water of 
the canal. Hearing the noise, 
their other friends sitting on 
the bank of the canal tried to 
save them from the deep wa-
ter by making a rope of 
clothes but were unsuccessful 
and informed other villagers, 
after which the police was 

also informed. But they could 
not save them. On receiving 
the information, the family 
and Chhachhrauli DSP Maha-
vir Singh and Pratap Nagar 
police station in-charge SHO 
Satnam Singh reached the 
spot with the police force. 
During this, the bodies of 
both the students were taken 
out of the canal with the help 
of divers, before this the near-
by villagers tried to find the 
youths drowned in the Yamu-
na but were unsuccessful. 
The police has taken both the 
bodies into custody and start-
ed the process of post-mor-
tem.

Two students drown in Yamuna canal

Winners of DAV national 
level games honoured

KULBHUSHAN SHARMA
GUHLA CHEEKA, MAY 3

Under the able direction and 
guidance of Dr. Mukesh Agar-
wal, General Secretary of 
Haryana Red Cross Society, 
efforts are continuously being 
made to ensure the health 
safety of every citizen of 
Haryana. In this series, Life 
Saving Skill Training is being 
given to students by Secre-
tary District Red Cross Soci-
ety Ramji Lal in many schools 
of Haryana. This life safety 
training can save lives. This 
view was expressed by Profes-
sor Raja Singh Jhinjar, St. 
John Ambulance spokesper-
son of District Red Cross Soci-
ety Kaithal, to the students in 
Harigarh Kingan Govern-
ment School. Jhinjar said in 
the health safety seminar that 
in today’s scientific era, every 
person needs to pay more at-
tention to his life safety. 
While giving information 
about first aid, he said that 
trying to feed or give any-
thing to an unconscious per-

son can be fatal. In such a sit-
uation, we need to pay more 
attention to his sinking 
breath and slowing heartbeat. 

Raja Singh said that giv-
ing water to a person who has 
fallen unconscious due to sud-
den dizziness or accident or 
trying to massage his hands 
and feet cannot save his 
health from deteriorating fur-
ther. He said that this life sav-
ing training and our alertness 
provides safe life to ourselves 
as well as others. Harigarh 
Kingan School Principal Dr. 
Veer Mati Seeda said that this 
life saving skill is an integral 

part of school education. She 
said that the first happiness of 
life is a healthy body and to 
maintain it, it is very import-
ant for us to take such train-
ing. School Health Ambassa-
dor Taranjit Kaur and all the 
students participated in this 
training. 

On this occasion, Chan-
drabhan Verma, Urmila Devi, 
Basic Head Teacher Mahen-
dra Singh, Pritam Das, 
Gaurav Singla, Satish Ku-
mar, Mahendra Singh, Jyoti 
Mehta and all the teachers 
and professors of the school 
were present.

SHIV KUMAR SHARMA
KARNAL, MAY 3

The two-day national executive 
meeting of the National Inte-
grated Forum of Artists and 
Activists, an organisation that 
has created a special and dis-
tinct identity for itself in the 
field of social and cultural ac-
tivities, will begin in Delhi 
from tomorrow. Before the na-
tional executive meeting, today 
the delegation of the organisa-
tion received the blessings and 
guidance of the first citizen of 
the country, Her Excellency 
President Draupadi Murmu. 
Appreciating the good work 
being done by NIFAA, the Pres-
ident advised them to make 
great efforts to promote the art 
and culture of India and said 
that the culture and cultural 
forms of this country are very 
great and it is very important 
for today’s young generation to 

know about them. He made a 
special mention of establishing 
harmony among the different 
states and cultures of India un-
der Ek Bharat Shreshtha 
Bharat.

The President also dis-
cussed gender equality and re-
spect for girls and women em-
powerment and said that in the 
tribal society, the birth of a girl is 
considered auspicious and hap-
piness is celebrated on their 
birth and now gradually the atti-
tude of the society towards 
daughters in India is becoming 
positive. Under the leadership of 
NIFAA’s Founder President 
Preetpal Singh Pannu, the or-
ganisation’s National Convenor 
Advocate Naresh Barana, Se-
nior Advisor and Former Gener-
al Secretary Harish Sharma, 
National General Secretary and 
Karnataka State President Dr. 
Ashwini Shetty, Haryana State 
President Shravan Sharma, 

Kerala State President Shijin 
Varghese, Mizoram State Presi-
dent Jacinta Vanlalenjami and 
Uttar Pradesh Branch President 
Dilip Dubey met Her Excellency 
President Draupadi Murmu at 
Rashtrapati Bhavan today and 
informed her about the work 
being done by the organisation 
for nation building and social 
welfare. Preetpal Pannu also 
expressed his gratitude to 
Draupadi Murmu for the guid-
ance and support given by her 
as the Governor of Jharkhand 
State in the meeting held as the 
Governor of Jharkhand and 
the nationwide blood donation 
campaign ‘Samvedna’ organ-
ised by NIFAA in the year 2020. 
On this occasion, a painting of 
President Murmu specially 
prepared by Kurukshetra resi-
dent Malkit Singh, an artist of 
NIFAA’s Fine Art Wing, was 
presented to him on behalf of 
NIFAA.

NIFAA national 
executive meeting held
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Happiness in life is due to healthy 
body: Dr. Veer Mati 

Administration fully alert to stop 
child marriage: Savita Rana
INDRI (MAINPAL KASHYAP) : An awareness program re-
garding prohibition of child marriage was organized on occasion 
of Akshaya Tritiya in auditorium of Block Development and 
Panchayat Officer’s office. District Protection and Child Marriage 
Prohibition Officer Savita Rana made Anganwadi workers aware 
about child marriage. She told supervisors and Anganwadi work-
ers of Women and Child Development Department that they are 
often associated with rural 
areas and have complete 
knowledge about the villag-
es. He said that they should 
inform the villagers that child 
marriage ruins a girl’s life, 
because marriage of a girl 
and a boy at an early age is 
harmful for their health and 
future.District Protection Of-
ficer and Child Marriage Prohibition Officer Savita Rana said that 
according to the Child Marriage Prohibition Act-2006, if the age 
of the boy is less than 21 years and the age of the girl is less 
than 18 years, then it is child marriage which is a non-bailable of-
fence. He said that child marriage is a social evil. To stop this, 
the general public should help administration. Due to childhood, 
boys and girls are not able to take responsibility of marriage. 
Due to child marriage, neither boys nor girls develop physically 
and mentally nor can they fulfill the responsibilities of family. 
Some people perform child marriage of their sons and daugh-
ters, which is a legal offence.
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KHUSHAV SINGLA
MANDI GOBINDGARH, MAY 3

Under the directives of Mayor
Harpreet Singh Prince, Executive
Officer Kulbir Singh Barad, and
Civil Surgeon Dr.Davinderjit Kaur
of Fatehgarh Sahib, both depart-
ments are jointly conducting an

awareness campaign against
Dengue, Chikungunya, and Malar-

ia through a Dry Day/Dengue
Fever Survey drive. On Friday, a
team from the Nagar
Council/Health Department visit-
ed Gandhi Nagar, Mandi Gob-
indgarh under the guidance of Dis-
trict Program Officer Dr. Gurpreet
Kaur and CMO of CHC Chanan-
thal Dr. Surinder Singh. 

NEWS BRIEF

SAD Amritsar South constituency in-
charge Talbir Gill joins Aam Aadmi Party

CHARNJIT SINGH ARORA
AMRITSAR,  MAY 3

The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
got a big boost in Amritsar Lok
Sabha constituency and Akali
Dal suffered another big jolt.
Shiromani Akali Dal Badal's
Amritsar South constituency
in-charge Talbir Gill, along
with his associates and sup-
porters, joined the Aam Aad-
mi Party.

Aam Aadmi Party Punjab
President and Chief Minister
Bhagwant Mann formally in-
ducted Talbir Gill and his sup-
porters into the party and wel-
comed them into the AAP fam-
ily. Talbir Gill is a well-known
leader of Amritsar. He has a
good hold among the people of

Amritsar and surrounding vil-
lages. He has also contested
the 2022 elections from Amrit-
sar South Assembly Con-
stituency on the ticket of Akali
Dal Badal. He decided to leave
the party due to the wrong
policies of the Badal family
and nepotism in the Akali Dal.

Along with Talbir Gill,
Dilbagh Singh Wadali  Youth
Akali Dal Amritsar president,
Sarab Singh Bhullar,
Sukhwinder Singh Sukhi,
Rustam Singh Sandhu and
Jasbir Singh also joined the
Aam Aadmi Party in the pres-
ence of Chief Minister Bhag-
want Mann. In his statement
after inducting all the leaders
into the party, Chief Minister
Bhagwant Mann said that the

Akali Dal is almost wiped out
in Punjab. Due to the nepotism
of the Badal family, the leaders
and workers of the Akali Dal
are very disappointed and
have no trust in the party. In
the coming days, many more
leaders of Akali Dal will leave
the party.

He said that the condition
of the Akali Dal is so bad in
Punjab that they are even hav-
ing hard time finding 13 can-
didates for the Lok Sabha elec-
tions. No Akali leader is ready
to contest the elections be-
cause they know that the de-
feat is inevitable. Mann said
that such a plight of the Akali
Dal has happened due to the
misdeeds and corruption of
the Badal family.

Council employees make Gandhi Nagar residents aware under Dry
Day, dengue fever survey

AJAY MALHOTRA
FATEHGARH SAHIB,  MAY 3

Desh Bhagat Institute of Nurs-
ing (DBIN) marked the obser-
vance of World Malaria Day
and World Immunization
Week with impactful educa-
tional events aimed at raising
awareness and promoting
preventive healthcare meas-
ures.

On World Malaria Day,
DBIN students took center
stage at the District Hospital
in Fathegarh Sahib, deliver-
ing an insightful health talk.
They highlighted the pivotal
role of malaria vaccines, in-
cluding the recommended
vaccines RTS, S, and R21 en-
dorsed by the World Health
Organization. Dr. Balkar
Singh Chibbar, Senior Med-
ical Officer at the Govt. Dis-
trict Hospital emphasized the
importance of preventive

measures such as wearing
protective clothing like long
sleeves, trousers, and socks to
mitigate the risk of malaria
transmission via mosquito
bites.

In conjunction with
World Immunization Week,
DBIN students conducted a
health talk at the District Hos-
pital, followed by a proactive
rally to raise awareness about
the significance of immuniza-
tion in disease prevention.
The rally, which featured in-
formative placards, was

flagged off by Dr. Balkar
Singh Chibbar, garnering
community engagement and
support.

Both events were coordi-
nated by Prof. Ravideep Kaur,
Ms. Gurwinder Kaur, and Ms.
Meenu Bala. Prof. Lovesam-
puranjot Kaur, the Institute's
Director, and Prof. Prabhjot
Singh, HOD of Community
Health Nursing, contributed
valuable insights, underscor-
ing the importance of public
health initiatives in fostering
a healthier community.

DBI nursing commemorates world Malaria Day,
Immunization week with educational initiatives

RAKESH JINDAL 
NABHA,  MAY 3

Senior Shiromani Akali Dal
leader and councilor of Nabha
Constituency, Advocate
Khushal Bablu Khoura, see-
ing the responsibilities to-
wards the party, the party
high command said, Aam
Aadmi Party candidates will
not lose anything except de-
feat. Appointed as a PAC
member. 

On this occasion, the lead-
ers and workers of the con-
stituency felicitated the newly
appointed PAC member, Ad-

vocate Bablu Nabha, by giving
a crown. On this occasion,
Bablu Khoura Nabha named
Shiromani Akali Dal Party
President Sukhbir Singh
Badal, Member of Parliament
Harsimran Kaur Badal, For-
mer Cabinet Minister
Bikramjit Singh Majithia,
Former Cabinet Minister Sur-
jit Singh Rakhra, Lok Sabha
candidate NK Sharma and
Shutrana in-charge Babu
Kabir Das. Thank you very
much. Bablu Khoura Nabha
assured to carry out the given
responsibility with diligence
and sincerity. 

RADHE SHYAM SHARMA 
MORINDA,  MAY 3

Your talent is God’s gift
to you. What you do
with it is your gift back
to God".       - Leo
Buscaglia.We at Cam-
bridge not only focus
on quality education
and values, but also
bring out the hidden
talents of our young students. 

Young children,  as we be-
lieve have an ocean of hidden
talent amongst them and to nur-
ture their intrinsic qualities,
Cambridge organized - "Khoj"  -
A Talenthunt activity that pro-
vided a platform and gave an
opportunity to students to
showcase their unique skills
and talents to their fellow stu-
dents and to the school commu-
nity. The purpose of the activity
was to nurture intrinsic quali-
ties and remove the fear of stage
among students, which helps in

personality development. Tal-
ent Hunt is one such  event that
gives students a platform to rep-
resent their talents in any field.
It helps students show their
abilities and motivates them to
come upfront and show their
hidden potential.Students par-
ticipated enthusiastically and
displayed their abilities magnif-
icently.

They showcased their skills
and displayed their talent in
poem recitation, singing, dance,
acts, smokeless cooking,  music,
fashion show.

Hidden gems to shining stars-
KHOJ Talent Hunt at Cambridge 

Bablu khora Nabha honoured by
workers on being appoints PAC
member of Shiromani Akali Dal

PANDIT DAVINDER SHARMA
RUPNAGAR, MAY 3

Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) has
befooled Punjabis by showing
them the dream of a 'Rangla'
Punjab as the policies and in-
tentions of this government
have ruined Punjab. These
words were expressed by BJP
District President Ajayveer
Singh Lalpura. 

He said the Bhagwant
Mann-led government has ru-
ined Punjab because in just two
years in office, the AAP gov-
ernment has imposed a new
debt of about Rs 60,000 crore on
Punjab, while the interest alone
was costing Punjabis Rs 31,153
crore every year.  Lalpura said
that recently an English news-
paper had revealed in its report
that the AAP government had
taken another loan of Rs 2,500
crore to pay salaries to the em-
ployees because the govern-

ment did not even have money
to pay salaries to the employees
but crores of rupees were being
spent on the security of minis-
ters including the Chief Minis-
ter of Punjab. 

He said that when Chief
Minister Bhagwant Mann
went to other states, he shed
tears in front of the people that
the central government was
pushing with Arvind Kejriwal.
But he wanted to ask Bhag-
want Mann that Sidhu Moose-
wala, the only son of his parents
tears did not roll down from
Mann's eyes on his murder. He

appealed to the people not to fall
prey to false guarantees, prom-
ises and claims this time but to
vote on the basis of background
and character. 

Taking a dig at the per-
formance of the three MLAs in
Rupnagar district, he said that
these MLAs have now deviated
from the basic issues and want-
ed to remain in the news only
for small achievements, while
the public was worried about
unemployment, health facili-
ties for their aging children and
was facing lack of other basic
facilities. 

Ajayveer Singh Lalpura, district BJP president
lashes out at Mann's government

SUMER GARG
CHANDIGARH, MAY 3

Nirmala Devi Sharma W/o
Late Chint Ram Sharma,
breathed her last on April 21
and she is survived by his Dr.
Yash Paul Sharma, HoD, car-
diology department of PGI
Chandigarh & daughter in
law Dr. Anita Sharma; Mrs.
Achresh & Dr. Sukhdev Shar-
ma(Daughter & son in law)
and Aayush & Asmita (Grand
son & Grand daughter).  Nir-
mala Devi Sharma's Shrad-
hanjali meeting was held at
Arya Samaj Mandir, Sector 7,

here today, in which the
recitation of Garud Puran
Path by the Pandit Ji dedicat-
ed to Late Nirmala Devi Shar-
ma for her eternal peace was
held. The whole atmosphere
was rented with the bhajan
lyrics and pin drop silence
was reported during the
pravachan of Saints on the oc-
casion of bhog program.  Var-
ious persons, while express-
ing their heartfelt sympathies
with the bereaved family,
prayed to the Almighty to
grant eternal peace to the de-
parted soul of Nirmala Devi
Sharma.

DALJEET AJNOHA  
HOSHIARPUR,  MAY 3

Out of the 231746 metric tons
of wheat that arrived in the
mandis of the district till
Thursday evening, 231746
metric tons of wheat (100 per-
cent) has been purchased. Giv-
ing this information, Deputy
Commissioner Komal Mittal
said that direct payment of Rs
486.46 crore has been made to
the accounts of the farmers for
the purchased crops. Deputy
Commissioner said that till
now 105552 metric tonnes of
wheat has been lifted from the

mandis, which is 58 percent in
72 hours. She informed that
smooth and hassle-free pro-
curement of wheat is being
done in all the 74 mandis of
the district. She said that cur-
rently Pangrain is leading in
terms of procurement and so
far 64838 metric tonnes of
wheat has been purchased by
it. Similarly, 51909 metric
tonnes of wheat has been pur-
chased by Markfed, 57316 by
Pansup, 33195 by Punjab State
Warehousing Corporation,
18660 by FCI and 5828 metric
tonnes of wheat has been pur-
chased by traders. 

100 percent wheat purchased
in Hoshiarpur 

RAWEL BHINDER     
PATIALA,  MAY 3

Chief Minister Bhagwant
Mann, on Friday, reached Pa-
tiala and took out a mega road
show in Tripuri to campaign
for the AAP candidate Dr Bal-
bir Singh. Mann, among the
loud cheers from the people,
said 'Punjab banega hero, es
baar 13-0.

Addressing the huge gath-
ering of the people in Patiala,
CM Mann said that the people
of Punjab are ready to press
the 'jharoo' button once again.
He said that he is grateful for
all the love and support that
he is receiving from the peo-
ple, because this love inspires
him to work tirelessly. He
said that in 2022 the people of
Punjab trusted him and gave
him a big responsibility. Now
in 2024, he is among people af-
ter giving 43,000 government
jobs, electricity bills of 90%
households are zero, Punjab's
tail-ends are getting canal wa-
ter for the first time. He said
that his government is giving

Rs 1 crore ex-gratia to the fam-
ilies of martyrs. 

Bhagwant Mann attacked
the traditional parties and
said that in their rule they
used to sell government prop-
erties to their friends and rel-
atives. The AAP government
is the first government which
is buying properties for the
people. We bought GVK ther-
mal power plant. Now this
power plant is contributing in
free electricity to homes and
fields of Punjab. Mann said

that for the first time farmers
are getting 11 hours of unin-
terrupted electricity in the
daytime. He said that he does-
n't even need to recount all
the achievements of his gov-
ernment as the youth, chil-
dren and elderly people are
themselves speaking for the
government.  Mann said that
he is fighting against the dic-
tatorship, the BJP and centre
and he is fighting the gover-
nor and every opponent in
Punjab for the rights of our

state and people. He urged the
people to make him stronger
by giving him 13 more arms
and voices in the parliament.

Mann, taking a dig at the
BJP, said that journalists ask
me how we stopped Modi in
Delhi and Punjab. I say Lotus
blooms in mud, with 'jharoo'
we clean that mud, so there
are no Lotus in Delhi and Pun-
jab. He said that last time
their two MPs won but this
time they will get a big zero in
Punjab.

CM Mann's mega road show in
Patiala, campaigns for Dr Balbir

Rich tributes paid to Nirmala
Devi Sharma

PARAMJIT SINGH
JALANDHAR,  MAY 3

District Election Officer Dr.
Himanshu Aggarwal today
said as per the guidelines of
Election Commission of India,
Jalandhar Administration
was making concerted
efforts to ensure maxi-
mum participation of
divyang and senior cit-
izens in the upcoming
Lok Sabha Elections.

The District Elec-
tion Officer invited the
divayangs and senior
citizens to make maxi-
mum use of the 'Saksham
App' during the Lok Sabha
elections and said that by us-
ing this app, they can scan the
code provided by the district
administration on the day of
polling to get facility of wheel
chair, transportation and vol-
unteer facility for their con-
venience on the polling day.

He said that this app can be
downloaded from Google
Play Store and App Store. He
also said that the divyangs
and senior citizens are an in-
tegral part of our society and
the district administration
was duty bound to provide

them with all the nec-
essary facilities to
during polls.  

He further in-
structed all the Assis-
tant Returning Offi-
cers to provide as
much information as
possible about the fa-
cilities available for

divyangs and senior citizens
via 'Saksham App' so that
maximum people can take
benefit of these facilities. By
taking advantage of the facili-
ties, they can make a valuable
contribution to the further
strengthening of democracy
by exercising their right to
vote, he added.

DEO invites divyangs, senior citizens to
make maximum use of 'Saksham App'

RAKESH JINDAL
PATIALA,  MAY 3  

District Election Officer-cum-
Returning Officer, Showkat
Ahmad Parray, convened a
session today to provide com-
prehensive training to political
parties regarding the nomina-
tion process for the upcoming
Lok Sabha Elections in Con-
stituency 13-Patiala.

Chairing the meeting, Par-
ray unveiled the schedule for
the forthcoming elections.
Nomination submissions will
commence from May 7, contin-
uing until May 14, with verifi-
cation scheduled for May 15.
Candidates will have until May

17 to withdraw their nomina-
tions. He mentioned that there
will be holidays on Saturday
and Sunday. Nomination pa-
pers are to be submitted at
Court Room 108, Ground
Floor, Mini-Secretariat, Pa-
tiala, to the Returning Officer-
Cum-Deputy Commissioner
Patiala or Assistant Returning
Officer for Assembly Segment-
110 Patiala Rural-Cum-ADC
(Development). To facilitate
candidates, a Nomination Fa-
cilitation Center and a waiting
room have been established in
Court Room 109 of the ADC
(G), where candidates can also
arrive early for the checking of
their nomination forms.

DEO guides political parties on Lok
Sabha Nomination procedures

Rupnagar Press Club
celebrates World
Press Freedom Day

BAHADURJEET  SINGH  
RUPNAGAR: The members of the
Rupnagar Press Club today
expressed their concern about the
increasing attacks on the  freedom of
press in India and around the world.
Today, on the occasion of World
Press Freedom Day, a gathering of
members was held here at the club's
premises under the leadership of the
club's chief patron Mr. Gurcharan
Singh Bindra. During which all the
members expressed their views
about the freedom of the press and
said that today India's index  has
gone down  161 out of 180 countries
around the world in terms of freedom
of the press, which is a matter of
concern. Speaking at this time, Mr.
Bindra emphasized on maintaining
the value of journalism to maintain
the freedom of the press.
Rupnagar Press Club President
Bahadurjit Singh shared information
about the history and importance of
World Press Freedom Day .
Senior journalist Satish Jagota,
secretary of the club Satnam Singh
Satti, president of the management
committee of the old age home ‘
Apna Ghar’ Rajinder Saini,the office
bearers and members of the club
Ajay Agnihotri, Arun Sharma, Surjit
Gandhi, Kailash Ahuja, Tejinder
Singh, Kamal Bharjaj,Rajan Vohra,
Sham Lal Bains, Sumit Pasricha,
Manpreet Chahal etc, Jasvir Singh
Bawa, Sarabjit Singh Kaka, Lakhvir
Singh Khabra, Kulwant Charlie,
Varun Lamba  also spoke on the
occasion.

BALWINDER AZAD
BARNALA DEHATI,  MAY 3

On Thursday evening, a mo-
torcycle-riding robber at-
tacked and injured a busi-
nessman Gurjot Singh with a
mortar at Bombay Mobile
Hut in Sadar Bazar,
Dhanaula. Due to which a
sensation spread in the entire
Dhanaula city and an atmos-
phere of fear was created in
the minds of the shoppers. 

Taking cognizance of the
incident, a meeting was held
at Shri Sita Ram Temple on
Friday morning at 10 am on
behalf of Vyapar Mandal
Dhanaula. The meeting was
attended by all the business-
men and raised slogans
against the Punjab Govern-
ment and the police adminis-
tration.  Raman Verma, Pres-
ident of Vyapar Mandal
Dhanaula, Arun Sabha Presi-
dent Arun Bansal said that on

Thursday evening at around
8.30 pm, two masked youths
on a motorcycle entered the
Bombay Mobile Hut and at-
tacked the shop employee
Gurjot Singh alias Gary
Singh and injured him. He
said that traders were feeling
unsafe. The most surprising
thing was that the incident
site was just 500 yards away
from the police station. 

BJP Circle Barnala Vice
President Jeevan Bansal said
that traders must keep

weapons inside their shops
for their safety so that their
lives can be saved. Trade
Board President Raman Ver-
ma, while talking to the jour-
nalists, said that the number
of employees in Dhanaula po-
lice station was very less then
how they can maintain the
law in Dhanaula. The police
arrived an hour after the inci-
dent. In this connection, the
cabinet minister Gurmeet
Singh of Barnala  will talk to
Meet Hayer. 

Vyapar Mandal Dhanaula holds meeting
in view of attack on businessman 

Bharatiya Vidya Niketan
School Class 12 th students
perform 100 per cent in 
annual examination

AMRIK  SINGH
AMRITSAR: Bharatiya Vidya Niketan
Senior Secondary School Tehsilpura's
result of 12th class was 100 per cent.
The students performed brilliantly
have brought laurels to themselves
and made the school proud.
Sukhmanpreet Singh got first place,
Mahajan got second place and
Sanyam Seth got third place.
Students got marks 80 per cent to 90
per cent.  The school Principal
Sandeep Sareen congratulated the
children and their parents and gave
them sweets to eat. 

Voter Awareness
competition conducted in
schools of Majitha Vidhan
Sabha Constituency

JANDIALA  GURU  
KULJIT  SINGH: Majitha under the
able leadership of Deputy
Commissioner-cum-District Election
Officer Mr. Ghansham Thori and the
directions of Chairperson Sweep-
cum-Additional Deputy
Commissioner (Urban Development)
Mr. Nikas Kumar to encourage
common people to vote in the
upcoming Lok Sabha Elections-
2024.  Voter awareness mehndi
competitions were conducted in all
the senior secondary schools of the
Vidhan Sabha constituency. The
main objective of these competitions
organized by the Electro Literacy
Clubs established in the schools is to
convey the vote message to different
sections of the society through the
students.  Assistant Returning
Officer-cum-SDM-2 of Majitha
Vidhan Sabha Constituency Ms.
Harnoor Kaur Dhillon said that
students are the future of our country
and by making them a part of
election activities, future voters are
being prepared.  He said that efforts
are being made to spread voter
awareness in the society by involving
children in voter activities. He said
that India is the largest democracy in
the world and we all should be a part
of this democracy. 
He said.  that the election day has
been announced in the country and
now it is our duty to participate in
these elections. In his message on
this occasion, Nodal Officer Sweep
Principal Rekha Mahajan of Majitha
Vidhan Sabha Constituency said that
of Majitha Vidhan Sabha
Constituency.  A lot of enthusiasm
was seen from the students in the
voter awareness competitions
organized in schools.  He said that
the Election Commission is
conducting continuous sweep
activities to make the voters aware.

Aryans Nursing students
shine in Nursing 
Council Results
LK BANSAL  
MOHALI: Students of Aryans Institute
of Nursing (AIN), Rajpura, Near
Chandigarh brought laurels again by

performing excellently
in the Final
Examinations. In
General Nursing and
Midwifery (GNM) third
Year Anchal Devi
(Jammu) bagged 1st
position by securing
70.1%, Simrat Singh
(Punjab) bagged 2nd
position by securing
70 % and Yana
(Arunachal Pradesh)
bagged 3rd position
by securing 67.61%
in the First year Final
exams conducted by
Punjab Nursing
Registration Council

(PNRC), Mohali. Mrs. Nidhi, Principal
AIN congratulated the students for
putting their hard work, efforts and
performing well. She added that such
results by the students and College
regularly makes the College one of
the most preferred destinations among
students.
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PALAMPUR: Former
Himachal Pradesh Chief
Minister Shanta Kumar said on
Friday that it was unfortunate
that the state government is
showing step-motherly
treatment to Kangra district
vis-a-vis the development of
Central University of
Himachal Pradesh (CUPH).
The former Union Minister

said it is a good fortune that
President Draupadi Murmu is
scheduled to grace the seventh
convocation ceremony of
CUPH at Dharamshala on
May 6, 2024. Shanta Kumar
alleged that the construction of
the building of the CUHP
where the convocation
ceremony is taking place has
been stalled for the last 12

years. as the Himachal Pradesh
government is not depositing
its share of Rs 30 crore for the
purpose.

He regretted that while the
construction of the building of
the university in Dehra had
started in Kangra it was not
done and asked why this
stepmotherly treatment to
Kangra district. 

NEWS BRIEF
Power outage
scheduled in Badu,
Swahal, Mohin,
Baroha on May 5th for
maintenance work
RAJNEESH SHARMA
HAMIRPUR: Due to essential
maintenance work on the lines, there
will be a power outage in Badu,
Baroha, Jamli, Kathal, Swahal, Mohin,
and surrounding villages in the
Hamirpur Electricity Subdivision-2 on
May 5th from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Assistant Engineer Sourav Rai has
appealed to all consumers for
cooperation during this period.

Rs. 42,400 fake
currencies seized in
Chintpurni, 13.13
grams heroin
recovered in Mehatpur
KISHORI LAL BAINS
UNA: According to police sources
Case number 45/2024 dated
01.05.2024 under Section 21,29-61-85
Narcotic Drugs Act, Police Station
Mehatpur, District Una, Himachal
Pradesh. On May 1,.2024, in the
evening, during patrolling and clues,
the employees of Police Station
Mehatpur were present at Mehatpur
Near Satsang Bhawan based on
secret information, when a person was
searched, 13.13 grams of Chitta or
Heroin was recovered. In this context,
a case has been registered against
the above-mentioned Uday Kumar,
son of Khem Chand Malwana, Post
Office Tikkar, Tehsil Balh, District
Mandi and further investigation is
going on. Case number 22/2024 dated
02.05.2024 under section 489-C IPC
police station Chintapurni, District
Una, Himachal Pradesh. On the same
day May 1, 2024, in the evening, the
personnel of police station Chintpurni
were present during patrolling and
clues. Based on secret information,
when vehicle number PB29L-6830 was
searched, fake currency worth Rs
42,400 was recovered. In this regard, a
case has been registered against the
above-mentioned unknown person and
further investigation is going on.

Leopard kills cow's
calf in Kotla Kalan
JOGINDER DEV A RYA
BANGANA: In the upper part of
Kotla Kalan, a Leopard targeted a
cow's calf. Local resident Vinod Kumar
reported that the incident occurred at
his brother's cattle shed, where the
Leopard attacked the animals during
the night. Vinod explained that
everything was fine until midnight, but
in the morning, they found the calf
inside the shed dead with large
wounds on its neck and other parts of
the body. The Leopard made the calf,
which was only one and a half months
old, its prey instead of larger animals
present in the shed. He mentioned
that the larger animals were tied
outside the cattle shed, while the calf
was inside, making it an easy target
for the Leopard. Due to the calf being
tethered, the Leopard couldn't take it
away. Vinod added that Leopard
footprints were visible outside the
cattle shed. Villagers have demanded
action from the authorities to capture
the Leopard.
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DINESH AGARWAL
SHIMLA, MAY 3

Updates pertaining to disposal
of Form-6 and Form 8, (for
inclusion of name in electoral
rolls and shifting of
residence), Electoral Photo
Identity Card  (EPIC)
distribution, arms deposition
and Assured Minimum
Facilities (AMF) are to be
monitored and the reports be
sent to the State Election
department on daily basis; this
was directed by Chief
Electoral Officer (CEO)
Maneesh Garg, while
interacting with all the District
Election officers
(DEOs),Superintendents of
Police (SPs), AROs/SDMs
and GM HRTC through video
conferencing here today. 

The CEO while inquiring
about the pendency in disposal
of the forms in few districts

stated that at present the
claims and objections for
additions, corrections on
account of shifting of address
are being processed as per the
directions of the Election
Commission of India (ECI)
and directed the DEOs to
complete the process much
before 14th May, the last date
for disposal of forms.  

He said that nearly 85% of
the forms 6 received till now
have been disposed off and
most of the pending forms

have been received during the
last 7 days on account of
extensive awareness efforts
and outreach activities being
done by the election
machinery, which will also be
disposed off in time and
included in the electoral roll.
He also directed that the
permanent AMF facilities
should be ensured at all
polling stations which include
proper signage, drinking water
facilities, proper light, ramps,
washrooms, adequate

furniture etc.
Garg while detailing about

the Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs) for voting
through Postal ballots stated
that as per the new norms of
ECI, a voter on election duty
shall be provided postal ballot
to cast his/her vote at the
facilitation centre only set up
by the AROs concerned and
not in any other manner.

The detailed SOPs
describes in detail the steps
involved from applying for
postal ballots/Election Duty
Certificates (EDC) to issuance
of same by the AROs, casting
of votes at the voter
facilitation centres and finally
ensuring that the casted ballots
reach the counting centres in
time.  This facility will apply
to the police personnel, drivers
and conductors, polling
personnel and other staff
deputed on election duty.

DINESH AGARWAL
SHIMLA, MAY 3

Chief Parliamentary Secretary Ashish Butail
and Sanjay Awasthi have stated that Pradesh
BJP President Dr. Rajeev Bindal was
removed from the ministry due to allegations
of corruption. During the COVID-19
pandemic, when everyone was fighting to
save lives, ministers of the BJP government
were involved in corruption and
misappropriation. There was significant
corruption in the purchase of sanitizers, PPE
kits, and medicines, leading to the removal of
Dr. Rajeev Bindal from the position of
Health Minister.

They mentioned that after becoming the
state president of the BJP, Dr. Bindal has
been trying to grab media attention through
his statements. In the matter of challenging
the Congress, Dr. Bindal is competing with
opposition leader Jairam Thakur. Butail and
Awasthi demanded that Dr. Bindal should
inform the public why he was removed from
the ministerial position in the previous BJP
government and why he had to resign. They
stated that the current Congress government
has provided government jobs to 22,000

youths during its tenure, more than what the
Jairam Thakur government could achieve in
five years. They emphasized that the current
government is ensuring the welfare of
employees.

They mentioned that the current
government has increased the daily wage of
daily wage laborers in this fiscal year by Rs.
25, bringing it to Rs. 400 per day. Proper
increments have been made in the
remuneration of Anganwadi workers, mini
Anganwadi workers, Anganwadi helpers,
mid-day meal workers, water carriers, water
savers, para fitters, pump operators,
panchayat chowkidars, revenue chowkidars,
sewing instructors, SMS instructors, and IT
instructors.

BJP should clarify its stand
on OPS: Chandrashekhar

DINESH AGARWAL
SHIMLA: Chandrashekhar, the executive president of the
Himachal Pradesh Congress Committee and MLA, has stated
that the BJP should clarify its stand on the issue of old-age
pension for employees. He questioned why Jai Ram Thakur
is supporting OPS now when, during his tenure in power, he
used force against employees demanding old-age pension.

Chandrashekhar accused Jai Ram
Thakur of being arrogant both while
in power and now, stating that his
arrogance led him to challenge the
gods directly in the assembly,
implying that even the gods cannot
save this government. He mentioned
that the current state government has
the full blessings of all the deities and
the public. Under the leadership of

Chief Minister Thakur Sukhvinder Singh Sukh, the current
state government will complete its five-year term and
Congress will form the government again in the 2027
assembly elections. Chandrashekhar criticized the BJP's
failed attempts to form a government based on money and
stated that the Congress's election symbol won six seats, but
those six MLAs betrayed the Congress party in the Rajya
Sabha elections and were sold. He questioned how these
tainted leaders could now go to the public and ask for votes.
He emphasized that the people of the state will teach a lesson
to those who have been sold and bought in elections and will
respond strongly to the politics of buying and selling. Overall,
Chandrashekhar highlighted the need for transparency from
the BJP regarding its stance on OPS and criticized the party's
failed attempts to gain power through unethical means.

SHANTI GAUTAM
BADDI, MAY 3

The first Amit Singla
Divyang Cricket Cup kicked
off with a splendid start at the
local university. On this
occasion, Yogesh Gupta,
Deputy Director of the
Industry Department, greeted
both teams and inaugurated
the match.

In the first Twenty20
match, the Haryana Divyang
Cricket Team defeated the
host Himachal Pradesh team
on their home ground.
Yogesh Gupta addressed the
players, stating that the issue
of providing government jobs
to divyang players would be
raised before the state
government. He assured that
the private sector would also
be encouraged to provide
employment opportunities for
divyang players to ensure
their proper livelihoods.

Suresh Lohiya, President
of the Physically Challenged

Association of India, attended
the event specially to
encourage the players and
praised their splendid
performance, mentioning that
teams from 28 states across
the country are working hard
for international
competitions.

Next year, a grand
divyang cricket match will be
organized in Bhiwani in June,
where the Indian Divyang
Cricket Team will be
selected. Ramesh Saini, Vice
President of the Indian
Divyang Cricket
Organization, commended
the players' excellent
performance and mentioned
that cash prizes from the

Indian Cricket Control Board
have boosted their morale. He
expressed confidence that
efforts will be made to secure
government jobs for divyang
players through the Ministry
of Sports.

During the event, the
managing director of
Curetech Group, the sponsor
of this cricket cup, addressed
divyang players and officials
from Himachal Pradesh,
Haryana, and Uttarakhand,
urging the industrial sector to
step forward for the
economic development of
divyang players and provide
jobs and financial assistance,
including cricket ground
facilities.

CEO directs to speed up forms disposal process
Reviews SOPs for voting through Postal Ballots

SANJAY AGGARWAL
DHARAMSHALA, MAY 3

Anand Sharma, Congress
candidate from Kangra
Chamba parliamentary
constituency, said that the
Congress wave has spread
across the country and it is
certain that the Congress
government will be formed at
the Center after the Lok
Sabha elections. He said that
there is no wind blowing
from BJP but their wind is
coming out. 

Anand Sharma was
answering the questions of
journalists after reaching
Kangra Airport on Friday.
Anand Sharma said that
people are facing problems,
there is unemployment and

hunger. He said that life is like
a mountain in front of the
youth and actions are not
achieved by mere words.
What is the ground reality of
BJP? He said that today ask
the people and women what is
their condition. 

He said that the Modi
government at the Center
took such a wrong decision
which not only shocked our

youth but also raised
questions on the security of
the country. Anand Sharma
said that the youth will not
get anything after four years
in the Agniveer Recruitment
Scheme. 

Neither will they get
medical nor pension. He said
that after the formation of
Congress government at the
Centre, all the wrong
decisions taken by Modi will
be removed. It is necessary to
remove those decisions which
are anti-people. He said that
the people of the entire
country are telling what the
condition of the country has
become today. He said that we
oppose the decisions of Modi
government and our promise
is that we will end them. 

Start construction of CUPH building at Kangra after Convocation , Shanta Kumar urges CM

SANJAY AGGARWAL
DHARAMSHALA, MAY 3

BJP National Vice President
Saudan Singh participated in
the meeting of the
Jwalamukhi Assembly under
Kangra Lok Sabha
constituency. He said that
the strength of BJP is its
workers and when the
workers are strong then the
party also becomes strong.
Only on the strength of the
workers, we will win four
seats in Himachal and we
will cross 370 seats in the
country where NDA will win
more than 400 seats. He said
that the country's defence
sector has progressed
strongly under the leadership
of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. Even though the
strategic sector of the
country has been
strengthened, the border
areas have also got roads and
mobile networks. The Prime
Minister's entire focus has
been on self-reliant India,

and today work on self-
reliant India is being done all
over India. Saudan Singh
said that the supersonic
missile Smart was
successfully tested in the
country, this is the strength
of the country. Defense
Research and Development
Organization (DRDO)
successfully test-fired a
supersonic smart missile for
torpedo from Abdul Kalam
Island in Chandipur, Odisha.
This system will increase the
anti-submarine warfare

capabilities of the Navy. Its
land version has been tested,
which is capable of striking
from the ground to the air.
The missile is said to be
equipped with state-of-the-
art equipment. The missile
was fired from ground to air
and managed to destroy its
target. This missile has been
made with indigenous
technology. Seeing the
success of the supersonic
smart missile, Saudan Singh
has also congratulated the
DRDO team.

Sushil Sharma assumes additional charge
of CMD and Director (Personnel), SJVN

DINESH AGARWAL
SHIMLA: Sushil Sharma has assumed the
additional charge of Chairman &
Managing Director, and Director
(Personnel), SJVN. Presently, Sushil
Sharma is serving as Director (Projects) in
SJVN and has also been recommended for
the post of CMD, SJVN after a rigorous
selection process by the Public Enterprises
Selection Board (PESB) on April 8, 2024. Sushil Sharma has been
serving as Director (Projects) of SJVN since August 1, 2020. 

Notably, he played pivotal role in major projects such as 1500
MW Nathpa Jhakri Hydro Power Station, 412 MW Rampur
Hydro Power Station in Himachal Pradesh and 60 MW Naitwar
Mori Hydro Power Station in Uttarakhand, where his
contributions were instrumental in successful design, construction,
and commissioning of the power stations. Driven by profound
experience in the hydro power sector coupled with impeccable
leadership qualities, Sh. Sushil Sharma is bound to steer SJVN into
a new era of unprecedented growth and stupendous development.
An alumnus of Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology,
Nagpur, Sh. Sushil Sharma earned his Bachelor’s in Engineering
specializing in Mechanical Engineering. He has more than 30
years of rich and varied experience in various organisations
including SJVN. He began his career in H.P. State Technical
Education Service in 1990. He joined SJVN in January, 1994 as
Assistant Engineer. Over the years, he has played integral roles in
various departments and projects, steadily ascending to positions
of increasing responsibilities.

Educational Excursion to Nurpur by
Bazeer Ram Singh Mahavidyalaya, Dehri

SANJEEV MAHAJAN
NURPUR: The History Department of Bazeer Ram Singh
Mahavidyalaya, Dehri organized an educational excursion to
Nurpur. During the excursion, students explored Nurpur Fort
and learned about the architecture of the temples, delved into
the history of Nurpur, gained insights into the Brajraj Swami
Temple, and discussed the historical significance of Nurpur
Fort. They also learned about how the local administration, in
collaboration with the Department of Archaeology, has
preserved the beauty of the fort. 

Towards the end, students from Dehri Mahavidyalaya
engaged in discussions with students from Government Arya
Mahavidyalaya, Nurpur, about the history of Nurpur Fort. The
event was attended by 30 students from Dehri Mahavidyalaya
and 20 students from Nurpur Mahavidyalaya. Prof. Anil Kumar
from Dehri Mahavidyalaya, Executive Principal Sanjay Kumar
Jasrotia from Nurpur Mahavidyalaya, Prof. Surjeet Singh, Prof.
Manjeet Singh, and others were present at the event.

The country's strategic sector has
also become stronger: Saudan Singh

CM predicts BJP's script, Kangana's
film, will be proved flopped

DINESH AGARWAL
PANGI, MAY 3

Chief Minister Thakur
Sukhvinder Singh Sukhoo
campaigned vigorously today
in favour of the Congress Party
in Pangi, District Chamba, and
sought votes for the party's
candidate Vikramaditya from
the Mandi Lok Sabha seat.
Addressing a massive election
rally in Kilad, Chief Minister
Thakur Sukhvinder Singh
Sukhoo said that the Congress
Party is set to win all seats in
the election. He said that in
addition to the Lok Sabha, the
Congress Party will win all 6
seats in the upcoming by-
elections by a significant
margin. Chief Minister Thakur
Sukhvinder Singh Sukhoo said
that traitors have sold their
souls under the influence of
money and betrayed the

Congress Party. He said that
these 6 leaders have burdened
the public with unnecessary
by-elections. He said that BJP
wants to grab power through
money, but the people of the
state will respond with people's
power. He said that now it is
the responsibility of the voters
of the state to defeat these 6
traitorous leaders. The Chief
Minister said that the BJP
candidate from Mandi has no
knowledge of the people's

issues. BJP is giving a script to
Kangana and she is speaking
her lines. He said that Jai Ram
Thakur is a flop director and
this film will flop badly on
June 4. He said that after the
film flops on June 4, Kangana
will return to Mumbai.

Chief Minister Thakur
Sukhvinder Singh Sukhoo said
that Kangana Ranaut did not
help the affected families
during the disaster, while actor
Aamir Khan quietly donated

Rs 25 lakh for the affected. He
said that during the biggest
disaster in the history of
Himachal Pradesh last
monsoon, he and all the
members of the cabinet stood
with the affected families in the
affected areas and helped
them. The state government
provided a package of Rs
4,500 crore to the affected
families without central
assistance.

He said that the current
state government has fulfilled
five out of its 10 major
electoral promises in just one
and a half years. The
government restored old-age
pensions, provided a pension
of Rs 1500 to women,
established a startup fund of Rs
680 crore for youth, and started
teaching in English medium
from the first class in all
government schools. 

Rajiv Bindal welcomes Sanjeev Sharma into BJP
RAJNEESH SHARMA
HAMIRPUR, MAY 3

State BJP President Dr.
Rajiv Bindal, addressing a
press conference held at the
district headquarters on
Friday, stated that former
independent candidate
Sanjeev Sharma, who joined
the BJP from the Badsar
assembly constituency, is
welcomed into the party. He
mentioned Sharma's
involvement in various
capacities within the
Farmers' Front and Vishwa
Hindu Parishad. In the 2022
assembly elections, due to
circumstances, he had to
contest independently.

Now, to strengthen
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi's position in the Lok
Sabha elections, he has taken
up the responsibility within
the BJP. Bindal expressed
hope that as the elections

progress, the Chief Minister
and Chief Ministers from
Himachal Pradesh will speak
about the developmental
work done for the state.
However, they are only
speaking ill of the BJP.

Rajiv Bindal stated that
the recent statement made
by the Chief Minister
regarding BJP candidate
Kangna from Mandi is

condemnable. The people of
Himachal Pradesh want to
know the reasons behind the
closure of more than 1,500
institutions in the past two
and a half years. They also
want to know what
happened to the promise
made during the first cabinet
that employment would be
provided to one lakh
unemployed youth in the

state. Where did those
promised jobs go? Even the
institutions that were
supposed to provide
employment have now
closed down. Taking a jab at
the occasion, the State BJP
President said that the public
is asking serious questions,
and you're just avoiding
them. Bindal questioned
where the forms from 2022
are currently located, which
scrap dealer bought them,
and which scrap dealer has
been contracted to sell these
forms in 2024. He
mentioned that development
projects have come to a halt
in the past two and a half
years. He pointed out that
the Congress government in
the state has failed on every
front. A loan of Rs. 25,000
crore has been taken in the
past two and a half years, yet
not a single penny has been
spent on development.

Splendid start to the first Amit
Singla Divyang Cricket Cup

Modi's anti-people decisions will be
removed as soon as Congress

government is formed: Anand Sharma

Congress alleges BJP ministers
involved in corruption
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JATINDER PAL SINGH KALER 
KATHGARH,  MAY 3

Youth Akali Dal workers are showing
great enthusiasm when the Punjab
Bachao Yatra started under the leader-
ship of Shiromani Akali Dal President
Sukhbir Singh Badal reached Bala-

chore. Giving information in this
regard, the senior worker of the
Youth Akali Dal Core Commit-
tee, Honey Taunsa, said that on
May 6, the Punjab Bachao Yatra
was reaching Balachor Vidhan
Sabha constituency. For which
there is great enthusiasm among

the workers  Honey Taunsa told
reporters in Kathgarh that for
the success of this trip, all the
Akali leaders of the area are
working together night and day
and the series of street meetings
are going on in every village of
the area with full vigor.

NEWS BRIEF
Punjab Bachao Yatra to be welcomed by youth on reaching Balachor on
May 6: Honey Taunsa

BALWINDER AZAD
BARNALA DEHATI,  MAY 3  

SBS Public School Surjitpura
organized various activities
and competitions to increase
the knowledge level among
the children. 

The children were eager
to do something new. Due to
this, last year, under the su-
pervision of teacher Narayan
Garg, 58 children from class 1
to 9 took the Maths and Sci-
ence International Olympiad
test. Of these13 children won
gold medal, 16 won silver
medal and 18 won bronze
medal. 

On this occasion, the
school Principal Kamaljeet
Kaur and Vice Principal Dr.
Sanjay Kumar honored the
children those achieved posi-
tion by giving them medals.
While receiving the medal, a
unique scene of happiness
was seen among the children.

He said that the children pre-
pared diligently for the
Olympiad and achieved good
positions and the children

brought glory to their parents
and the school. He motivated
all the children to participate
in the Olympiad this year.  

SBS Public School honours children achieved
merit in Mathematics and Science Olympiad

VERMA
GURDASPUR,  MAY 3

Senior leader of Punjab
and National Vice Presi-
dent of Himalaya
Parivar Organization,
Paramjeet Singh Gill
said that tax collec-
tion plays a major
role in strengthening
the economy of any
country. For which
GST was implemented in
the entire country by tak-
ing a far-sighted decision
by the Modi government.

He said that when
Modi implemented GST,
the opponents made a lot
of noise and criticized it by
calling it Gabbar Singh
Tax, but now the way GST
collection has been done at
a record level to strength-
en the Indian economy, it

has put the opponents to
rest. has stopped.He said
that with the implementa-
tion of GST, a single tax
system has been imple-

mented in the entire
country, which has
boosted the country's
economy. Previous
governments never
took decisions in the
national interest and
always kept their

personal interests ahead.
Due to which the country
was left behind.He said
that the report released by
the Finance Ministry
states that a record tax col-
lection of Rs 2.10 lakh
crore has been made so far
in April 2024. Due to
which, in future, along
with providing facilities to
the countrymen on a large
scale.

Record collection of GST implemented
by Modi government has broken all

records: Paramjit Singh Gill

YUGMARG

Harpal Cheema warns Congress workers:
Partap Bajwa is an agent of BJP

CHANDIGARH (GAURAV GOEL): The Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) Punjab hits back at Congress leader Partap Singh Ba-
jwa for misleading the people of Punjab. AAP termed Partap
Singh Bajwa as Partap Singh Bhajpa.In a statement released
from the party office, AAP
leader Harpal Singh Cheema
said that any advice coming
from Partap Singh Bajwa about
whom to vote is laughable be-
cause in the Bajwa house the dif-
ference between Congress and
the Bharatiya Janata Party is
just a dozen of stairs. Harpal
Singh Cheema was pointing to-
wards the brother of Partap Singh Bajwa, Fatehjang Singh Ba-
jwa who is a BJP leader.Harpal Singh Cheema warned the
workers and leaders of Punjab Congress that Partap Singh Ba-
jwa is a BJP agent, who is doing the work of the BJP in the
Congress and weakening the party. Harpal Cheema further
said that today Partap Bajwa is asking for votes in the name
of Arvind Kejriwal, but Kejriwal ji always used to say that Par-
tap Bajwa is a BJP agent. Cheema added that the Punjab Con-
gress leader is unnerved by their imminent defeat in Punjab
so he is making such statements. He is well aware that the peo-
ple of Punjab are only going to vote for 'jharoo', so he is trying
to mislead people with such baseless statements.

Harpal Cheema said that Arvind Kejriwal is fighting
against the dictatorship and the BJP. He is in jail in a false case
because the BJP and Narendra Modi are scared of him. 

SUKH NAHAR 
JAGRAON, MAY 3

Sanmati Vimal Jain Senior
Secondary School has given a
marvellous performance yet
again in class 8th and 12th ex-
amination as per the results
announced by Punjab School
Education board. Giving
more information about the
result of school director
Shashi Jain said that the stu-
dents gave excellent perform-
ance and shined brightly in
the examination. 

"School student Muskan
of class 12th Science group

stood first in school with
97.8% marks and secured
12th position in merit list of
school while Kanchan Rani
attained 14th spot in merit list
with 97.4% marks and the
two students grabbed first
and second spot respectively
in Jagraon. In Commerce
group Nandini Bawa (96.6%),
Ankit Kapoor and Gurleen
Kaur (96.2%), Anjali Sharma
and Gomsi (95.8%) stood first,
second and third respectively
while Arshdeep Kaur (94.2%),
Priya (90.2%), Dilpreet
(89.8%) grabbed the top
spots," she mentioned. 

Sanmati School grabs top spots in
classes 8th and 12th examinations 

SHASHI PAL JAIN
MOHALI,  MAY 3

Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD)
president Sukhbir Singh Badal
today said the erstwhile SAD
government was instrumental
in developing the Greater Mo-
hali area which was set to
eclipse Gurgaon besides creat-
ing world class education and
research facilities and a thriv-
ing Information Technology
sector.

The SAD president also ap-
pealed to the people to vote for
the SAD to pave the way for ex-
pansion of the Greater Mohali
area into a metropolis which
would further augment em-
ployment and generate rev-
enue for the State.

The SAD president made
these comments during the on-
going Punjab Bachao Yatra

which received a phenomenal
response in both Kharar and
Mohali assembly constituen-
cies. Mr Sukhbir Badal, who
was accompanied by the par-
ty’s Sri Anandpur Sahib candi-
date – Prof Prem Singh Chan-
dumajra, interacted with peo-
ple across both constituencies.
Youth thronged to the Yatra in
both constituencies and also
mobbed the SAD president in
Mohali where he was profuse-
ly garlanded and showered
with flower petals at every
stop. Thanking the people for
according massive welcome to
the Punjab Bachao Yatra, Mr
Sukhbir Badal said “this is also
a reward for the party which
has developed Mohali from a
sleepy town into a bustling city
which is growing by the day”.
He said the SAD had not only
planned the orderly and scien-

tific expansion of Mohali and
Kharar but had also created
world class infrastructure and
institutions.

Asserting that the interna-
tional airport established in
Mohali by the former SAD gov-
ernment had resulted in the
speedy development of the city
and resulted in an increase in
commerce besides connectivi-
ty with the outside world, Mr
Badal said “the IT sector has
also taken ground in Mohali
due to the airport”. He also dis-
closed how he had himself per-
suaded industry heads to es-
tablish the Indian School of
Business in Mohali while
adding that the previous SAD
governments were behind the
establishment of the world fa-
mous IISER and the Institute of
Nano Science and Technology
in Mohali. 

Erstwhile SAD govt instrumental in developing
Greater Mohali area, bringing in international

airport, institutions and IT sector: Sukhbir Badal

SUKH NAHAR 
JAGRAON, MAY 3

Punjab Congress President
and party's candidate from Lok
Sabha constituency Ludhiana,
Amrinder Singh Raja Warring
paid maiden visit to Jagraon
for his election campaign. He
met people of Jagraon along-
with the local leaders and
workers. 

He conducted a press con-
ference at Pehalwan Dhaba of
Jagraon and said that he has
no fight with anyone and came
here only to give a message to
'fugitive' MLA of congress,

Ravneet Singh Bittu about the
consequences of leaving a par-
ty when they need us the most.
The media persons questioned
Warring about the allegations
laid against him and congress
by Bittu in which he stated that
Warring used to insist him on
wearing T-shirt with picture of
Indira Gandhi on it despite his
reluctance and that the party's
high command compelled him
to let go of the murderers of
Late CM Beant Singh. Warring
stated that he came to Ludhi-
ana for development of the city
as there has been little devel-
opment in the area. "

Punjab Congress President Raja
Warring visits Jagraon, condemns Bittu People made up their mind to vote for

Maharani Preneet Kaur: Sandhu

VICKY BHABAT 
LALRU,  MAY 3  

Election in charge of
Bharatiya Janata Party can-
didate Maharani Preneet
Kaur from Patiala Lok Sabha
Constituency SMS Sandhu
has been intensifying the
election campaign and meet-
ings are being held continu-
ously in the constituency. 

Addressing a gathering
at Lalru, he said that the BJP
is at the forefront of election
campaigning in the con-

stituency and people's affec-
tion towards Maharani is
also increasing.  

He congratulated those
ward presidents and commit-
tee members and said that we
are winning this war only be-
cause of them.  Sandhu said
that everyone should under-
stand their own responsibili-
ty and cooperate in fighting
this election.  He said that the
victory on June 4 should be
ours.   Therefore, every
leader should stick to his
booth with all haste and vote

one by one in favor of Maha-
rani to be a part of this victo-
ry.  Sandhu said that they are
attending Derabassi, Laldu,
Zirakpur and all the villages
of the constituency.  From
where a very good response is
getting in favor of BJP.  

It is clear from this that
this time too people are deter-
mined to win Maharani Pre-
neet Kaur.  A large number of
supporters including senior
BJP leader Sushil Rana,
Gurmeet Tiwana were pres-
ent on this occasion.

RAJIV JAIN
CHANDIGARH, MAY 3

Students of Saint Soldier In-
ternational School Sector 28,
Chandigarh Clinch First Prize
at 1st Model Indian Girls Par-
liament - MIGP. 1st Model In-
dian Girls Parliament (MIGP)
competition was organized by
Yuvsatta, an NGO, it was held
at Dev Samaj College of Edu-
cation, Sector 36 B Chandi-
garh.

A team of seven talented
girls from Saint Soldier Inter-
national School participated
in the event and emerged vic-
torious, clinching the first
prize. Under the guidance of
their mentor, Ms. Ambika,
the team showcased excep-
tional skills and knowledge
on the chosen topic of "Solu-
tions of WWW - Water and
Waste Management in
Chandigarh". The team, com-

prising Riya Raj, Mannat, An-
hadreet (of Class XI Sc), Van-
shika (of Class X), Tavleen, Sa-
nia, and Vishakha (of Class
IX), presented their ideas with
utmost confidence, supported
by a comprehensive Power-
Point presentation. Their ar-
ticulate speeches and insight-
ful content impressed the

judges, meeting all the judg-
ment criteria of content, con-
fidence, speech, and presenta-
tion. Ms. Anisha Ghuman, the
Principal of Saint Soldier In-
ternational School, expressed
her pride and appreciation for
the students' outstanding per-
formance, applauding their
dedication and hard work.

Saint Soldier International School 
clinches first prize in Ist MIGP

SAD Lok Sabha candidate,
Mantar Singh Brar continues
his election campaign 

SURINDER  DAMDAMI  
KOTKAPURA: Mantar Singh Brar
member core committee of
Shiromani Akali Dal and former MLA
Kotkapura campaigned in favor of
SAD candidate Rajwinder Singh
Dharamkot from Lok Sabha
constituency Faridkot. During
campaigne they visit 
Jalaleana, Duareana, Machaki Mall

Singh, Ratti Rori, Kameana, Dana
Romana, Hariyewala, Dago Ramana,
Fidde Khurd, Chak Kalyan, Fidde
Kalan villages. Addressing the voters
on this occasion, Mantar Singh Brar
said that the Akali Dal is the only
party protecting the interests of
Punjab under whose governance
Punjab developed all round. He said
that during the Akali Dal government,
all kinds of facilities were provided to
farmers, laborers and traders. He
further said that during the Akali Dal
government, the late Chief Minister
Parkash Singh Badal used to visit the
villages and resolve the
problems/complaints of the people on
the spot. On this occasion, Sher
Singh Mandwala President Shiromani
Akali Dal District Faridkot, Kultar
Singh Brar Ex-Chairman Zilla
Parishad Faridkot, Pratap Singh
Nangal Member PAC Shiromani Akali
Dal, Advocate Anupratap Singh Brar
Youth Leader, Bhola Singh Ex-
Sarpanch Dana Romana, Rajendra
Pradhan Dana Romana, Kuldeep
Singh former sarpanch Hariyewala,
Kulwinder Brar Hariyewala, Meher
Singh former sarpanch Ratti Rori,
Jaspal Malhi Ratti Rori, Jagjit Kingra,
Bhola Singh former sarpanch
Kameana, Many other leaders
including Sarabjit Kingra were
present.

Shri KV K Area Zirakpur organises
Vidya Pravesh orientation programme

VICKY BHABAT
ZIRAKPUR,  MAY 3

SHRI KV K AREA ZI-
RAKPUR organized Vidya
Pravesh orientation pro-
gramme for Balvatika-3 and
class one.  The Chief guest of
the programme was Sh. P.C
Tiwari,Assistant commission-
er,KV RO Chandigarh. Pro-
gramme started with putting
Tilak on the forehead of the
students as a welcome gesture
and Deep prajwalan followed
by a welcome dance. Students
of second class shared their

beautiful impressions of the
one year learning process in
the play way method. Tiny
tots of Balvatika gave a
thrilling dance performance
followed by Punjabi Bal-
geet.A Skit was performed by
Class 4th children. Principal
madam Mrs. Deepika Sandhu
welcomed all parents and stu-
dents. Mrs. Sandhu Explained
the major objective of this pro-
gram. She requested the par-
ents to abide by the rules and
ensured parental participa-
tion in monitoring the
progress of their wards. 

Official Rock & Rolll
Traning organised in
Shamrock School

TILAK  RAJ
MOHALI: First Indian Official Rock &
Roll Training at Shemrock School
The training was conducted by
renowned master trainers from
Russia, Olga and Ivan Yudin, a
distinguished world champions in
rock and roll acrobatics. As many as
180 school students, 55 competitive
gymnasts and 31 coaches from
karnataka, Jharkhand, Rajasthan ,
Jammu, Delhi and Maharashtra took
part in the event Mohali, 03 April ( )
First Indian Official Rock & Roll
Training is conducted at Shemrock
School, Sector 69 by The Rock N
Roll Federation of India in affiliation
with the World Federation of
Acrobatic & Swing Dances. This
training program introduced
enthusiasts to the exhilarating world
of rock and roll, combining
athleticism, creativity, and artistry.
The training was conducted by
renowned master trainers from
Russia, Olga and Ivan Yudin, a
distinguished world champions in
rock and roll acrobatics. Their
experience and expertise in imparting
the nuances of this dynamic dance
are inspiring and encouraging. As
many as 180 school students, 55
competitive gymnasts and 31
coaches from karnataka, Jharkhand,
Rajasthan , Jammu, Delhi and
Maharashtra are undergoing training.
The Trainers and the participants at
Rock n Roll Trainings showcased an
outstanding performance, blending
passion, energy, and skill in every
step and also embracing a lifestyle of
fitness and sportsmanship. Karan
Bajwa MD Shemrock School said at
the moment that Rock and roll
acrobatics have a rich history,
blending elements of gymnastics,
aerobics, and dance into a
captivating spectacle. President Jas
K Shan of RRFI said that this
platform offers in various disciplines
to explore fitness and technique
within an engaging dance format.
With a community spanning 40
years, rock and roll continues to
captivate and inspire athletes
worldwide. Dr. Gurjeet Bajwa, the
General Secretary of RRFI, shares
this training program will open doors
to excel as world athletes. Photo
Caption : Students & Artists showing
their dance talent at Shemrock
Senior Secondary School, Sector 69,
Mohali.

Dr Ritesh Arya's book "Whispers of
Tethys" depicts Geo poetic love
story between India and Tibet

CHANDIGARH: Setting up a Tethys museum in Kasauli and
now came out with a book really a long journey for Dr Ritesh
Arya. He wrote a book &quot;Whispers of Tethys&quot; which
is a geopoetic love story that personifies the geological rela-
tionship between India and Tibet. The story takes the reader
back in geological time, narrating the events leading to the uni-
fication of the two landmasses (India and Tibet) through the
metaphor of a love story.

The book is all set for release and Dr Ritesh Arya is waiting
for the completion of Lok Sabha elections and it will be released
by a renowned personality. The story depicts the geological his-
tory around 200 million years ago when India and Tibet be-
longing to Gondwana and Laurasia families respectively were
separated by an ancient ocean, the Tethys. Their only commu-
nication was through the waves of the Tethys Sea. The narra-
tive culminates with the end of Tethys which was the result of
the union of India and Tibet, which ultimately gave birth to the
mighty Himalayan mountain range. 

By personifying the geological processes, the author aims
to convey the deep-rooted connection between the two regions
and the profound impact their coming together with the help of
various tectonic processes had on the formation of the HI-
malayas and the Earths landscape. 

The book sheds light on his journey to uncover the intimate
connection between India and Tibet through ancient fossils and
rocks. The book--Whispers of Tethys unveils the profound nar-
rative of India separation from Gondwana and the birth of the
Tethys Himalayas.

Press Freedom Day
celebrated at
Punjab Press Club

JASBIR  SINGH  SODHI  
JALANDHAR: Today, An event took
place at the Punjab Press Club to
mark International Press Freedom
Day. Journalists gathered to
express their concerns about the
increasing challenges to press
freedom globally, nationally, and in
Punjab. Many stressed the
importance of unity among
journalists to confront these
challenges and advocate for the
people through various media
platforms.Satnam Singh Manak,
President of the Press Club,
highlighted the enduring challenges
faced by journalists, citing the
sacrifices made by numerous
journalists in conflicts like the
Russia-Ukraine war and the Israel-
Hamas conflict. He emphasized the
necessity for determination and
bravery to overcome these
obstacles, urging journalists to play
their part in safeguarding
democracy in the country.Rajesh,
Senior Vice President of the Press
Club, lamented the declining
freedom of journalism in the
country, calling for collective efforts
to preserve it. He underscored the
responsibility of journalists to
prioritize press freedom and
integrity over personal gain or bias.
Young journalist Socrates Safari
emphasized utilizing press freedom
for the betterment of society.

SHASHI PAL JAIN
MOHALI,  MAY 3

District Election Officer Mrs
Aashika Jain has asked all
the Assistant Returning Offi-
cers of the District Sahibzada
Ajit Singh Nagar to keep a
thorough watch on the meet-
ings based on Caste, Religion
or Language.

Referring to the guide-
lines of the Election Commis-
sion of India, issued on the
subject, The District Election
Officer has asked all three
AROs to get them video-
graphed such meetings and if
there is some evidence found
that ‘Caste’ is being used for
political/electoral purposes,
then action may be taken un-
der suitable provisions of
Law/Model Code of Conduct
under intimation to the com-
mission.

She further said that per-
mission to such gatherings
should only be given when the
concerned ARO is fully satis-
fied with that section 123 of
the Representation of People’s
Act, 1951 is strictly complied
with. The District Electoral
Officer has also appealed to
the political parties to strictly
comply with the guidelines of

the Election Commission of
India on the use of caste, reli-
gion or language.

Section 123 of R P Act,
1951 prohibits the appeal by a
candidate or his agent or by
any other person with the
consent of a candidate or his
election agent to vote or re-
frain from voting for any per-
son on the grounds of his reli-
gion, race, caste, community
or language or the use of, or
appeal to religious symbols or
the use of, or appeal to, na-
tional symbols, such as the na-
tional flag or the national em-
blem, for the furtherance of
the prospects of the election of
that candidate or for prejudi-
cially affecting the election of
any candidate. 

No meetings to be permitted based on caste,
religion or language, DEO to political parties

AMRITSAR: In an intelli-
gence-led operation against
trans-border narcotic smug-
gling networks, Counter In-
telligence (CI) Amritsar has
arrested one person after re-
covering 4 Kg ICE drug
(Crystal Methampheta-
mine) and 1 Kg heroin from
his possession, said Director
General of Police (DGP)
Punjab Gaurav Yadav here
on Friday.

The arrested accused
has been identified as Avtar
Singh, a resident of village
Kakkar in district Amritsar.

DGP Gaurav Yadav said
that following reliable in-
puts that accused Avtar
Singh has retrieved a con-
signment of narcotic drugs
from village Bhindi Saidan
in Ajnala and intends to de-
liver this consignment near
Hargobind Avenue at Sher
Shah Suri Road in Chhehar-
ta, Police teams from CI Am-
ritsar led by DSP CI Balbir
Singh swiftly conducted the
raid at the designated loca-
tion. Police teams have ap-

prehended the accused per-
son and recovered 4 Kg ICE
drug and 1 Kg heroin from
his possession, he added.

The DGP said that dur-
ing the investigation, it was
found that the accused Av-
tar was directly in touch
with a Pakistan-based drug
smuggler. Probe has also re-
vealed that the Pakistan-
based drug smuggler has
used drones to deliver this
drug consignment from
across the border, he added.

He said that further in-
vestigations are ongoing to
establish backward and for-
ward linkages to unveil the
entire network. A case FIR
no 26 dated 02.05.2024 has
been registered under sec-
tions 21, 22, and 29 of the
NDPS Act at Police Station
SSOC Amritsar.

Punjab police seizes 4kg ice drug,
1kg heroin from Amritsar; one held
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RAMAN GUPTA
KAITHAL: District Election Officer
and DC Prashant Panwar said that in
view of the 18th Lok Sabha general
elections 2024, the state government
has issued a notification to the voters of
neighboring states who are working in
the offices of departments subordinate
to the state government, boards,
corporations and educational

institutions.  It has been announced to
give paid holiday for voting. According
to the notification issued by the Office
of the Chief Secretary, natives of
neighboring states who work in
Haryana Government offices, boards,
corporations as well as educational
institutions, various factories, shops,
commercial and private establishments
and can cast their vote in their state.

Remains, those dates have been
designated as paid holidays for such
employees. District Election Officer
informed that Lok Sabha general
elections will be held in Uttar Pradesh
on May 7, May 13, May 20, May 25 and
June 01, 2024 and in NCT Delhi on
May 25, in Himachal Pradesh on June
01, in Punjab and UT Chandigarh on
June 01, 2024. 

NEWS BRIEF
BKU threatens
protests against AAP
candidate Meet Hayer
in Sangrur
ASHOK DHINGRA
TA PA MANDI: Farmer's
organization Barti Kissan Union (Ekta
Ugrahan) has decided to hold protest
against Aam Admi Party candidate
Meet Hayer from Sangrur from May 5,
if he fail to implement their demands.
Indefinite protests have been
announced at his residence were as
protest will be held against him in
villages, the BKU said. The
organization wants ownership rights
of of nearby five areas of land for
Kiranjeet kaur at Jahagir Village near
Dhuri, who has been filling the land
for long. It also wants relief for
damage caused to crops for lying of
gas pipeline in Barnala village.
Leaders of farmer origination
including state President Joginder
Sing ugrahan while taking to media
persons said despite repeatedly
taking up the matter with officials,
justice was denied to Karamjeet.

Massive fire at
ethanol factory in
Jattwaad

MANISAH KUMAR
AMBALA: Fire in the boilers of the
ethanol factory in Ambala created a
stir. So far, five fire brigade vehicles
have been called to control the fire. At
the same time, both the boilers of
ethanol were filled with 2.5 lakh litres
of oil. However, the cause of the fire
has not been revealed. As soon as
the information was received, the
police also reached the spot and were
seen engaged in extinguishing the fire
and evacuating the people present
there from the said place. A major
accident took place in Jattwaad
village of Ambala. The boilers of the
ethanol factory located in the village
caught fire. According to information,
both the tanks were filled with two
and a half lakh litres of ethanol oil. So
far, the cause of the fire is being told
to be excessive temperature.

Artisan Association
Anaj Mandi Mandor
installs langar

RAKESH JINDAL
NABHA: Artisan Association of
Anaj Mandi Mandor installs the Mandi
Season Moke Langar every six
months. Havan Yag was performed
for the good of Ram on Samadha and
langar of dal roti and jalebis was
installed with the support of the entire
Aarti community where a large
number of people and the labor
related to the market offered langar
with devotion. Thanking all the parties
related to the market for their support
during the season, he said that there
should not be any problem during the
market and for the good of the whole,
Langar is installed every season after
doing Paath Puja at this place for a
long time.

CHANDIGARH, SATURDAY, MAY 4, 2024

AGENCY
AMETHI, MAY 3

After Rahul Gandhi was
named by the Congress as its
candidate from Raebareli Lok
Sabha seat, Union Minister
and BJP's candidate from
Amethi, Smriti Irani on Friday
said that Congress has
conceded defeat from the
constituency even before a
vote was cast, adding that the
opposition party would not
have fielded a "proxy
candidate" (Kishori Lal
Sharma) if they were hopeful
about the outcome of the polls.
"I welcome the guests to
Amethi. The fact that the
Gandhis are not fighting in
Amethi shows that even
before a vote has been cast,
they are losing from Amethi.
If they had seen even a
glimmer of hope, they would
have contested and not put up
a proxy candidate," Smriti
Irani told reporters in Amethi.

Smriti Irani said that Rahul
Gandhi's candidature from
Raebareli is a "victory" for the
people in Amethi.

"There has been great
development in Amethi...if
this much has been
accomplished in 5 years out of
which two years were lost to
the battle against Covid, then
why was it not done for 50
years in Amethi by the Gandhi
family? I want to assure the
people of Amethi that the
Modi government will return,
and we will continue to work

for people here, with
development being the centre
of our focus. Today before a
vote has been cast, history has
been made. I am grateful to
the people of Amethi. Today is
the victory of the people of
Amethi," Irani said.

Irani recalled Prime
Minister Narendra Modi's
remarks about "Congress
waiting for elections to
conclude in Kerala" so that a
safe seat could be announced
for Rahul Gandhi later.

"PM Modi had already

warned the public that Rahul
Gandhi will look for a new
seat once voting concludes in
Wayanad. Congress
leadership is going away from
the battlefield," she said.
Rahul is pitted against the
BJP's Dinesh Pratap Singh in
Raebareli. He currently
represents Wayanad in the Lok
Sabha, while Smriti Irani is
bidding for a fresh term from
Amethi.

Raebareli was held by
Sonia Gandhi, who became a
member of the Rajya Sabha.
The Congress party has also
named Kishori Lal Sharma, a
party loyalist from Amethi, the
seat Rahul Gandhi lost in the
2019 general elections to BJP
leader Smriti Irani.

The Congress party has
also named Kishori Lal
Sharma, a party loyalist from
Amethi, the seat Rahul
Gandhi lost in the 2019
general elections to BJP leader
Smriti Irani.

BUREAU
CHANDIGARH, MAY 3

Chitkara University, bestowed
the title of Doctor of Literature
(Honoris Causa) upon Dr. Ajai
Chowdhry in recognition of
his outstanding contributions
to technological innovation,
academic institution building,
and philanthropy. Dr.
Chowdhry, a visionary
pioneer and co-founder of
HCL, has left an indelible
mark on India's technological
landscape, shaping the
nation's future through his
relentless pursuit of
innovation and commitment
to philanthropy. 

His visionary leadership
and transformative initiatives
have not only propelled HCL
to unprecedented heights of
success but have also had a
profound impact on the
broader ecosystem of
technology and education in
India.Speaking on the

occasion Dr. Ashok K
Chitkara, Chancellor, Chitkara
University, said, "Dr. Ajai
Chowdhry's remarkable
journey and contributions
epitomise the spirit of
innovation and philanthropy
that we deeply cherish at
Chitkara University. 

His visionary leadership
and transformative initiatives
have not only propelled HCL
to unprecedented heights of
success but have also had a
profound impact on the
broader ecosystem of
technology and education in
India. We are immensely

proud to honour Dr.
Chowdhry with the Honorary
Degree of Doctor of
Literature (Honoris Causa),
recognising his enduring
legacy and unwavering
commitment to shaping a
brighter future for India and
beyond."Dr. Ashok K
Chitkara added that Dr. Ajai
Chowdhry's remarkable
accomplishments continue to
inspire generations and
Chitkara University takes
pride in honouring his legacy
and contributions to
technological innovation and
philanthropy. 

Brilliant show by RBU School
students in Class XII results

LK BANSAL
MOHALI: The students of Rayat Bahra University Sr. Sec.
School (PSEB) have once again made their mark by
achieving an outstanding 100 percent pass result in the class
12th PSEB for the academic year 2023-24. This remarkable
accomplishment reflects the dedication, hard work, and
perseverance of both students and educators alike,
underscoring the school's commitment to academic
excellence. The school is proud of its students who have not
only realised their dreams but also exceeded expectations in
reaching their academic goals. 

This momentous achievement stands as a testament to the
relentless pursuit of knowledge and the unwavering support
of the entire school community. Among the top achievers are:
Simarpreet Kaur (non-medical) – 90 percent, Gurnihal Singh
(Commerce) – 90 percent, Manjot Kaur (Humanities) – 85
percent, and Arjun Partap Singh (Humanities) – 80 percent. It
is noteworthy that the majority of students secured above 80
percent marks. Chairman of Rayat Bahra Group of Institutes,
Gurvinder Singh Bahra, and Vice-Chancellor Dr. Parvinder
Singh extended their heartfelt congratulations to the students
and staff members of the school.

DINESH AGARWAL
SHIMLA, MAY 3

Senior BJP leader and Union
Minister of Defense and
Tourism, Ajay Bhatt,
participated in the Kasumpti
Panna Chief Conference. In
his address, he said that the
country's Prime Minister
Narendra Modi is not only
popular in India but also the
world's most popular leader,
and since he became Prime
Minister, the country's
prestige has increased on the
world map.

He said that from 2004
to 2014, there was a period
of destruction, and from
2014 to 2024, there has been
an era of nectar. When the
Congress government was in
power in the country, the
country was lagging behind,
and since Narendra Modi
became Prime Minister, the
country has made rapid
progress. In the 10 years of
the Congress government's
tenure (2004-14), the
country's economy, from
roads, railways to foreign

investment, was in shambles,
whereas after 2014, during
the 10-year tenure of the
Modi government, India has
become the fifth-largest
economy in the world and
new dimensions of
development have been
established in every sector.
In the Congress government,
the number of startups was
only 350, while in the Modi
government, the number of
startups increased to
1,17,257. In the Congress
government, the Indian
economy was listed in
Fragile-5, whereas in the
Modi government, India has
become the fifth-largest
economy in the world.

He said that in terms of
progress, Himachal has also
not remained untouched.
Himachal Pradesh has
received many gifts like
AIIMS, Hydro Engineering
College, IIM, PGAI Satellite
Center, Bulk Drug Park,
Medical Device Park,
Foreland National Highway,
Renuka Hydro Project,
Sunny Hydro Project, and
IIT. A disaster came to
Himachal and immediately
after that, the national
president of the BJP, Jagat
Prakash Nadda, made two
visits to Himachal Pradesh.
During this time, Himachal
Pradesh received Rs 1782
crore as disaster relief.

Govt Girls School achieves
100% middle class result

CHANNA
KIRATPUR SAHIB: The result of the middle class of
Government Girls Senior Secondary School Sri Anandpur
Sahib remained hundred percent and the meritorious students
of the school brought laurels for the school. The information
was shared by the school principal Neeraj Verma. While
congratulating the students, Principal Verma said the hard
work of the students brought fruitful results. Proud parents
credited the teachers under whom their children studied,
making them proud as well. 

Verma informed five students in the science subject and one
student in social science achieved perfect scores. Additionally,
Radhika Sharma secured the first position in the 8th grade with
a score of 576/600 marks, followed by Ramanpreet in second
place with 573/600 marks. Similarly, Sehajleen Kaur and Simar
claimed the third position in their class by scoring 569/600
marks. Besides, 12 students scored more than 90 percent marks
and 28 students scored more than 80 percent marks. Sunita
Rani, Gurpreet Kaur, Baljeet Kaur, Kavita Bedi, Daljeet Kaur,
Pooja Rani, Dhanraj Singh, Gurdeep Kaur, Seema Rani, Punita
Sharma, Sukhjeet Kaur, Jaswinder Kaur, Ashok Kumar, Renu
Bala and Pushpa Devi were also present on this occasion.

Chitkara University honours Dr. Ajai Chowdhry with Honorary
Doctorate for Technological Innovation and Philanthropy

Cong govt hasn't fully utilized disaster
relief funds received from Centre: Bhatt

Special lecture organized on Business
Management and Teaching Techniques

at NIILM University Kaithal

RAMAN GUPTA
KAITHAL: A special lecture on the subject of Business
Management and Teaching Techniques was organized at
NIILM University, Kaithal, in which Amit Warwatkar, CEO of
Parakavya Limited Company and Business Management
Expert, explained the new information to the teaching faculty
and students mainly about Business Management and
Teaching Techniques. 

On this occasion, while giving teaching tips, he said that
the vision of a teacher should always be clear, the teacher
should have a good plan and he should always have the desire
to learn, only then a teacher can guide the students in a good
way. On this occasion, University Vice-Chancellor Professor
Shamim Ahmed honored the keynote speaker Amit Warwatkar
with a memento. On this occasion, University Registrar Dr.
Rajeev Dahiya, Dean Academics Prof. R.K. Gupta, Dean
Commerce and Management Prof. Rekha Gupta, University
Public Relations Officer Dr. Manoj Kumar, all the professors
and students of the university were specially present.

Congress has conceded defeat
in Amethi: Smriti Irani

SHIV KUMAR SHARMA
KURUKSHETRA, MAY 3

Awareness programs
against drugs are being
conducted under the
guidelines of Haryana State
Narcotics Control Bureau's
Additional Director
General of Police, Mr. OP
Singh Sahab and the
guidance of Superintendent
of Police, Pankhuri Kumar.
Today, 4 one day anti-drug
awareness programs were
organized at DAV Police
Public School in which
students, teachers,
gardeners, bus drivers and
conductors participated in 4
different sessions. 

These programs took
place under the
chairmanship and presence
of school principal Monica
Bhatia. Principal Monica
Bhatia was present in all the
sessions and presided over
the entire programme.

Haryana State Narcotics
Control Bureau's Awareness
Program and Rehabilitation
Incharge/Sub Inspector Dr.
Ashok Kumar Verma, while
thanking Principal Monica
Bhatia, said that her
contribution in every social
program has been
commendable. 

While making the
students aware of drug
addiction in various
sessions, he said that not
only banned drugs are
harmful for humans but it
ends only by ending human
life. He narrated various true
incidents and told how an

innocent child gets trapped
in the clutches of drug
addiction and ends his life.
He is left behind by a crying
family. He told how due to
drug addiction, an educated
and well-positioned person
loses his job and his family
is in dire straits. 

Through many poems,
he also made the students
aware to stay away from
drugs. The lyrics of a poem
were sung and the addict
should give up the
addiction, it is a bad
disease. Once one gets
addicted, life becomes
heavy. 

JATINDER PAL SINGH KALER
NAWANSHAHR: People in Punjab are
feeling happy under the leadership of
Bhagwant Maan Chief Minister of Punjab.
These words were expressed by Malwinder
Singh Kang, the candidate of Lok Sabha
constituency Anandpur Sahib while
addressing the street meetings in different
villages such as Saroa, Bharapur, Mahindpur,
Karawar, Rakkaran Dhanhan, Garhi Kanungo
etc. He said that if you send me to the Lok
Sabha by voting and winning from Balachaur
constituency, then I will contribute to the
further progress of Punjab by becoming the
strong arm of Bhagwant Maan.

On this occasion, Bibi Santosh Kataria,
MLA, Balachaur Constituency, informed the
public about the background of Malvinder
Kang and said that Kang ji should be
successful by pressing the broom button on the
election day so that the funds withheld by the
opponents of Punjab can also be released. On
this occasion, Aam Aadmi Party senior leader
Ashok Kataria also addressed the meeting.
Giving this information to the media, Chandra
Mohan JD Media Incharge said that the large
number of gatherings in Nookkar meetings
clearly shows the victory of Aam Aadmi Party.

On this occasion, Punjab Kisan Wing
President Baljit Singh, Kisan Wing Balachore
President Rashpal Mander, Block President
Ranveer. Singh Dhaliwal, Praveen Vashisht,
Women Wing President Rittu, Block President
Gurchain Ram, Block President Satnam Singh
Sahungra, Block President Karmapal Singh,
Block President Avtar Singh Bittu, Sanjeev
Kumar Shanti, Shekhar Sarpanch Garhi
Kanungo, Makhan Garhi Kanungo etc.
Villagers were present.

People of Punjab are 100 per cent
satisfied with AAP govt: Malvinder Kang

Students, teachers, drivers and conductors
made aware against drugs

Voters from neighboring states will get paid holiday on day of voting notification issued by CSO

BSP candidate Pawan Randhawa files
nomination from Ambala Lok Sabha seat

MANISH KUMAR
AMBALA: Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) candidate Pawan
Randhawa from Ambala Lok Sabha seat filed his nomination
papers in the office of the deputy commissioner on Friday.
While leaving for the road show with a convoy of thousands
of people he said that Bahujan Samaj Party was a party that
took everyone along.

The Constitution was the manifesto of the party. The
country will be run according to the Constitution. Those who
talked about changing the Constitution of the country were
enemies of the country. The BSP was ready to protect the
Constitution. The party's Sarvajan Hitay Sarvajan Sukhaay
government will work in the interest of all without
discrimination. Youth will be given jobs and drugs menace
will be controlled.

RANVIR PARASHAR
KAITHAL: Under the guidance of District
and Sessions Judge Ms Ritu Y. K. Behal a
seminar on World Press freedom Day was
organised by DLSA Kaithal. On this occasion
many senior and younger Journalists from the
district attended the function. CJM and
Secretary Ms Ritu called upon the media
people to work with honesty and dedication
in the this noble profession of journalism. 

She told that Indian Constitution have
provided freedom of speech under article 19.
The Journalist should report their stories and
news fairly which will increase their
knowledge and capability. She congratulated
the media persons on this day. 

Ms Nisha Gupta legal aid Counsel spoke
on the subject and stressed upon for
independent reporting without any bias and
pressure. Former President of District Bar
Association Adv R. Parashar also spoke and
called upon the young generation in the field

of media to train themselves and work hard.
He said that though this profession is very
tough but learning and practice will certainly
make them super specialist reporter. 

He shared some examples of problems
faced while reporting also the tips to achieve
glory. Mr. Naveen Malhotra Veteran Journalist
also spoke as expert and explained the
problems being faced by a new reporter. CJM
Ms Ritu presented certificate of appreciation
to as many as 11 reporters on this day. 

Kanwar Pratap Singh Bajwa assumes leadership
of All India Jat Mahasabha Youth Wing in Punjab

VERMA
GURDASPUR: Kanwar Pratap Singh Bajwa
was appointed as the President of the Punjab
Youth Unit in an important meeting of the All
India Jat Mahasabha in the presence of the
National President Mr. Rakesh Tikait. It is to
be mentioned that Kanwar Pratap Bajwa
belongs to a Jat Sikh family and is an
agriculturalist. Kanwar Pratap Bajwa is an
educated farmer leader and after completing
his studies in England, he returned to serve
his country. Gurti inspires him to serve. He
continued to contribute to agriculture and
other social works day by day. 

By making his important contribution in
the 2021-2022 farming movement, medical
camps and other activities under their social
organization Satibachan Foundation. He
served in many ways. Regarding his
appointment, Kanwar Pratap Singh Bajwa
thanked All India Jat Mahasabha National
President Mr. Rakesh Tikait, Yudhveer
Tikait, Punjab Unit President Harpal Singh

Harpura, Ajaib Singh Bhatt and other senior
leaders and said that  He will carry out this
important responsibility entrusted to him
diligently and will raise his voice strongly for
the betterment and rights of farmers.
Speaking on his behalf, he said that he will
meet with his colleagues in every district and
block of Punjab in the coming days and make
new appointments and fix responsibilities.
On this occasion president of Shaheed
Bhagat Singh Dixit Ladda was also there.

Seminar on World Press Freedom
Day organised by DLSA 



Given the background of the massive misinforma-
tion drive about the identity of Jawaharlal Nehru
University in the last few years, the recent state-

ment by the current vice-chancellor of JNU, Santishree
Dhulipudi Pandit, on April 18 in an interaction with
PTI, that JNU was never “anti-national” nor part of the
“tukde-tukde” gang, is most heartening. She argued
that “JNU is for the nation, not for any particular iden-
tity,” and added that “I always say that it stands for sev-
en D’s — development, democracy, dissent, diversity,
debate and discussion, difference and deliberation.”
“When I studied [at JNU] it was the height of Left domi-
nation... they were critical but committed to nurturing
dissent, debate, and democracy,” said Pandit. “Being
critical and dissenting will not be called anti-national. I
think the administration did not understand JNU and
that was an unfortunate phase.” She mentioned that
JNU plays an important role in the nation’s develop-
ment, sighting the example of three Union ministers
who were students in the university as well as several
luminaries occupying high positions in the Union gov-
ernment, the media and countless educational institu-
tions, including a leader of the Opposition and two No-
bel laureates in economics in the United States of Amer-
ica. Such a positive assessment could be attributed to
the fact that the current vice-chancellor has been an
alumnus of JNU and, thus, knows it closely.

Not many realise that the emergence of JNU as a
teaching and research university in the 1970s was a
unique development and, if I may be allowed to say
this, a miracle in the history of the university system in
the country. As chairman of the University Grants
Commission, I had the opportunity to watch closely the
standards of universities which are more than 150
years old, such as the ones in Bombay, Madras and Cal-
cutta, but I am yet to see a public university in India
that has acquired the top position in such a short
amount of time. The JNU experiment began in 1969; by
the early 1990s, people had begun to compare it with
Cambridge.

What made JNU a high-level centre of excellence?
The JNU vice-chancellor has identified excel-lence, in-
clusivity and diversity as the unique features of the edu-
cational institution. Indeed, these qualities place it at
the top. A socially unique and regionally inclusive ad-
mission policy, admission test, method of examination
and evaluation, inclusive governance and, above all, an
excellent faculty with academic freedom and commit-
ment are its hallmarks. Social inclusiveness came
through an early adoption of the policy of reservation
in admission for students from scheduled castes and
scheduled tribes along with additional weightage points
to low income earning families, women, and first-gener-
ation learners that enabled them to seek admission.

For the nation 
Editorial

Literature & Health

Saudi activist Manahel al-Otaibi, 29,
has been sentenced to 11 years in
prison for advocating women's rights

and her manner of dress, CNN reported,
citing, human rights organisations.

The sentence, handed down in a "se-
cret hearing" by Saudi Arabia's Spe-
cialised Criminal Court on January 9,
2024, was only revealed weeks later, fol-
lowing a United Nations inquiry, accord-
ing to Amnesty International and the
London-based Saudi rights group ALQST.

According to a joint statement by the
watchdogs, al-Otaibi's charges are alleged-
ly linked to her clothing choices and on-
line activism, including advocating for
the end of Saudi Arabia's male guardian-
ship system, sharing videos of herself in
what authorities deemed "indecent cloth-
ing," and going out without wearing an
abaya, according to CNN.

While al-Otaibi's sister, Fawzia al-
Otaibi, faced similar charges, she man-
aged to escape Saudi Arabia after being
summoned for questioning in 2022.

Saudi Arabia's mission to Geneva re-
sponded to the UN inquiry in January,
stating that al-Otaibi was arrested in ac-
cordance with the law under a valid war-
rant and is accused of terrorist offenses.
The mission asserted that no individual is
detained in the country for exercising
their rights and freedoms and that state
institutions are obligated to ensure fair
treatment regardless of religion, race, sex,
or nationality. Amnesty International's
Campaigner on Saudi Arabia, Bissan Fak-

ih, condemned al-Otaibi's conviction and
sentence, calling it an "appalling and cru-
el injustice" that exposes the insincerity
of the Saudi government's touted
women's rights reforms.

While Saudi authorities have made
some strides in dismantling the male
guardianship system, Amnesty and
ALQST highlight that many discriminato-
ry practices persist. 

They point to the 2022 Personal Status
Law, which, rather than abolishing re-
strictive elements, reportedly codifies

them, particularly in matters of marriage,
divorce, child custody, and inheritance.

Ironically, al-Otaibi believed in Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman's promis-
es of reform, yet she found herself arrest-
ed in November 2022 for exercising the
very freedoms she thought were being
promoted.

Al-Otaibi's sentencing occurs within a
broader context of increased suppression
of free speech in Saudi Arabia, particular-
ly online. Over the past two years, Saudi
courts have handed down lengthy prison

terms to numerous individuals, including
many women, for their social media ex-
pression.

Amnesty International and ALQST
are urging Saudi authorities to immedi-
ately and unconditionally release al-
Otaibi, emphasizing that her imprison-
ment contradicts the narrative of reform
and women's empowerment promoted by
the government, CNN reported.

Days after the United Arab Emirates
witnessed flooding in April, heavy
rains have returned to the country

with several flights being cancelled and
delayed in and out of Dubai while people
and students were asked to work and
study from home, Khaleej Times report-
ed.

An orange alert was issued on Thurs-
day as heavy rains and thunderstorms
lashed the UAE. Over the past few days,
the UAE has been preparing for this
wave of unstable weather, which is fore-
cast to peak on May 2, until May 3.

People have been advised to take
safety measures across all sectors.
Schools are on distance learning while
companies have been asked to allow peo-
ple to work from home. Parks and beach-
es have been shut.

Dubai announced work from home
for government employees on May 2 and
May 3 due to unstable weather condi-
tions prevailing in the emirate, accord-
ing to Khaleej Times. On Wednesday,
UAE's disaster management authority
reiterated the nation's readiness to tackle
the upcoming weather conditions. It said
that all relevant agencies are ready to
tackle the anticipated weather fluctua-
tions by implementing measures. Earli-

er, an NCM expert said the impending
weather condition is not anticipated to be
the same as the rainfall seen on April 16.
Officials have discussed the precaution-
ary measures that must be taken during
this time. The UAE on Wednesday an-
nounced that students will have online
classes for all government schools on
May 2 and 3 in the country due to pre-
vailing weather conditions.

Furthermore, the government an-
nounced that all private schools in Dubai
will have online learning on May 2 and
May 3 due to expected unstable weather
conditions. The Knowledge and Human
Development Authority (KHDA) an-
nounced that the decision is applicable to
all private schools, nurseries.

Heavy rains in UAE again: Dubai flights
cancelled, schools and offices shut 

Taiwan bans its people from working
at China's confucius institutes

Confucius Institutes (CIs), non-profit edu-
cational institutions funded by the Chi-
nese government, have been added to a

list of political, governmental, and military
bodies of China where Taiwan's citizens are
banned from working, the Central News
Agency (CNA) reported, citing the Mainland
Affairs Council (MAC).

Announcing the decision, the MAC in a
press release said that the revisions to an ex-
isting act ban people of Taiwan from work-
ing for any Chinese organization engaged in
matters linked to national identity and loyal-
ty, united front work, or which poses a

threat to national security. The revised
guidelines particularly prohibit citizens
from working at Confucius Institutes -- non-
profit educational institutes funded by the
Chinese government to spread the culture of
China. These educational institutes have also
come under suspicion as tools for political in-
fluence, CNA reported. The organizations
which have been included in the blacklist
were the Association for Relations Across
the Taiwan Straits (ARATS) which is China's
semi-official body in charge of handling tech-
nical and business matters with Taiwan and
All-China Youth Federation.

POEM
Little Of Me

Let only that little be
left of me whereby I
may name thee my all.

Let only that little
be left of my will
whereby I may
feel thee on every
side, and come to
thee in every-

thing, and offer to thee my
love every moment.   Let
only that little be left of me
whereby I may never hide
thee. 

Rabindranath Tagore

Rabindranath Tagore

Saudi women's rights activist
sentenced to 11 years in prison 

Viksit Bharat and Vishwa Bandhu 
BY S JAISHANKAR

The pathway to reaching the goal of
Viksit Bharat in the next 25 years
will have many requirements. To

begin with, it needs a vision for the na-
tion and equally, the ability to deliver it
on the ground. We can develop confi-
dence in that through sustaining a track
record. Steady advancement and contin-
uing reform are also possible only in a
climate of political stability. That alone
would enable policy prescriptions of a
long-term nature to be conceptualized
and implemented. Much of this will be
determined by the cumulative political
choice of the Indian people in the coming
weeks. But one crucial facet will be the
international environment and its abili-
ty to throw up both opportunities and
challenges for Viksit Bharat. 

Ideally, countries formulate their
foreign policy as best leveraging the
world with a view to promote their na-
tional development. The targets are of-
ten increasing access to resources, mar-
kets, technologies and best practices.
Those who have posted impressive

growth performance in the last many
decades are the ones who have clarity in
this regard. In our case, that focus has
been sharp since 2014, but for ideologi-
cal reasons, was more diffused in the
first four decades of our independence.
Swayed by imported prescriptions, we
sometimes subordinated our own goals
to the benefit of others. The big change
now is a strong sense of 'Bharat First',
where we have both the confidence to

think through the pathway and using
our national interest as the primary
metric of judgement. This has encour-
aged us to pursue a multi-vector diplo-
macy that would maximize our partners
and minimize our problems. Where we
have to take a stand, we do not hesitate
or come under pressure. At the same
time, there is a constant assertion of our
relevance. This is Vishwa Bandhu
Bharat. 

If India is to emerge as a leading
power, it must develop deep national
strengths. Much of that will emanate
from expanding manufacturing as that
serves as the foundation for technology.
To overcome the neglect of the past, it is
essential that we plan to leapfrog, espe-
cially in regard to critical and emerging
technologies. This is best achieved
through strong international collabora-
tion built on trust and comfort. In a po-
larized and suspicious world, those
doors can only be opened by effective
diplomacy. The international economy
is right now in the midst of rebuilding its
supply chains and ensuring more reli-
able manufacturing. This is most stark-

ly evident in competitive domains like
semiconductors, electric mobility and
green technologies. 

It is only a Vishwa Bandhu that can
ensure that India is fully embedded in
these networks.  In the post Covid world,
all significant nations are in the quest
for strategic autonomy. Even the most
developed are concerned about the hol-
lowing out of their capabilities and de-
pendence on over-concentration else-
where. 

In a world where everything is being
weaponized, India too has to ensure that
its basic needs and critical infrastruc-
ture are nationally developed. That is
why 'Make in India' is so vital, not just
for our economy but even for national
security. As we are already seeing in
challenging domains like defence, it can
open up possibilities of exports as well.
India is also today increasingly posi-
tioned to emerge as one of the global
hubs of research, design and innovation.
It is only by a more intensive engage-
ment with international partners that
we can hasten our journey towards
Viksit Bharat. 

The growing realization of the value
of Indian skills and talent is also one of
the welcome realities of our times. It is
enhanced by the premium put on trust
and transparency in the digital domain.
Drastic demographic changes in the
world are also creating new demands in
various professions. 

Taking advantage of such prospects
require massively expanding our own
education and training capacities. But
they can be best harnessed only when
our partners fully appreciate their com-
patibility with Indian values and prac-
tices. And when we can credibly assure
our own citizens of their security, wher-
ever they may be. 

Ensuring these today is a major
goalfor India's foreign policy. We have
already seen the conclusion recently of
mobility agreements with European na-
tions, Australia, Japan and others. The
creation of a global workplace for Indi-
ans will not only widen personal oppor-
tunities but contribute to broader na-
tional capacities.  The era of conflict and
climate change that we have entered
has powerful implications for connec-

tivity. Just as supply chains are seeking
to become more resilient and redun-
dant, so too are logistics. We have wit-
nessed the consequences of tension in
the Red Sea or the blocking of the Suez
Canal.  

De-risking is only possible when
enough countries come together for
their shared enterprise to become seri-
ous. Interestingly, many of the recent
endeavours are focused on India. The
IMEC corridor connects us to Europe
and the Atlantic through the Arabian
Peninsula. The INSTCone traverses
Iran and Russia with the same objec-
tive. To our East, the Trilateral High-
way can take us all the way to the Pa-
cific.  The same logic applies to ensuring
security and political balances in a
changing world as well. Whether it is
Quad or BRICS, I2U2, SCO or East Asia
Summit, India's interests have been at
the core of its calculations.  These ini-
tiatives involve a range of partners, of-
ten at odds with each other. It requires
a Vishwa Bandhu to carry them all.
That is why this is such an important el-
ement of Modi Ki Guarantee. 
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When wealth is lost, nothing is lost; when health is lost,
something is lost; when character is lost, all is lost. 

Billy Graham

Small aim is a crime; have great aim. 

A. P. J. Abdul Kalam

YUGMARG

Saudi Arabia's mission to
Geneva responded to the
UN inquiry in January,
stating that al-Otaibi was
arrested in accordance
with the law under a valid
warrant and is accused of
terrorist offenses. The
mission asserted that no
individual is detained in
the country for exercising
their rights and freedoms
and that state institutions
are obligated to ensure
fair treatment regardless
of religion, race, sex, or
nationality.



HANDIGARH : This Punjab di Shaan, 13-year-old 
Saturday, get ready for Master Aryan, is set to wow Can unforgettable musi- everyone with his version of 

cal extravaganza as Sony the song ' Chaiyya Chaiyya ' 
Entertainment Television's from the film ' Bombay,' along-
homegrown kids singing real- side his team captain Salman 

Ali. Talking about his summer 
holiday memories, Master 
Aryan will reveal how he would 
explore the streets of Amritsar, 
his grandmother’s residence, 
ride his bicycle and eat his most 
favourite Rajma Chawal, made 
by his grandmother.

Mesmerized by the perfor-
mance, Super Judge Neha 
Kakkar said, "Salman Ali, your 
support and kindness towards 
Aryan truly touched my heart. 
Your ability to effortlessly 
match scales and hit high notes 
is a testament to your talent 
and dedication. "Captain Mohd 
Danish also praises Aryan, say-
ing, "Master Aryan, your talent 
is truly unique, and your per-
formance fills us all with 
pride."Watch Superstar Singer ity show, 'Superstar Singer 3' 
3 every Saturday and Sunday at ushers in the holiday cheer 
8  P M  o n l y  o n  S o n y  with its 'Summer Holiday 
Entertainment Television.Special’ episode. 

espite all the progress regular bread but helps 
w e ’ v e  m a d e  i n  overcome fibre deficiency. Dagriculture science, The market is flooded with 

nutritional science, food several such functional foods 
processing and preservation in various formats and 
technology,  and more,  c o n t a i n i n g  b i o a c t i v e  
nutrient deficiency is on the compounds to provide 
rise. To add to this, depleting additional health benefits. 
nutrient levels in topsoil and The Benefits 
new hybrid crops designed T o d a y ,  c o n s u m e r  
only to increase yield, have expectations of food have also 
made the food supply less undergone change; food must 
nutrient. Today’s apple not only be tasty, but also 
contains 38% fewer nutrients convenient,  having no 
than the same one from 1950, negative impact on health, 
natural iron content in wheat p r o v i d i n g  o p t i m u m  
has reduced by 50% in the n u t r i t i o n  a n d  h e a l t h  
same period, and the list is benefits. There are also 
long. s p e c i f i c  n e e d s  t h a t  

been developed to help people and is presented in the same While nutrient density in the individuals want to be met 
with dietary choices like format. natural food supply has gone through food, such as weight 
supplements, nutraceuticals, T a k e  f o r  e x a m p l e  down, the pesticide residue loss, stronger bones, lean 
a n d  f u n c t i o n a l  f o o d s .  probiotic yoghurt, which levels have gone up. Due to muscle mass, shiny hair, 
Regulatory bodies around the tastes and feels like regular changing lifestyle and cholesterol  and sugar 
world including FSSAI in yoghurt but provides the i n c r e a s e d  s t r e s s ,  o u r  control,  etc.  This has 
India are trying to constantly benefit of active probiotics requirements for many resulted in segmentation 
come up with new regulations incorporated in it. On the nutrients have also changed, of the functional food 
to make such products safe other hand, Greek yoghurt and we are eating more market in to providing 
and effective for consumers. tastes and is consumed in the calorie dense foods. Our daily specific target benefits like 
What Are Functional Foods? same way as normal yoghurt diet is not able to provide us heart health, joint health, 

Functional foods are but provides twice the with optimum nutrition that bone health, eye health, skin 
special foods designed to amount of protein, thus is essential for good health. and hair health, gut health, 
provide not only basic helping overcome protein Nutritional deficiencies and e n h a n c e d  c o g n i t i v e  
nutrition, but go beyond in deficiency. Ready to eat imbalance, often described as function, sleep inducing, 
providing increased levels of protein bars with added hidden hunger, is the major a n d  s o  o n .  N a t u r a l l y  
nutrients and enhance vitamins, minerals and epidemic of this century and occurring bioactives and 
physiological functions of the antioxidants are growing in is on the rise. nutraceuticals providing 
body through bioactive popularity. Bread made by To meet these nutrient clinically proven health 
ingredients. The taste is incorporating additional deficiencies, several new benefits are also gaining 
similar to that of normal food prebiotic fibre tastes like generations of foods have prominence globally. 
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Icon Music Debuts in Pahadi Music 
with launch of "Dunge Naluye 2.0"

#Travel With Limca On An Exhilarating Exploration Of Your City

ALANDHAR  { J S SODHI } and dedication, showcasing the 
: CT Institute of Higher exceptional standards upheld at JStudies is thrilled to C T  I n s t i t u t e  o f  H i g h e r  

announce the exceptional Studies.At the celebratory 
achievement of its Senior function,  chaired by Mr.  
Secondary Wing's first batch in Charanjit Singh, Chairman of 
the PSEB Board exams of 12th CT Group, the efforts of both 

students and faculty 
were commended. 
Mr. Singh expressed 
his pride in the 
achievements of the 
s t u d e n t s  a n d  
c o n v e y e d  h i s  
appreciation for the 
h a r d  w o r k  a n d  
dedication exhibited 
b y  t h e  f a c u l t y  
m e m b e r s . E v e r y  
student and faculty class, 2024, with a remarkable 

member was individually 100% pass result. Jasleen Kaur - 
recognized and awarded for 12th Commerce Scored 462/500, 
their  meticulous  e f for ts ,  Jaskaran Singh - 12th Medical - 
underscoring the institution's Scored 445/500, Kanu - 12th Arts - 
commitment to fostering a Scored 445/500 .These students 
culture of academic excellence exemplify academic excellence 
and recognition.

Beyond the Runway: Godrej L 'Affaire 
and The Label Life Stage a Theatrical 
Fashion Showcase

handigarh : POCO, one of the fast-
est-growing consumer technology Cbrands in India, unveils compelling 

offers for its top-selling smartphones dur-
ing the May sale, running from May 1 to 
May 10, 2024, exclusively on e-commerce 
giants Flipkart and Amazon. Customers 
will have the opportunity to purchase their 
preferred products at unprecedented 
prices during this sale event, coupled with 
exciting offers.The POCO X6 Pro, pow-
ered by the MediaTek Dimensity 8300-
Ultra SoC, is priced at INR 22,999*. 
Boasting a 5000mm² VC Cooling system 
and Wildboost 2.0, it ensures optimal gam-
ing performance. Its impressive 6.67-inch 
AMOLED display offers a smooth 120Hz 
refresh rate and supports Dolby Vision®, 
enhancing color and contrast for an 
immersive viewing experience. With a 
64MP OIS triple rear camera and HDR 
video recording support, it captures stun-
ning visuals with precision.Available start-
ing at INR 17,999*, POCO X6 offers an 
immersive viewing experience with its 
6.67" AMOLED display with a resolution of 
1.5K ensuring sharp and vibrant visuals 
and is the only device under INR 20K to 
offer these features. The smartphone is 
powered by the Snapdragon® 7s Gen 2 
Mobile Platform.

u d h i a n a  :  I n  a  nation towards becoming a c a p i t a l i z i n g  o n  t h e  
significant move to major global economic power. t r a n s f o r m a t i v e  t r e n d s  Ltap into the dynamic Against this backdrop, India's reshaping India's banking 

growth of the Indian banking banking sector continues to landscape."
sector, Axis Mutual Fund is exhibit growth and resilience,” Managed by Mr. Karthik 
excited to announce the New remarked B. Gopkumar, MD & Kumar and Mr. Ashish Naik, 
Fund Offer (NFO) of the 'Axis CEO, Axis AMC. "Fuelled by the fund aims to provide returns 
Nifty Bank Index Fund'. This robust regulatory frameworks b e f o r e  e x p e n s e s  t h a t  
open-ended index fund aims to and the rapid adoption of digital correspond to the total returns 
track the Nifty Bank TRI, banking, the sector is well- of the Nifty Bank TRI, subject to 
providing investors with a positioned for sustained tracking errors. However, there 
mechanism to participate expansion. The Axis Nifty Bank is no assurance that the 
directly in the growth narrative Index Fund offers investors a investment objective of the 
of leading Indian banks. strategic opportunity to tap into scheme will be achieved.

"India's economic rise is a this growth opportunity. The The index comprises some 
compelling narrative driven by sector benefits from strong of the largest and most liquid 
several factors. If addressed emphasis on innovation and banking stocks in India, 
effectively, our growth story has adherence to the highest representing a crucial segment 
the potential to propel the governance standards, thereby of the national economy.

IVY Entertainment Private 
L i m i t e d  ( “ I V Y ” )  i s  a n  
international  media and 
e n t e r t a i n m e n t  c o m p a n y ,  
engaged in the business movie 
production, acquisition & 
licensing of premium Films 
(content rights). IVY owns 
various rights in more than 150 
high profile movies featuring anali :Icon Music is music industry, from seasoned 
s u p e r s t a r s  l i k e  V i j a y ,  proud to announce its veterans to emerging talents. 
Chiranjivi, Pawan Kalyan, Mforay into the rich and With plans to release over 250 
Nani, Vikram, Surya, Karthi, vibrant world of Pahadi music songs over 3 years, Icon Music 
R a v i  T e j a ,  V i j a y  with the launch of Icon Music Pahadi aims to become a 
D e v a r a k o n d a ,  D h a n u s h ,  Pahadi. The debut song, "Dunge leading force in regional music. 
Venkatesh, Vijay Sethupathi, Naluye 2.0," featuring the Rashna Pochkhanawala, 
Vishal, Arya, etc.iconic singer Vicky Rajta and Managing Director of Icon 

Icon Music is a division of popular Pahadi influencer Music, said, "Our expansion 
IVY Entertainment, a new age K i r a n  N e g i ,  m a r k s  t h e  into Pahadi music represents a 
music label which is engaged beginning of an exciting natural evolution of our 
in the business of music rights journey in Pahadi music. commitment to celebrating 
(audio-visual) production, Pahadi singer Ajay Chauhan, regional music. By providing a 
acquisition, and licensing director Manas Gulati, music platform to both established 
Bollywood, Tamil, Telugu, director Asim Mangoli were and upcoming artists, we hope 
Bhojpuri, Oriya and various also present on this occasion. to contribute to the continued 
other regional languages and Icon Music Pahadi will growth and recognition of 
a l s o  e n g a g e d  i n  a r t i s t  collaborate with a diverse Pahadi music on a national 
management activities .range of artists of the Pahadi scale."
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IROZPUR - JK Paper, India's foremost 
paper manufacturing company, Fcommemorates Mother's Day through 

its annual campaign, 'Letter to my 
Supermom,' in collaboration with Daakroom. 
Encouraging students to express gratitude 
and love for their mothers, the initiative 
prompts them to switch to heartfelt paper 
letters as tokens of appreciation.
This year, the mission is to connect with over 
300 schools, involving approximately 
2,10,000 students, in a heartfelt campaign 
centered around expressing love and 
gratitude to mothers. 'Letter to my 
Supermom' inspires students across India to 
embrace the timeless art of handwritten 
letters, fostering creativity and lasting 
connections. As we encourage this 
meaningful expression, we also emphasize 
the importance of sustainable paper usage, 
promoting a greener future for generations to 
come. Debasish Ganguly, GM Mktg & 
Communication said that we are delighted to 
share that our yearly activity 'Letter to my 
Supermom' in its previous editions created a 
huge impact in various cities in India. With 
the simple activity of putting pen to paper, our 
campaign has brought out emotions and put 
smiles on lakhs of faces across the nation. 

are proposed to be listed on the 
Stock Exchanges being BSE 
Limited (“BSE”) and National 
Stock Exchange of India Limited 
(“NSE” together with BSE, the 
“Stock Exchanges”). For the pur-
poses of the Offer, the designated 
stock exchange shall be NSE.

Amit Dixit, Head of Private 
Equity Asia, Blackstone, said, 

URUGRAM : Aadhar and together with the Fresh “The listing is a significant mile-
Housing Finance Limited Issue, the “Offer”). stone for Aadhar Housing 
(the “Company”), pro- The Company proposes to uti-G Finance Limited, and its transfor-

poses to open the initial public lize the Net Proceeds from the mation is a great example of what 
offering of its Equity Shares on Fresh Issue, (i) to meet future capi- we do best: Building businesses 
Wednesday, May 8, 2024. (“Offer”) tal requirements towards that build India. We brought our 

The initial public offering onward lending; and (ii) general scale, network, and best global 
comprises a fresh issue of Equity corporate purposes. practices to grow the business, 
Shares aggregating to ?  10,000 mil- The Equity Shares are being and empowered the company in 

offered through the Red Herring lion (“Fresh Issue”) and an offer digitizing its processes, end to 
Prospectus dated April 30, 2024 of sale of up to such number of end from origination to collec-
(“RHP”) filed with the Registrar Equity Shares aggregating up to ?  tion. It has been a wonderful part-
of Companies, Karnataka at 20,000 million by BCP Topco VII nership, and we couldn’t be more 
Bangalore (“RoC”). The Equity Pte. Ltd. (the “Promoter Selling proud of where the business 
Shares issued through the RHP Shareholder”) (“Offer for Sale” stands today.”

Aadhar housing finance limited initial public
 offering of equity shares opens on May 8

5-Star safe Kushaq and Slavia 
become even safer with MY24
 updates

CT Institute of Higher Studies Celebrates 100% Pass Result 
in PSEB Board Exams with an Honorary Award Function

On Superstar Singer 3, Super Judge 
Neha Kakkar praises Master Aryan

Amazon India launches ‘Sushruta’- a comprehensive
 health and wellness program for truck drivers

handigarh : Amazon India Organized in collaboration 
today announced the with NGOs such as Premansh Claunch of ‘Sushruta’, a com- Foundation, Anchal Health 

prehensive health and wellness Centre and DocOnline, the inau-
program for truck drivers. gural camp in Bengaluru in 
Amazon works with over 350 January 2024 and the recently con-
trucking partners who employ cluded camp in Manesar was a sig-
thousands of truck drivers. The ini- nificant success with encouraging 
tiative aims to prioritize the health participation from truck drivers.
needs of these truck drivers, who Arun Kumar Singh, Director, 
spend a significant part of their Amazon Transportation Services, 
working day on the road. In addi- India, emphasizes, “At Amazon, 
tion, it will raise awareness about we recognize the challenges truck 
long-term health practices, which drivers face, including neglected 
will be beneficial to truck drivers health due to long hours on the 
and their families. A series of road. ‘Sushruta’ program aims to 
health camps are being organized address these challenges and sup-
i n  B e n g a l u r u ,  M a n e s a r  port the good health of drivers. We 
(Haryana), and other parts of the sincerely hope this program 
country for truck drivers, offering makes a positive change in the 
screenings for over 70 health lives of the truck drivers and their 
parameters. families”

POCO Reveals Irresistible Deals on
 Bestselling Smartphones for 
 upcoming May Sale

JK Paper commemorates Mother's Day

Go beyond basic nutrition and enhance your health with functional foods

handigarh: The sixth edition of Godrej 
L'Affaire, a curated experiential luxury Clifestyle platform by Godrej Industries 

Limited and Associate Companies, took a 
unique approach to fashion presentation. 
Collaborating with The Label Life to create an 
unforgettable experience, it wasn't your stan-
dard runway show but a theatrical extrava-
ganza that showcased The Label Life's AM to 
PM collection in a way that resonated with 
everyone.
This immersive experience resonated with 
everyone, showcasing the collection's versatil-
ity through a captivating performance. Models 
transitioned from casual attire for the morning 
hustle to party-ready looks for the night, all 
while seamlessly weaving in outdoor and pic-
nic wear – a testament to the collection's 
diverse range and ability to empower every 
style choice.
Godrej Professional stylists ensured the mod-
els looked their absolute best, their hairstyles 
complementing the overall look and the the-
matic presentations that unfolded throughout 
the show.

Axis Mutual Fund Launches 'Axis Nifty Bank Index Fund'

URUGRAM : Amazon Centre and DocOnline, the address these challenges and 
India today announced inaugural camp in Bengaluru in support the good health of drivers. Gthe launch of ‘Sushruta’, a January 2024 and the recently We sincerely hope this program 

comprehensive health and concluded camp in Manesar was a makes a positive change in the 
wellness program for truck s igni f icant  success  with  lives of the truck drivers and their 
drivers. Amazon works with over encouraging participation from families”
350 trucking partners who employ truck drivers. The Sushruta program offers 
thousands  of  truck a range of screenings, 
drivers. The initiative including blood tests, eye 
aims to prioritize the examinations, and dental 
health needs of these truck checks, aiming to identify 
drivers, who spend a and diagnose any health 
significant part of their concerns amongst the 
working day on the road. truck drivers. In addition, 
In addition, it will raise awareness campaigns and 
awareness about long- sessions are organized 
term health practices, during the camp, which 
which will be beneficial to aim at promoting a 
truck drivers and their healthy lifestyle among 
families. A series of health the truck drivers and their 
camps are being organized families. The drivers are 
in Bengaluru, Manesar provided with a referral 
(Haryana), and other parts Arun Kumar Singh, Director, card along with their health 
of the country for truck drivers, Amazon Transportation Services, reports, granting access to 
offering screenings for over 70 India, emphasizes, “At Amazon, teleconsultation services for 
health parameters. we recognize the challenges truck themselves and up to three family 

Organized in collaboration drivers face, including neglected members. Additionally, the 
with NGOs such as Premansh health due to long hours on the referral card provides access to 
Foundation, Anchal Health road. ‘Sushruta’ program aims to Anchal Health Centre.

Amazon India launches ‘Sushruta’- a comprehensive 
health and wellness program for truck drivers

ETS Launches TOEFL India Championship 
for Study Abroad Aspirants

HANDIGARH: This World Immunisation 
Week (24th-30th April) marks the 50th Canniversary of the World Health 

Organization's Expanded Program on 
Immunisation (EPI) . This milestone 
commemorates the legacy of global immunisation 
efforts and serves as a reminder of the countless 
lives saved and communities protected through 
vaccination over the past five decades. In India, 
the Universal Immunisation Programme (UIP) 
has been successful in expanding immunisation 
coverage to more than 90% children . Although 
coverage in the first year is high, drop-out rates 
after 1st birthday increase. A significant number 
of children in the country remain partially 
vaccinated .
Vaccination plays a critical role in safeguarding 
children between the ages of 1-2 against multiple 
diseases. Vaccination averted 37 million 
childhood deaths in lower and middle-income 
countries between 2000 and 2019 . The Indian 
Academy of Pediatrics (IAP) recommends seven 
vaccinations* for children of this age group, first 
and second dose of varicella and hepatitis A, 
second dose of meningitis# and MMR, booster 
doses of PCV and DTP Hib IPV, and annual dose 
of flu .  

Parents should safeguard their children 
by following the proper immunisation 
schedule

HANDIGARH: According to the 
United Nations Population Fund's C'India Ageing Report 2023', by 

2036, the number of people above 50 is 
expected to surge to 404 million from 260 
million in 2020.  By 2050, one in every five 
individuals will be above the age of 50. i 
India's healthcare system needs to be pre-
pared to address the challenges of the 
ageing population.
One of the key challenges is increased vul-
nerability to infectious diseases such as 
pneumonia, influenza, and shingles that 
can cause a significant physical, mental 
and economic impact on ageing adults.  
Shingles, a painful rash caused by the 
reactivation of an old chickenpox virus, 
can even lead to a painful complication 
termed 'postherpetic neuralgia'.  
Adult immunization offers a promising 
solution to address this challenge of infec-
tious diseases. But its adoption is alarm-
ingly low. While the Universal 
Immunization Programme (UIP) has 
made significant strides in childhood vac-
cinations, there remains a noticeable gap 
in adult immunization. 

Elderly to make up 20% of
population by 2050

handigarh , May 3:--: ETS, a global proficiency skills and win prize money that 
education and talent solutions orga- could support part cost of their overseas Cnization, is excited to introduce the education journey. TOEFL iBT is a world-

TOEFL India Championship, a national leading test accepted by more than 12,500 
level competition that is offering prize universities and institutions across 160 
money to Indian study abroad aspirants. countries, and a growing number of Indians 
With total prize money of INR 15 lacs to be are taking TOEFL iBT test year on year.” He 
won, the TOEFL India Championship, added “The competition is an endeavor 
designed specifically for Indian students, from ETS to encourage and support young 
provides participants scholars in fulfilling 
a platform to demon- their study abroad 
strate English profi- dreams. Being a mis-
ciency and academic sion driven organiza-
excellence. This tion, ETS has always 
nationwide competi- been at the forefront 
tion consists of two of supporting the 
rounds: Round 1 learning & develop-
involves a 20-minute ment of test takers 
quiz while Round 2 around the world.”
requires participants More recently, ETS 
to take the TOEFL launched the TOEFL 
iBT test up to July 31, TestReady platform – 
2024, offering the the online platform 
opportunity to compete for total prize aids aspirants in efficient preparation with 
money of INR 11 lacs to further their study personalized learning paths and progress 
abroad ambitions. tracking. TOEFL iBT scores are accepted 
Speaking at the launch of TOEFL by 100% of the universities and colleges 
Championship, Sachin Jain – Country across US, Canada, UK, Australia, and 
Manager, India & South Asia, ETS said: New Zealand. These are also accepted by 
“The TOEFL competition is an opportunity the top European universities and most pre-
for participants to showcase their English ferred in France and Germany.

ALAYAT : Strict monitoring is being 
done on those violating traffic rules as Kper the instructions of SP Upasana. 

Under the leadership of Traffic SHO SI 
Ramesh Kumar, separate teams of traffic 
police are being formed and challans are 
being issued to those violating traffic rules and 
at the same time the general public is also 
being made aware about following the traffic 
rules. Police spokesperson said that as per the 
orders of SP Upasana, the district police is 
keeping a particularly close watch on the 
bullets having a modified silencer and creating 
panic in the area by making the sound of 
firecrackers from the bullet bike. During this 
period, 54 challans have been issued for  
Bullet Bikes during the month of April. Due to 
the constant vigilance of such motorcycles by 
the police, there has been a huge decline in 
the number of bullet bikes with silencers 
making the sound of firecrackers or modified 
silencers on the road, due to which the 
citizens and colony residents have also 
heaved a sigh of relief.

Crackdown on those spreading terror by 
bursting firecrackers using Bullet Bikes

yderabad Ahead of the Met Gala 2024, 
philanthropist and businesswoman HSudha Reddy has aligned creative 

forces with the Metropolitan Museum of Art.  
This exciting collaboration will allow her to 
lend her valuable support to the Museum's 
mission of celebrating art's power to inspire 
and connect people across cultures, further 
reflecting the Museum's commitment to 
diversity, inclusion, and global engagement.
The Met is the world's largest and most visited 
museum of art, housing unparalleled 
collections spanning all cultures and time 
periods. Its holdings include over two million 
works of art, representing the broadest 
spectrum of human creativity from ancient 
Egypt to the twenty-first century. The Met’s 
mission is to collect, preserve, interpret, and 
present outstanding works of art for the 
education and enjoyment of the public.
In other exciting news, Reddy is also 
confirmed to grace the extravagant gala this 
year which takes place on May 6 at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York and 
will be one of the handpicked few Indians to 
watch out for on the red carpet. 

Hyderabad’s Sudha Reddy to Attend Met 
Gala 2024, Collaborates With Met Museum

TBO TEK limited - Initial 
Public offering opens
On 08th May

ANDI: After setting safety benchmarks 
with the Kushaq SUV in October 2022 Mand the Slavia sedan in April 2023, 

Škoda Auto India continues blazing the safety trail 
with the introduction of six airbags as standard 
across all variants of the Kushaq and Slavia. The 
introduction is part of the company’s MY24 updates 
for its landmark made-for-India, ready-for-the-world 
India 2.0 product portfolio.  
Petr Janeba, Brand Director, Škoda Auto India, 
said: “Safety has always been intrinsic to the Škoda 
DNA. We were the first brand to score a full 5-stars 
for adults and children under the Global NCAP 
tests. Our emphasis on safety embodies our 
Human Touch approach, and underscores our 
focus on being a family brand. We always offered 
frontal airbags in our base variants and six in our 
higher variants, each as safe as the other. As part 
of our MY24 updates we now offer six airbags 
across all variants of the Kushaq and Slavia. We 
are always listening to our customers and shall 
continue to provide relevant upgrades and 
significant product actions within our product 
portfolio and our variant line-up.”
Škoda Auto India, in a significant move, have now 
introduced six airbags as standard across the line-
up of both the Kushaq and Slavia. The Kushaq 
starts with the Active variant, going upto the 
Ambition, topping at the Style with variants like the 
Monte Carlo and the Elegance Edition forming the 
upper rung of the variant mix of the SUV. The 
Slavia also begins with the Active.

oca-Cola India’s homegrown heri- campaign encourages people to discover Limca, I look forward to embarking on this 
tage brand Limca, India's favorite new hotspots within their cities. exciting journey of discovery."Ruchira Clemony flavored drink, has Expressing her excitement about joining Bhattacharya, Senior Director, Marketing 

launched its exciting new campaign, the Limca family,Triptii Dimri said, "I am – Hydration, Sports and Tea Category, 
#Travel With Limca. Launching Triptii very happy and excited to be a part of India and South-West Asia Operating Unit 
Dimri as the Limca girl, the campaign is Limca. Exploring new places and experi- at The Coca-Cola Company, said, "With 
built on the idea that there is a whole encing different cultures has always been its legacy of lime and lemony credentials, 
world waiting to be discovered right in our my passion, and I am thrilled to encour- Limca has been rejuvenating consumers 
neighborhoods. The #TravelWithLimca age others to do the same. Together with with its unique taste for 5 decades. 

ew Delhi - Dabur Herb'l 
Charcoal, the premium Ntoothpaste brand from 

the house of Dabur today 
a n n o u n c e d  a n  e x c i t i n g  
collaboration with Disney's Star 
Wars franchise. In a galaxy not 
so far away, the two iconic 
brands have united to introduce 
a limited edition Star Wars pack 
for Dabur Herb'l's popular 
Activated Charcoal Toothpaste. and making oral care an C h a r c o a l  t o o t h p a s t e ' s  
This unique collaboration adventurous experience.“This proposition. The objective is to 
brings together Dabur Herb'l collaboration, first in Adult p r o v o k e  p e o p l e  t o  
Activated Charcoal toothpaste, toothpaste category, stems from #ChooseBlackForWhite teeth 
renowned for its whitening the common dark force which is a highly differentiated 
properties, with the timeless connection between Star Wars proposition in a universe full of 
allure of Star Wars, captivating and Dabur Herb'l Activated white toothpaste products. 
young adults across the galaxy 

Dabur Herb’l collaborates with Disney to launch limited edition Star Wars pack

Toyota Kirloskar Motor Introduces 
New Grade of the Toyota Rumion

HARAMSHALA: Toyota Kirloskar Motor 
(TKM), officially announced the opening Dof bookings and the price of New Grade 

G-AT of the Toyota Rumion along with reopening 
of E-CNG bookings. The newly launched G-AT 
variant is expected to further boost the market 
acceptance of the Rumion with its unmatched 
space and comfort, excellent fuel efficiency, 
stylish and premium exterior design. The latest 
offering by TKM will be available at an attractive 
ex-showroom price of Rs. 13,00,000 with 
deliveries expected to commence from 5thMay 
onwards. Customers can book the vehicle at any 
of the authorized dealerships or online with a 
booking fee of Rs 11,000/-.The G-AT variant is 
enhanced with advanced technology including a 
17.78 cm Smart play Cast Touch screen audio 
system with wireless Android Auto and Apple Car 
Play. Equipped with Toyota i-Connect, it offers 
remote control for climate, lock/unlock, hazard 
lights and many more connected features.

URUGRAM : TBO Tek Limited (“The 
Company” or “TBO”), shall open Gbids for its initial public offering of 

Equity Shares on Wednesday, May 08th, 
2024. The Offer will close on Friday May 
10th, 2024. The Anchor Investor Bidding 
Date shall be on Tuesday May 07th, 2024. 
The Price Band of the Offer has been fixed at 
?  875 to ?  920 per Equity Share. Bids can be 

made for a minimum of 16 Equity Shares 
and in multiples of 16 Equity Shares thereaf-
ter (“Price Band”). The Offer comprises of 
fresh issue of Equity Shares aggregating to ?  

4,000.00 million [?  400.00 Crore] (the “Fresh 

Issue”) and an Offer of Sale by certain share-
holders of up to 12,508,797 Equity Shares 
(the “Offer for Sale”, and together with the 
Fresh Issue, the “Offer”) (“Total Offer Size”). 
The Company proposes to utilized net pro-
ceeds of the Fresh Issue portion of the Offer 
towards (i) Growth and Strengthening of its 
platform by adding new Buyers (defined 
below) and Suppliers which shall include (a) 
?  1,350.00 million [?  135 crore].
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PREETI SAINI
SADHAURA: The lights and
street lights of Chuna Bhatti
Chowk in Jagadhri have been out
of order for the past several years.
Shopkeepers and pedestrians are
facing problems. Giving informa-
tion, Agarwal Enterprises, Kamal
Medical Store, Pradeep Agarwal
etc. said that the red light and

street light installed at the chowk
near Chuna Bhatti on Jagadhri
Chhachhrauli Road have been in
bad condition for the past several
years. Due to which pedestrians
have to face a lot of problems at
night. They said that the govern-
ment and administration installed
street lights and lights at the
chowks in the city but no arrange-

ments were made to run them
properly and safely. Shopkeepers
said that these lights lasted only
for a few days and then broke
down, on which crores of rupees
were spent but the public is not
able to get the benefit of their fa-
cilities. Due to this, there is anger
among shopkeepers and pedestri-
ans towards the department.

NEWS BRIEF
7530095 metric tons
of wheat arrived in
Karnal: DC
PARI BAJAJ
KARNAL: Deputy Commissioner
Uttam Singh said that the arrival of
wheat has started in the mandis of
district. Accordingly, all necessary
arrangements for procurement have
already been made by district
administration. Till last day, 7 lakh 53
thousand 95 metric tons of wheat
arrived in the mandis and various
procurement centers of the district,
which was purchased by the
government procurement agencies.
The agencies have been instructed to
speed up the lifting work.  He said
that till last day, 7 lakh 53 thousand
95 metric tonnes of wheat had arrived
in various markets and purchase

centers of the
district. Out of
this, 2 lakh 91
thousand 91
metric tons of
wheat was
purchased by the

Food and Supplies Department, 3
lakh 88 thousand 189 metric tons by
HAFED and 65 thousand 314 metric
tons of wheat was purchased by
Haryana Warehousing Corporation. 8
thousand 501 metric tons of wheat
was purchased by traders.  The
Deputy Commissioner has appealed
to the farmers to bring wheat to the
market as per the order so that the
agencies and commission agents do
not face any problem in procurement.
He also appealed not to set fire to the
straw after harvesting the crop in the
fields. Burning causes pollution and
also reduces the fertility of the land.
Along with this, insects friendly to
crops are also destroyed.

Govt should ensure
regularization of 1443
contractual assistant
professors: Hukta

RANVIR PARASHAR
KAITHAL: Haryana Universities
Contractual Teachers Association,
Haryana (Hukta) has been fighting for
a long time by making
correspondence with the MPs, MLAs
and other cabinet members to secure
employment by making a policy of
regularization and collectively
demanding to secure employment.
Now, with process of permanent
recruitment of Assistant Professors in
full swing in all the universities, the
sword of retrenchment is hanging
over all the already working contract
teachers. The government has
recently asked for the information of
contract employees of 5 to 7 years for
regularization. So that a policy of
regularization can be made for them.
But we are afraid whether we will
have employment till the policy is
made or not. Distressed by this fear,
the delegation of Hukta started giving
memorandum to the Lok Sabha
candidates in every district for
guarantee of employment. In the
same sequence, today Maharishi
Valmiki Sanskrit University Kaithal
Unit President Manoj Kumar, General
Secretary Devendra Singh and other
colleagues met Kaithal MLA Leela
Ram and discussed in detail. 

CHANDIGARH, SATURDAY, MAY 4, 2024

CM Sukhu delivering baseless
statements: Rajiv Bindal

DINESH AGARWAL
HAMIRPUR, MAY 3

Since the Congress
government came to power in
the state, Chief Minister
Sukhu has been saying what
he has done for the state?
Every day, new statements are
being made which are
worrisome. Addressing the
Panna Chief Conference in
Hamirpur, Bharatiya Janata
Party's state president Dr.
Rajiv Bindal said that the
people of the state do not want
to know from the Chief
Minister who is the director
and who is the actor, but the
people of the state want to
know from the Chief Minister
why he closed down 1500
institutions in Himachal
Pradesh. 

He questioned the Chief
Minister, asking what
achievement he is going to the
people with? He accused the
government of not making any

efforts to fulfill the promises
and guarantees made during
the election campaigns in the
past 15 months. 

The government promised
to give Rs 1500 to women, but
even after one and a half years,
the promises have not been
fulfilled. The people are
asking the Chief Minister and
Priyanka Gandhi when will
the respect amount be given to
women? The Congress
government filled out forms,
but did not receive a single
penny, and then another
election came. Now they are

filling out forms again, and the
people of the state want to
know who sold the forms of
2022 earlier? 

And who has been given
the contract to sell forms for
the 2024 elections? This is
what the people of Himachal
Pradesh want to know from
the Chief Minister. All
officials have been threatened
with farm filling, the Election
Commission has clearly
written that no new benefit can
be given to any new person
and this is the strict order of
the Election Commission, but

the Congress government is
also playing politics on this. 

Their leaders keep making
statements on open forums
and keep saying that one hole
is 1500, two holes are 3000,
three holes are 4500, four
holes are 6000, but today the
people of the Congress party
are making fun of the Chief
Minister's left-right
nonsense. He said that the
people of Himachal want to
know from the Congress
how they will give 1 lakh
jobs to unemployed youth in
the first cabinet, where did
those jobs go? Jobs have
disappeared, but the
institutions that provide jobs
have been closed down and
during the session of the
Legislative Assembly, the
Chief Minister turned around
saying that he had promised
to give 1 lakh government
jobs in the first year. In such a
situation, why should the
people trust them? 

MAINPAL KASHYAP
INDRI, MAY 3 

The news of Congress' Karnal
Panipat parliamentary
constituency candidate
Divyanshu Budhiraja got bail
from Panchkula court
brought a wave of happiness
among his supporters. His
supporters called it the
victory of truth. Crowds of
people were gathering
everywhere in support of
Congress's candidate from
Karnal Panipat
parliamentary constituency,
Divyanshu Budhiraja.
Enthusiasm remained at its
peak in the Araj Congress
camp. Hope of victory was
visible everywhere. People
in large number can be seen
in the programs organized in
his support. His father Lajpat

Rai, elder sister Bhavna
Arora and his brother Nitesh
Budhiraja were campaigning
in his suppor and they were
welcomed everywhere. After
the candidature of Karnal
Panipat Parliamentary
Constituency Divyanshu
Budhiraji his popularity
increased in every sections
of society.

There was a lot of
enthusiasm especially among
the youth. His offices have
been opened in Panipat

Karnal, Assandh Gharaida,
Nilokheri Assandh. He has
completed the first phase of
public relations campaign in
his area. An efficient strategy
has been prepared for his
election campaign. On Friday
workers conferences were
organized in Indri, Gharaunda
in his support. A meeting of
Kundan Farm workers was
held in Matak Majri village
on Friday. A large number of
supporters were present on
this occasion. 

Congress candidate Divyanshu Budhiraja from
Karnal gets bail from Panchkula court

PRAMOD VERMA
NARAYANGARH, MAY 3 

Haryana Chief Minister Naib
Singh Saini was working
considering the entire
Haryana as his family. It was
seen in village Patrehari. On
Thursday, when Chief
Minister Naib Saini was going
from Kurukshetra to
Chandigarh after the Vijay
Sankalp rally, he suddenly
stopped his convoy at village
Patrehari to inquire about their
well-being and discussed the
condition of the village and
villagers. 

While talking, the
villagers also started a
political discussion. Former
Sarpanch Pramod Rana and
other villagers present on this
occasion told the CM that
from the policies of BJP and
the works/plans of the Central
and State Government, it
seemed clear that on June 4,
Kamal would vote with full
majority to BJP in Haryana as
well as in the entire country. It

was going to blossom and
Narendra Modi will be going
to become the PM of the
country for the third time.
After listening to the
villagers, the CM said that
PM  Narendra Modi thought
that only through the
development of villages,
Haryana will become
developed and will pave the
way for a developed India.

CM said that the people of
entire Haryana were his
family members and
arrangements have been made
to have direct contact with
every family member. He said
that due to the elections, the

code of conduct was in place
and after the completion of the
election process there will be
no laxity in development
works. 

He said that he has always
received blessings and love
from the people of
Narayangarh assembly
constituency, due to which he
has reached this position
today. During the discussion
with the villagers, he said that
it was only BJP which took all
the sections along and only in
BJP an ordinary worker can
become the PM of the country,
CM of the state and the
President of the party.

Girls from rural areas can
mark their presence in every

field: Rajni Bhalla
PRAMOD VERMA
NARAYANGARH: For the session
2023-24 issue of the college's annual
magazine Pratibimba, which has
established itself as an effective
platform for developing the writing
skills of the talented girl students of
Government Women's College,
Shahzadpur, was released on Friday.
This magazine was the result of the joint efforts of dedicated
and hardworking students, enlightened management,
experienced principal and staff members. Apart from the
principal of the college, Ms. Rajni Bhalla, the played an
important role in the publication of the magazine along with
the editor-in-chief of the magazine, Dr. Yogita Sarohi, the
members of the magazine committee, the editors and the girl
students also contributed a lot. 

To provide writing opportunities to more and more girl
students, the magazine was classified according to science,
arts and social science streams and articles were invited from
girl students in Hindi, English, Punjabi and Sanskrit
languages. Write-ups in Hindi, English, Punjabi, Sanskrit,
Social Science, Science and Commerce departments were
edited by Dr. Nirmal Singh, Dr. Yashpal, Dr. Kashmir Singh,
Dr. Geeta Devi, Ms. Suman, Mrs. Natasha and Mrs. Shivanshi
Sharma respectively. Apart from the students, professors also
shared their experiences in the magazine. 

Whenever there is loss of religion, God
takes incarnation: Prahlad Mishra

KAPIL ARORA
SHAHABAD MARKANDA: In the musical Shri Ram
Katha being run at Shrimad Devi Bhagwati Bala Sundari
Temple on Friday, Katha Vyas Prahlad Mishra Ramayani
said that whenever the loss of religion started, then God took
incarnation and restored the religion. Protected. While in the
incarnation of Lord Shri Ram, God respected his father,
mother, brother, wife and people by becoming Maryada
Purushottam, he protected the religion by killing Ravana
who had become a terror on the earth. 

He left the devotees emotional by presenting hymns like
Shri Ram Mohe Bhai Tohra Sundar Sajal Swaroop. Pandit
Prahlad Mishra said that the significance of the story is
proved only when we implement it in our lives. On behalf of
the temple assembly, Pradhan Pawan Garg, Kanwal Gaba,
Avshish Sharma, Ashutosh Garg welcomed Katha Vyas
Pandit Prahlad Mishra Ramayani by garlanding him. Stage
was conducted by Ramakrishna Hasija.

SAD district Pathankot honours
newly appointed general secretary

former MLA Ashok Sharma

BUREAU
PATHANKOT: Shiromani Akali Dal district Pathankot district
president Surinder Singh Kanwar Mintu presided over an honor
function at the district office of Akali Dal located in the local
model town. In which District Akali Jatha Pathankot was
honored by the national president of the party Sukhbir Singh
Badal for appointing former MLAAshok Sharma as the general
secretary of the party. 

On this occasion, District President Surinder Singh Kanwar
Mintu said that former MLAAshok Sharma is working day and
night to deliver the policies of the party to every home and
keeping his services to the party as the main priority, the party
president has given him a huge responsibility has been assigned
to him. Newly appointed General Secretary, former MLA
Ashok Sharma said that he will carry out the responsibility
assigned by the party with full sincerity and strengthen the party
at the ground level more than before. On this occasion District
Youth President Gurpreet Singh Guru, Mohan Singh President
Transport Wing, Circle President Harpreet Singh Raja, Gurmeet
Singh, Jaswant Singh, Rakesh Kumar, Pankaj Saini, Rishi,
Raman Kumar, Vinod Kumar were present.

Stalwart Foundation donates
tricycle to disabled

NARESH GARG
LADWA: A tricycle was presented to Gurmeet Singh of
Babain by Sandeep Garg, Chairman of Stalwart Foundation
and social worker. On the occasion he said that serving the
needy gave him peace and solace. He said that Gurmeet
Singh of Babain who was in dire need of a tricycle. Because
he was  disabled and could not do his daily work. So he was
given a tricycle by the Foundation so that he can do his daily
work for survival. He said that he has been doing many such
social works with great care for the last many years. Because
whenever he saw a sad or needy person, his only wish was
that no person should remain sad or needy and his needs
should be fulfilled by serving him as much as possible. Manoj
Dhawan, Jagdish Dua, Vikas, Suraj Kumar, Satprakash,
Salim Khan, Ramesh Kumar, Ashok Singhal, Purushottam,
Saroj Bala were present on the occasion.

Govt school of Bakhali Class
12th result is 100 per cent

DALBIR MALIK
KURUKSHETRA: Government Senior Secondary School,
Bakhali annual examination result of class 12th was 100 per
cent. This school comes under Government Senior Secondary
School, Bakhali Block Pehowa, District Kurukshetra. This
school is a cluster level school under which 16 schools come.
Giving information on this occasion, Principal of the school,
Mr. Ramesh Sangwan said that in the academic year 2023-24,
38 students of the school took class 12th examination
conducted by Haryana School Education Board, Bhiwani and
all 38 students passed. 

The school's exam result was above compared to the board
exam result. Out of 38 children of the school, seven were
placed in the merit list and 24 children passed the examination
in first division. The Principal wished the children a bright
future and congratulated the parents and guardians. On this
occasion, District Education Officer, Kurukshetra and Block
Education Officer Virendra Garg congratulated the school
principal Ramesh Sangwan and all the staff members. On this
occasion, School Principal Ramesh Sangwan, Spokesperson
Pradeep Verma, Spokesperson Naresh Sharma Anil Kumar
Spokesperson Sanskrit, Mr. Praveen Chauhan Former Hindi,
Mrs. Meenakshi Rajkumar were present.

One arrested with 1200
banned drug pills

RAHUL KOHLI
JAGADHRI: Police
spokesperson said that the district
police is taking strict action to curb
drug smuggling and against their
smugglers. In which various crime
units of the district police are
continuously tightening the noose
on drug smugglers. Working in this
connection, the team of Crime
Branch-1 has succeeded in
arresting a medical store operator
along with the car who was coming to sell banned medicines in
the police station Chhapar area in a car. 

A case was registered against the accused under NDPS Act.
The accused has been produced in court and taken on police
remand for 1 day. Police are investigating the matter
thoroughly.Incharge Yadvinder Singh said that his team got
secret information that a person would come out in a car from
Police Station Chappar Adhoya Mode to sell banned medicines.
On the basis of this information, a team of Sub Inspector
Ramkumar, ASI Jagtar Singh, Suresh, Sandeep, Vimal, Randhir
Singh was formed. The team reached the spot, blocked it and
started checking the vehicles. After some time a person was seen
coming in the car. When the team stopped and investigated,
banned medicines were recovered from him. Drug controller
was called on the spot, who came and examined the seized
banned medicines and found that 1200 tablets of Alprazolam
were found in the possession of the accused, the bringing and
carrying of which is completely prohibited. 

Bharat Vikas Parishad donates
mattresses to Govt Sec School, Barondi

NARESH GARG
LADWA: A program was organized by Bharat Vikas Parishad
in village Barondi. Under this, ten mattresses were distributed
in Government Secondary School village Barondi. Branch
President Navneet Singhal said that this program was
organized with the help of Prime Alkaline Water franchisee. 

He told that Bharat Vikas Parishad branch has been
continuously doing social work for all sections of Ladwa since
2000 and it was a national organization. Such programs were
continuously organized by Shakha Ladwa and by organizing
this program all the members got a sense of peace so that they
can help others and this chain continues in future also.
Principal Sudarshan, Naresh Bansal, Manoj, Kavita Kumari,
Hemant Saini, Tilak Raj Gupta, Arvind Singhal were present
on the occasion.

First randomization of voting machines
taken place under supervision of DEO

KULDEEP SOOD
BARNALA: As per the instructions of the Election
Commission of India, the first randomization of the machines
used in the Lok Sabha Elections 2024 took place here today
under the supervision of the District Election Officer cum
Deputy Commissioner Poonamdeep Kaur through the
Election Commission software. Additional District Election
Officer cum Additional Deputy Commissioner (J) Anupreeta
Johal, Nodal Officer of Electric Voting Machines Davinder
Pal Singh, Election Tehsildar Ram Ji Lal and representatives
of various political parties were also present. On this
occasion, the Deputy Commissioner said that there are 558
polling stations in the district and therefore today the
Assistant Returning Officers of all the three assembly
constituencies (Bhador, Barnala and Mahal Kalan) have been
allotted through randomization of voting machines. 

BJP will win all 10 Lok Sabha
seats: Kanwar Pal

RAHUL KOHLI
JAGADHRI: BJP's star campaigner Haryana Agriculture and
Farmers Welfare Minister Kanwar Pal is doing public
relations to once again register a historic victory on 10 out of
10 seats in Haryana in Lok Sabha elections. By doing public
relations in the locality, people were informed about policies
of Modi government at the Centre. He was addressing people
in Ganganagar and Patri Mohalla. He said that we will win 10
out of 10 Lok Sabha seats of Haryana. The atmosphere in the
entire Lok Sabha and entire Haryana state is in favor of BJP in
the entire country. PM Narendra Modi has benefited the poor,
empowered women and strengthened the farmers. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi has pledged to make the country a
developed nation by 2047. Today there is a positive
atmosphere regarding this in the entire country and state. BJP
candidate from Ambala Lok Sabha Banto Kataria will reach
Lok Sabha with a huge margin and  will work to make
Narendra Modi the Prime Minister for the third time. 

Every girl of Kurukshetra should become self-
reliant, this is our dream: Shalu Jindal

KAPIL ARORA
SHAHABAD MARKANDA: Shalu Jindal, wife of BJP
candidate Naveen Jindal, addressed the workers present at
BJP's Kurukshetra Lok Sabha office on Ladwa Road on Friday.
Shalu Jindal said that  BJP party has done work of giving
respect to the women of the country. He said that today women
do not need to light a stove because Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has given LPG cylinder to every house. Shalu Jindal said
that earlier incidents like hooliganism and rape used to happen
against women and daughters, those incidents have ended after
BJP party came to power. He said that today the country's
identity has been created even in foreign countries. 

Shalu Jindal said that Naveen Jindal is associated with
the holy land of Kurukshetra and has served the public for 10
years while being an MP. Appealing to the people present to
vote, he said that Naveen Jindal has once again come to serve
public. If we want to provide employment, self-reliance and
higher education to our daughters in Kurukshetra, then we
have to make Naveen Jindal victorious by pressing the lotus
button on 25th May. He said that every girl of Kurukshetra
Lok Sabha should become self-reliant, this is the dream of
Naveen Jindal. 

CM Nayab Saini inquirs about
well-being of villagers

People facing problems due to out of order street lights



NEW DELHI: Former all- per Rohit Sharma should 
rounder Ajay Jadeja push himself to the num-
believes that India skip- ber three spot and pro-

mote Virat Kohli to the 
opening position during 
next month's T20 World 
Cup in the Americas.

India announced 
their 15 for the marquee 
tournament earlier this 
week and will open their 
c a m p a i g n  a g a i n s t  
Ireland on June 5.

"For me, Virat Kohli 
opens. Who goes back? 
Rohit Sharma bats at 
three. He gets a little 
cushion and gets to 
understand the game, he 
has so much going on, in 
his mind as a captain," 
Jadeja told Jio Cinema.

I, No. 10515241X Ex-Hav Ajmer 
Singh R/o Vpo. Alachaur Teh-
Nawanshahr Distt. SBS Nagar 
(Pb)-144514, my father name is 
Balvir Singh in Army Documents 
but my father name is Balbir Singh 
in civil documents. I have changed 
my father name from Balvir Singh 
to Balbir Singh.

63372
I Pankajpreet Singh s/o JC-
511196F Rank Sub Jagroop 
Singh R/o W.no. 02, Satnam 
Nagar, Doraha, Tehsil Payal. 
D i s t r i c t  I u d h i a n a  S t a t e  
Punjab141421 declare that my 
DOB has been mentioned as 
11/12/2002 in service record of 
my father which is wrong and my 
actual DOB is 10/12/2002 which is 
true and correct.

63372
I Kamaljeet Kaur W/o JC-511 
196F Rank Sub Jagroop Singh 
R/o W.No. 02, Satnam Nagar, 
Doraha, Tehsil Payal, District 
Ludhiana State Punjab 141421 
declar that in my husband's 
service record my name is 
recorded as Kamaljit Kaur and 
DOB as 27/03/1978, which both 
are wrong and my actual name is 
Kamaljeet Kaur and DOB is 
07/03/1976. which is true and 
correct.

63372
I, Makhan Singh S/o Sarwan 
Singh Ro.Salabatpura (Bathinda) 
has been declared that public 
known me as my both names 
Makhan Singh and Kuldeep 
Singh.Please concerned note.

63372
I, Dr. Charanjit Singh S/o Sarmukh 
Singh R/o H.No. 198 W.No. 7 
Chandigarh Road Kurali declare 
that my father’s name is Sarmukh 
Singh in my documents, and my 
father’s name is Surma Singh in 
my property. Both these names 
belong to my father.

63372
I, Lovepreet Singh S/o Naginder 
Singh R/o Vill: Tibba Teh-Dhuri 
(Sangrur) declare that i have 
adopted the religion of Islam and 
my changed my name to 
Mohammad Aayan.

63372
I, Gurdeep Singh S/o Harbans 
Singh R/o VPO. Chaukiman The 
Jagraon (Ludhiana) declare that 
in my passport My Wife name 
Wrongly Written As Baljith Kaur 
But my wife correct name is  
Baljeet Kaur.So amended my wife 
name in my passport.

63372

PUBLIC NOTICES

 I Ashok Kumar s/o late Ram Kala 
r/o # 1556 sector 127, Shivalik city, 
Kharar, Punjab.  I takeback my 
disown/ Debarred notice which I 
published in newspaper 9 March 
2022 of my son Abhishek. Now he 
is under my Control , now no 
dispute with me & we are living 
happily. I have no Complaint/ 
OBJECTION with him.

60013
I Pinky W/O Dharminder Mahey 
VPO. Khatkar Kalan Teh. Banga 
Distt. SBS Nagar declare that my 
father expired previously. That 
Some documents my father name 
written as Bachan Dass and some 
documents written as Gurbachan 
Lal.That Bachan Dass and 
Gurbachan Lal was one and same 
person.

900022
I, Suman Lata D/o Nachhter Pal, 
R/o 306-A, Village Shah Satnam 
Pura, Sirsa, (Haryana) do hereby 
solemnly affirms & declares that i 
have passed 10th from CBSE, in 
2001, Roll No. 2125658. In the 
above  sa id  Ma t r i cu l a t i on  
Certificate, my father's name is 
Nashtar Pal which is incorrect. As 
per my father Aadhar Card his 
Correct name is Nachhter Pal. Pls 
note all.

100069
I, Vandana Goyal W/o Sh. Bidhi 
Chand Gupta C/o Anil Kumar 
Subhash Chand, Bons Market, 
Kaithal Now At The Time H. No. 
353, Sector-19, Part-1, HUDA, 
Near Water Tanki, Kaithal 
(Haryana) declares that in the 
online record of HSVP for Plot No. 
353P, Sector-19, Part-1, HSVP, 
Kaithal my name is written as 
Vandana Gupta but my correct 
name is Vandana Goyal which is 
written in all my documents. I want 
to update my name in the Plot No. 
353P, Sector-19, Part-1, HSVP 
Kaithal online record as per my 
Aadhar Card. All concerned 
please note.

100047

PUBLIC NOTICES

REQUIREMENT NOTICE

"Looking forward to playing with
 you again": Mustafizur's

RCB GT eye mandatory win 
to keep playoff hopes alive
RCB GT eye mandatory win 
to keep playoff hopes alive

NEWS BRIEF

ubai: The International Cricket Council 
(ICC) on Friday announced 26 match Dofficials for the first round of matches 

of the T20 World Cup 2024 in the West Indies 
and USA, starting June 1.
The list includes 20 umpires and six match 
referees who will officiate in the ninth edition of 
the marquee event.
The upcoming edition will mark the first time 
that 20 teams will participate, playing a total of 
55 matches over 28 days across nine venues, 
making it the biggest ICC T20 World Cup in 
the competition's history.
The list of match referees' includes Ranjan 
Madugalle, who officiated the 2022 final, 
between England and Pakistan along with the 
format's most experienced referee, Jeff 
Crowe.
Wasim Khan, ICC General Manager - Cricket, 
reflected on the selection of the match officials 
for the historic event.
"We are pleased to announce our team of 
match referees and umpires for the historic 
ICC Men's T20 World Cup. Within the selected 
cohort, we have a complement of experienced 
match officials and other high-performing 
members who have been recognized for their 
strong and consistent performances," he said, 
according to ICC release.
"The throughput from the pathway programme 
will continue to see the development and 
emergence of high-quality match officials 
across the game. With 20 teams and 55 
matches played over 28 days, this will be the 
biggest T20 World Cup ever and we are proud 
of the team we have assembled. We are 
confident that our officials will perform strongly. 
We wish them all the best of luck for what 
promises to be a very exciting tournament," he 
added.

ew Delhi: Chennai Super Kings leading 
wicket-taker in the ongoing Indian NPremier League (IPL) season, 

Mustafizur Rahman, has left the defending 
champions camp after his No Objection 
Certificate (NOC) expired.
On Friday, the Bangladesh player took to 
Instagram and shared a special message for 
the franchise icon MS Dhoni.
Mustafizur shared a picture with the iconic 
wicketkeeper in which both of them were 
holding a CSK jersey. A message was also 
written for Mustafizur on the jersey, "With luv to 
Fizz."
In his caption, Mustafizur thanked the 41-year-
old for the "valuable tips" he provided and for 
the faith Dhoni kept in him every time.
"Thanks for everything Mahi bhai. It was a 
special feeling to share the same dressing 
room with a legend like you. Thanks for keeping 
faith in me every time. Appreciating your 
valuable tips, I will remember those things. 
Looking forward to meeting and playing with 
you again soon," Mustafizur wrote on 
Instagram.
Mustafizur's NOC was originally set to expire 
on April 30, but it was extended till May 1 which 
made him available for CSK's clash against 
Punjab Kings at Chepauk.
"We had given Mustafizur a leave to play in the 
IPL till April 30, but since Chennai has a match 
on May 1, we have extended his leave by a day 
upon receiving a request from Chennai and the 
BCCI," Shahriar Nafees, BCB's deputy 
manager of cricket operations, said as quoted 
from ESPNcricinfo.
In the ongoing season, Mustafizur featured in 
nine matches and took 14 wickets at an 
economy of 9.26 and a bowling average of 
22.71.

ICC announces 26 match 
officials for T20 World Cup

Sports
YUGMARG

BENGALURU:  From a 
maths perspective, Royal 
Challengers Bengaluru and 
Gujarat Titans can still reach 
the IPL playoffs, but they need 
to ward off inner gremlins on 
Saturday to notch a manda-
tory win to keep that dream 
flickering.
     The Royal Challengers are 
the bottom-dwellers with six 
points from 10 matches, while 
the Titans are placed eighth 
with eight points from 10 
matches.
     However, the floundering 
outings of Chennai Super 
Kings and Delhi Capitals (10 
points each) have fuelled the 
hopes of these two teams of 
sneaking into the middle tier 
of the points table and from 
there to the knockouts.
     But both RCB and GT will 
know that keeping their own 
house in order is a better 
option than depending on 
other teams to stay afloat as 

runs and wickets against Mohammed Siraj, who has cies GT have the tools to pun- Shankar and Shahrukh Khan the IPL group stage is entering 
Hyderabad.      RCB would been drafted into India's T20 ish them.      But to the Titans' have not managed to even its business end.
hope for an encore from them World Cup squad, Yash Dayal, dismay, those tools have mal- touch 200 this season, impart-     In that context, the Faf du 
at the home venue as well. Karn Sharma and Swapnil functioned more often than ing a brittle look to GT's mid-Plessis-led side will feel a tad 
     At the top, Virat Kohli con- Singh were on the money not, and it aptly mirrored in dle and lower order.more confident than their 
tinues to be a run-making pres- against SRH. their two successive defeats      Their bowling group too has opponents after registering 
ence as he recently became the      But against GT at against Delhi Capitals and been vastly underwhelming, wins in their last two matches.
first batter to go past 500-run Ahmedabad, they returned to RCB.      Shubman Gill and and none reflected it more      They have also found new 
mark in this edition of the IPL, their profligate ways, allow- Bhardwaj Sai Sudharsan than Rashid Khan.heroes across these two games 
and RCB will certainly like a ing them to whittle a 200-run have run an exclusive store of      The star spinner has taken – Will Jacks powered his way 
few more from his willow. total. runs for Gujarat, amassing just eight wickets across 10 to a match-winning century 
     However, the Royal      They will have to tidy up over 700 runs between them. matches while giving eight against GT, while Cameron 
Challengers will ask for some their act at the unforgiving M      Other than them, the likes of runs an over, a significantly Green finally lived up to his 
more consistency from their Chinnaswamy Stadium, as Wriddhiman Saha, David higher economy rate than his tag of all-rounder with crucial 
bowlers.  The l ikes  of  despite all their inconsisten- Miller, Rahul Tewatia, Vijay overall 6.7 in IPL since 2017.
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Virat Kohli should open; Rohit 
should bat at three: Ajay Jadeja

MOC clears proposals of 
Jyothi Yarraji, Shaili Singh 
as duo aim to qualify for 
upcoming Paris Olympics

NEW DELHI : Ministry of Youth Kiran George, Ayush Shetty and 
Affairs and Sports (MYAS) Rakshitha Sree. Kiran has 
Mission Olympic Cell (MOC) proposed to participate in the 
during their 134th meeting Malaysia Masters (BWF 500) 
approved athletes Jyothi Yarraji while Ayush has requested 
and Shaili Singh's proposals for financial assistance to participate 
multiple competitions as the two in a Thailand Open along with 
aim to Qualify for the upcoming Malaysia Masters. Meanwhile, 
Paris Olympic Games. Rakshitha will head to Denmark 
The Indian track and field to participate in State Denmark 
athletes have sent in their Challenge followed by the 
request for financial assistance Slovenia Open in Ljubljana.
towards various competitions TOPS will fund their airfare, 
across Europe for the coming accommodation costs, Insurance 
month, where they will try to coverage and Visa costs among 
either breach the qualification other expenditures.
mark or gather crucial ranking MOC also approved 
points for the Olympics. proposals of Table Tennis players 

While Jyothi has proposed Manav Thakkar and Archana 
to compete in six international Kamath, both Manav and 
events in Europe, Shaili aims to Archana plan to compete in WTT 
compete in 4 events in the month Contender Rio De Janeiro, Brazil 
of May and June. and WTT Contender Mendoza, 

MOC under their Target Argentina with TOPS covering 
Olympic Podium Scheme their Airfare, Hospitality package 
(TOPS) funding will cover their cost and Visa fees.
airfare, visa costs, Besides foreign 
accommodation charges, local competitions, MOC also 
transport costs, medical approved the proposal of Skeet 
insurance, physio charges, shooter Anantjeet Singh 
massage costs and OPA among Naruka's plan to train in Italy with 
other expenditures. personal coach Ennio Falco 

MOC also approved before the World Cup, Baku and 
proposals of Badminton players World Cup, Lonato. 
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Happu ne Rajesh ko kiya ghar se beghar!
CHANDIGARH: &TV’s beloved gharelu comedy Happu Ki Ultan Paltan 
continues to captivate viewers’ attention with hilarious and entertaining 
tracks. The endearing love between Daroga Happu Singh (Yogesh Trip-
athi) and Rajesh (Geetanjali Mishra) has been a consistent highlight, 
bringing joy to audiences. However, in a surprising twist, the upcoming 
track takes a dramatic turn as Happu asks Rajesh to leave their home. 
Speaking about the upcoming 
track, Yogesh Tripathi, aka 
Daroga Happu Singh, shares, 
“Happu receives a police com-
plaint from an individual about 
an astrologer, stating that the 
latter has created havoc in his 
life by generating false ideas. 
During interrogation, the as-
trologer impresses Happu with 
his conversation. He manipu-
lates Happu and makes him 
believe that he could become the new ACP in near future. However, to 
attain that designation, Happu would require to live separately from his 
wife. After returning home, Happu tells Rajesh about the situation and 
asks her to leave his house. Rajesh moves into Beni’s (Vishwanath 
Chatterjee) house after an argument. As Rajesh leaves, Happu’s life 
starts becoming miserable as he doesn’t like the food cooked by Katori 
Amma (Himani Shivpuri), a criminal escapes from prison, and he also 
gets suspended over a conflict with a traffic police personnel.” Rajesh, 
aka Geetanjali Mishra, adds, “On the other hand, Rajesh’s luck take a 
u-turn as her cooking videos go viral, and she gets an offer from the fa-
mous chef Ranjeev Kapoor to join his team.” Will Happu realize his mis-
take and apologize to Rajesh?
Watch Happu Ki Ultan Paltan at 10:00 pm, airing every Monday to Fri-
day only on &TV!

“From Jhansi to Janvi, life has 
come full circle,” says Main Hoon 
Saath Tere’s Ulka Gupta
CHANDIGARH: Actor Ulka Gupta who is best known for her role as 
child Manikarnika in Jhansi Ki Rani (2009-2010) that aired on Zee TV, is 
back on the channel after 15 years as Jhanvi in Zee TV’s latest offering 
Main Hoon Saath Tere. The follows the journey of Janvi (Ulka Gupta), a 
single mother in Gwalior, as she 
navigates the challenges of par-
enthood. Living with her son Kian 
(Nihan Jain), Janvi’s world re-
volves around him. Despite their 
strong bond, Kian feels the ab-
sence of a man in their home, par-
ticularly from his mother’s per-
spective as she handles 
everything alone. The storyline in-
tensifies when Janvi crosses 
paths with Aryaman, a wealthy 
businessman, and they find them-
selves working together. As Ar-
yaman begins to show interest in 
Janvi, the question arises: will 
Kian approve of the match and play a pivotal role in bringing his mother 
closer to the man who loves her?
From portraying a young courageous freedom fighter Manikarnika when 
she was just 12 years old, to now playing Janvi, a single mother, Ulka 
has come a long way.
Excited about her return, Ulka Gupta said “From having played Jhansi 
Ki Rani to now returning to Zee TV as Janvi, life has come full circle. I 
am thrilled to be back on the channel after 15 long years. I have re-
ceived lots of love for my first lead role as young Mannu when I was just 
12 years old, and now I am glad I am playing such a strong character, 
Janvi, a strong independent single mother on the channel I started my 
journey with. It genuinely feels like a homecoming.” 
While Ulka is excited about her new role, it will be interesting for the 
viewers to watch her with Aryaman and Kian, showcasing an innocent 
take on love, life, and relationships.
Tune into Main Hoon Saath Tere, every day at 07:30 pm only on Zee 
TV!

Vidisha Srivastava, aka Anita Bhabi, 
celebrates her birthday with loved ones!
CHANDIGARH: Vidisha Srivastava, popularly known as Anita Bhabi 
from &TV’s Bhabiji Ghar Par Hai, recently celebrated her birthday with 
her loved ones. The actress’ residence 
was graced with her family and close 
friends from the industry. Talking about her 
memorable birthday party, Vidisha Srivas-
tava, aka Anita Bhabi, shares, “This year’s 
birthday celebration was special for me. 
While I had planned to take my family out 
for dinner, I was in for a shocking surprise 
when I arrived home. My mother, husband, 
sister, daughter, brother, sister-in-law, and 
friends were all waiting for me at home. I 
was almost in tears at the gesture, yet also 
worried about what to wear to cut the cake, 
as it was a surprise, and I hadn’t had a 
chance to shop (laughs). However, my sis-
ter came to the rescue, having already 
bought an off-shoulder neon yellow dress, 
which I instantly fell in love with. We cut the 
cake together, followed by a fantastic dinner specially arranged by my 
mother. Reflecting on the event, the actress adds, “Nowadays, any oc-
casion feels incomplete without capturing lots of pictures and reels, and 
that’s exactly what we did next. I posed like a model to flaunt my dress 
while my friends patiently waited, and then we, too, clicked many pic-
tures together (laughs). We also created some fun reels, which I’ll soon 
share with my fans. The birthday was memorable, especially with my 
daughter Aadya in my arms while cutting the cake, making it even more 
special. My husband, Sayak, came all the way from Ranchi to Mumbai, 
made all the arrangements to make me feel special on my birthday. I 
feel truly blessed to have such lovely people around me. This year, on 
my birthday, my only wish was to have them with me always.”

Kaise karega Atal jhoot 
ka pardaphash?

CHANDIGRH: There is a lot of drama in store in the upcoming 
track of &TV’s Atal. In this week’s track, a conspiracy against Atal 
(Vyom Thakkar) leads Awadh to grab the job. While Atal wants 
everyone to know the truth, he faces challenging situations that 
create further roadblocks. Commenting about the track, Krishna 
Devi (Neha Joshi) shares, “Awadh submits the fake Atal’s apolo-
gy letter to the officer and bags the job. Sudarshan Tripathi 
(Madhav Abhyankar) arrives at the Mohalla with his men and 
Dholwalas to announce how Awadh has got the job. Krishna Devi 
takes Atal and Awadh inside the house and tells Awadh to reveal 
the truth to everyone. 
However, Awadh defends himself, stating that he has taken steps 
to benefit his family and Atal’s future. Saraswati, who too does 
not want to reveal the truth, warns to harm herself and asks Atal 
to stay back and not reveal the truth. Krishna Devi protects Sar-
aswati from taking the drastic step and Krishan Bihari Vajpayee 
(Ashutosh Kulkarni) locks Atal inside the room to avoid any mis-
hap. However, Atal wants to say the truth and keeps shouting 
from inside his room ‘mein sabko bataunga meine maafinama 
nahi likha’.” How will Atal overcome this challenging situation and 
uncover the entire conspiracy?

Vaani Kapoor 
to headline 

drama-comedy 
‘Badtameez 

Gill’
V

aani Kapoor is all set to headline coming-of mod-
ern-age drama ‘Badtameez Gill’, which is about a 
girl and her family set in Bareilly and London.

‘Badtameez Gill’ is being produced by Nickky 
Bhagnani and Viicky Bhagnani, Vinay Aggarwal, 

Ankur Takrani and Akshad Ghone. It is being directed by Nav-
jot Gulati, who has written Running Shaadi, Ginny Weds Sun-
ny and directed films like Jai Mummy Di and soon to be re-
leased Pooja Meri Jaan.

Producer duo Nickky and Viicky said in a statement, 
“Vaani Kapoor is headlining our ambitious project Badtameez 
Gill that is set to go on floors in the first week of May! Vaani 
was the first and the only choice and she is perfect for the part 
in every way. Vaani will showcase a totally different side to her 
acting in our film that has its heart in the right place.”

They added, “Vaani is a top notch actress, and she hasn’t 
been seen in an out and out comedies & family entertainers. We 
feel she will do a brilliant job at this genre. The role was writ-
ten keeping in mind someone like her.”

The film also stars Aparshakti Khurrana as Vaani’s broth-
er, and Paresh Rawal plays Vaani’s father in the film.

The producer duo continued, “We needed a gorgeous, confi-
dent girl who can be a riot for her family & her friends. Vaani is 
this person in real life. So, when we met her, we knew we had 
found our lead! She will light up the screen with her presence 
and hopefully we will entertain a lot of people with our film.”

The film is set to start its shooting schedule in Bareilly.
Apart from this, Vaani is gearing up for ‘Khel Khel Mein’ 

co-starring Akshay Kumar, Taapsee Pannu, Fardeen Khan, 
Ammy Virk and Aditya Seal, set to release on September 6 this 
year, coinciding with Akshay’s birthday week.

‘Khel Khel Mein’ is directed by Mudassar Aziz and pro-
duced by Bhushan Kumar, Krishan Kumar, Vipul D. Shah, 
Ashwin Varde, Rajesh Bahl, Shashikant Sinha, and Ajay Rai.

R
emembering legendary 
actress and his mother 
Nargis, Sanjay Dutt 
poured his heart out in 
an emotional Instagram 

post.
“Miss you, Maa! Even though 

you’re not here, your presence is 
felt in every moment. We hold you 
close in our hearts and memories 
Maa. Love you (heart emoji),” he 
wrote, adding a couple of his pic-
tures with his mother, who’s best 
known for her performance in Os-
car-nominated epic drama ‘Moth-
er India’.

In the first picture, little San-
jay can be seen standing beside 
his mother. The other photo fea-
tures a candid Nargis and Sanjay, 
engrossed in a discussion.

Sanjay’s sister and politician 
Priya Dutt also dropped a moving 
post in fond memory of their 
mother.

“I miss you more now than 
ever before. I thought time heals, 
but time just passes by with 
thoughts of you. If you were here, 
you would be such a great grand-
mother. You would protect me al-
ways through my emotional up-
heavals, advising me in matters of 

love, life, motherhood, and so 
much more. I miss you so much; I 
never realized I would after so 
many years, but I do. Always look 
over me as my angel from heaven 
until we meet again. Ma,” Priya 
posted on Instagram.

Nargis made her screen debut 
in a minor role at the age of five 
with Talash-E-Haq (1935),[6] but 
her acting career actually began 
with the film Tamanna (1942). Her 
last on-screen appearance was in 
the psychological thriller film 

‘Raat Aur Din’.
Nargis and actor Sunil Dutt 

fell in love with each other after a 
fire broke out on the sets of their 
1957 film ‘Mother India’ and he 
reportedly rescued her.

They were said to have come 

closer while recuperating from 
the injuries. The couple tied the 
knot on March 11, 1958. Her best-
known role was that of Radha in 
the Academy Award-nominated 
Mother India (1957), a perfor-
mance that won her the Filmfare 
Award for Best Actress.

Along with her husband, Nar-
gis formed the Ajanta Arts Cul-
ture Troupe which hired several 
leading actors and singers of the 
time and held stage shows in bor-
der areas. Post her marriage to 
Sunil, Nargis quit films for good 
and settled into happy matrimo-
ny. In the early 1970s, Nargis be-
came the first patron of The 
Spastic Society of India and her 
subsequent work with the organ-
isation brought her recognition 
as a social worker and later a 
Rajya Sabha nomination in 1980. 
Nargis Dutt was the second ac-
tor, the first being Prithvi Raj 
Kapoor, to be nominated, and 
she was in Rajya Sabha for two 
years, 1980 and 1981. She was 
also awarded the Padma Shri in 
1958. On May 3, 1981, Nargis lost 
her life to pancreatic cancer. She 
was 51 when she breathed her 
last.

Sanjay Dutt pens emotional note for 
mother Nargis on her death anniversary

Britney Spears 
involved in heated 
fight with boyfriend

Fans were left concerned after reports surfaced of Britney 
Spears being involved in a heated fight with her boyfriend.
Witnesses describe her leaving a Hollywood hotel looking 
distressed.
Britney Spears, 42, was seen leaving the upscale Chateau 

Marmont hotel in LA early Thursday, prompting emergency services 
to respond to reports of an injured woman.
The altercation between Britney Spears and her boyfriend, Paul 
Richard Soliz, escalated after a heated argument during their hotel 
party, according to Page Six.
Witnesses report Britney Spears left the hotel room looking un-
kempt, prompting a call for an ambulance due to concerns she might 
have hurt her leg.
Brian Humphrey, an official from the Los Angeles Fire Department, 
confirmed to Page Six that an ambulance was dispatched to the 
scene of the incident. “At 1:00 a.m. an ambulance arrived on the 
premises. I can confirm no one was transported. Services left the 
scene at 1:17 a.m. The police department were not called.”


